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PREFACE

This study of the purpose of Jesus is first of all an
,attempt to place the methods and results of New Testament scholars hi^ within reach of non-technical readers. It
&ishoped that n i t a few such will take the pains to trace
the s k s by which the original Christ figure is discovered
*in the palimpsest of the New Testament. Beyond the
:critical and the historical. however. is the ethical aim of
[the book. It seeks by reconstructing Jesus' objective to
:throw a needed light -on present-dayissues, especially the
iproblem of civilization, and the church's mission and duty.
i, My obligations to the masters of research are too nu@erous for mention in this place. I have sought to make
iproper acknowledgements in connection with the developiment of the subject-matter.
I

''Columbia University
1925.

INTRODUCTION
On a summer afternoon in the early part of the first
century of our era we may picture to ourselves a group of
middle class Jews resting in the shade in one of the valleys
near Mount Hermon, and not far from the city of Caesarea Philippi, where a generation earlier Herod Philip
had built himself a capital. No notice is taken of them by
the Gentiles who pass along the road; for already the Jew
is an international merchant, ~d travel in companies is
common, the roads being so often infested with robbers.
Presently their leader arrests their attention with a question :
"Who do men say that I am?"
The replies are various :
"John the Baptist."
"Elijah."
. "One of the prophets."
"But who say ye that I am?" the leader asks again.
"Thou art the Christ," Simon Peter answers for them
all.
Thus in the lifetime of Jesus Christ and among eyeand ear-witnesses there was no unanimity of opinion about
him. S o it has been ever since. On Palm Sunday he was
popularly acclaimed as the "Son of DavidJJ and rhe
"prophetJJof Nazareth;' a few days later the Sanhedrists
referred to him as "that deceiver." For St. Peter at
Pentecost he was "Lord and Christ;" ' for St. Paul, the
"Son of God;" for the Roman historian Tacitus, "one put
1

Mk. viii.

Mt. xxvii. 63.
Acts ii. 36.

27 f .

s Mt. xli. 9. 11.
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to death by Pantius Pilate in Judea during the reign of
Tiberius ;" for Athanasius, "Light of Light, very God of
very God;" for St. Bernard, "the King most wonderful,"
the "Conqueror renowned;" for certain modern radicals,
"the first socialist;" for Rabbi Wise, "not a God who
lived humanly, but a man who lived divinely." Each generation has viewed him and his mission through its own
spectacles, and handed down to posterity a'portrait in no
small degree imaginative. Naturally many of these have
fused, forming composite portraits, such as the "Savior"
of popular faith, the theological Christ of the creeds, and
the heavenly Friend of the pietists.
For a century past historical criticism, instead of accepting or modifying any of these current representations,
has been seeking t o discover by the methods of inquiry
approved in other historical fields what Jesus was t o his
own generation and to himself. The result has been like
that in an ancient, but still living, city-say, Rome. The
life of the first century has been brought to light once
more, and the actual Jesus, the man of Nazareth and
prophet of Israel, may now be seen, if one will look reflectively. The picture lies on the face of the Gospels in
English, somewhat, but not fatally, overwritten by later
teachings.
I n the pages that follow it is doubtless not to be expected that the reader will look up all the Gospel citations
(which are from the Revised Version) ;but it is a reasonable expectation that he will not dispute any statement of
the text without examining its supporting references and
reflecting upon them. N o passage has been cited for display or mere mass effect, but only because it is one of the
facts of the investigation; and in a historical, as in a scientific, inquiry facts (data) are fundamental. With them
all statements must agree, and to them all interpretations
must bow. The usual tregtment of these historical facts is
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very unscientific. Readers preoccupied with traditional
interpretations and prepossessions snatch a sentence or a
paragraph out of its setting, and out of its relations t o
other teachings of Jesus; and, if they can then make it
seem reasonable to them, they accept it; if not, they account it a hard saying and forget it. This is, of course, to
make the Gospels express the reader's own opinions, not
those of the original speaker. If we are to see the actual
Jesus of the first century, it must be by giving an attentive,
unbiased ear to his message as it comes from his own lips
and to the statements about him of eye- and ear-witnesses.
This little book is not purely historical, however. Indeed, the ethical interest is dominant, it being the author's
conviction that the welfare of the world in our troubled
times demands that Jesus of Nazareth have an authoritative voice in our modern affairs. The main inquiry is as
to the aim of Jesus Christ-what he sought to do, and how
he hoped to do it. Upon the result of that inquiry must
depend our conclusion as t o what he would have done now.
The historical method pursued has led t o the postponement of certain pertinent points in debate by scholars until
these present themselves naturally in the course of the
investigation. Among these are the questions, whether
Jesus was the founder of Christianity, o r its hero; what
his own religion was; what the sources of the familiar
Christian doctrines were-supernatural,
o r Jewish, or
Greek.
That i n any case these (especially the aim of Jesus) are
fundamental inquiries for Christendom is plain. At the
present time they have a special urgency. Despite the
increasing years since 1918, tragedy is still the basic fact
of the world, a fact presenting with a new weight of scorn
the old demand, "Where is thy God?"' Full many
stricken peoples, groping amidst the ruins of their former
6

Pa. xlii. 10.
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life, find the old assurances of faith failing them. "They
that seek the Lord shall not want any good thing" ! "None
of them that trust in Him shall be desolate" l Do these
promises hold good? Alas! it is hard to think so. Life
seems to pass a sweeping judgment of denial upcm our
comfortable optimisms, and in place of any beatitude to
declare, in essential accord with the Old Testament
preacher's commination *--woe to the simple-minded and
the unwary; for nature sendeth her miseries to the just as
well as the unjust, and maketh the sun of hope to set alike
for the evil and the good ! Perchance Jesus Christ found a
way out of this conflict of testimonies. It appears to be
worth while to lodc and see.
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THE AIM OF JESUS CHRIST
CHAPTER I
NATURE O F TRE INQUIRY

1

1. ITS DIFFICULTIES.
TO the inexperienced student it
may seem that an answer to our question should be a
simple matter. There are the four Gospels, narrating in
simple language the life and death of Jesus and recording
his teachings: why should not his aim be clear? Such
might, indeed, have been the case, had the story ended with
Jesus' death ; but that was signally not the case. Soon the
Gospel accounts were enlarged by not a few ideas more or
less different from their own; and in the complicated loom
of Christianity's development some threads seem to have
been dropt, or at least overlaid, and new and old to have
oven together into complicated patterns.'
difficulties of our inquiry are chiefly of two kinds :
ose which lie in the character of our historical
,* and (2) those which lie in ourselves as inquirers.
first kind one is the fact that the stage of the origia1 Christian drama is remote in time and place. Its actors
and spectators were relatively few and the accounts of the
parts they played scanty. References to Jesus by contemporary or early outside authors are very meager, and some
of them questionable. Even the accounts of the first

h

1

Compue the teachings of the Gospel of Mark with, say, the Epistle to the
Hebrews.
' C f . Foster, F i d i t y of tlu CbrStion Reli#wm, p. 395 ff.
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disciples are far from full. They consist either of brief
memorabilia-less than one half the New Testament, itself
a small book--or of incidental references of a rather casual nature.'
Then, none of the accounts were written with a genuinely historical purpose, but rather with a view to the
spiritual edification of believers and the spiritual enlightenment of religious inquirers. As with a modern evangeli
preacher, their purpose was not so much to inform as
awaken faith and zeal. How far, then, can we trust th
historically? Do they give us the actual order of events
simply miscellaneous recollections ?
Moreover, the Gospels were written in Hellenistic
Greek, whereas Jesus spoke Aramaic. His sayings, therefore, have been translated twice when they reach us i
English. At best we have but a few phrases as they actually fell from his lips.' Finally, the oldest narratives were
not put into writing until a generation or more after his
death. Now, we know well, from the long history of the
church (and of other human institutions) how easy it is
for later interests t o color, obscure, or overweight the
teachings of a former day. Was there no such human and
natural modification of Jesus' sayings and of the disciples'
conception of him in that first strenuous generation? May
there not have been a certain emotional reconstruction of
his figure in the minds of his followers, and at that later
day a change in emphasis, if not a downright selection, in
their reports of his teaching? We are not called upon to
assume that such was the case; but since it was so very
possible, that possibility must be taken into account.
Of the second set of difficulties-those which lie in ourselves-one is the ordinary reader's lack of historical per= Cf.

'Cf.

Acts xx. 35; I1 Cor. v. 16; Jn. xx. 30; xxi. 25.
41; xv. 34.

Mk. v.
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spective. For many persons all the statements of the Bible
seem to possess about the same character as t o time and
authority. The millenniums from Genesis t o the Apocalypse are fused into a kind of separate supernatural age in
which time has ceased to be. The striking differences of
style and theme, too, are covered up by the assumption of
a single divine Penman. Such a magical vim of the
Scriptures can, of course, furnish only artificial, not historical, results. Other readers, who can smile over such
naiveti, still find it hard to allow for the difference between
the Palestinian outlook in the first century and the AngloSaxon outlook in the twentieth century. Indeed, most
Christians have a strong tendency to construe Jesus of
Nazareth as an Occidental in all but garb. But we are
Caucasians, not Shemitics. Our reflection and our practical interests have been shaped, partly by the laws and institutions of ancient Rome, with their literalness and dry
precision, partly by our new and relatively intimate acquaintance with nature, due to our place on the skirmish
line of humanity, and in some degree by the methods of
physical science. W e are consequently always in danger
of misconstruing-literalizing and legalizing-the tropical
speech of the East. Even our familiarity with parts of the
Bible is often against us for historical purposes; for our
uses of it are generally either devotional o r theological,
neither of which makes for objective historical results. T o
treat the Gospels as armories of theological warfare is
manifestly not t o get a coherent and honest account of
ancient occurrences; and even the devotional use of them
---often so excellent in itself-is by no means historical.
I t is directed to feeling rather than t o understanding, and
commonly quite ignores literary differences and historical
connections. I t is selective, also-as much so as the feeding of a bird.
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2. PRINCIPLES
OF THE INQUIRY. A study thus handicapped plainly needs to be guided by trustworthy rules or
canons. I t is the control of such canons that the word
"critical" in the sub-title of this book is intended to indicate-in other words, the modertz point of view. ?;his
view-point may be described as that body of tested ideas
and interests which are the common heritage of modern
men of intelligence, and on the basis af which they
have learned t o estimate all statements offered for their
credence.'
For our purposes this critical attitude consists largely in
the applicatio~of two major principles, or canons of
judgment, one juristic and historical, the other scientific.
The former is the evidential primacy of eye-and-ear-witnesses. Hearsay evidence is an inferior thing at best, and
may be quite negligible in value. The a u t h o d t i v e sources
a.re the original sources. This is the principle utilized by
Luther when he appealed from the "fathers" of the
church to the Bible, and it is a principle in constant use in
courts of justice. Nor is this all. Even among original
sources discriminations must be made. Testimony must be
weighed as well as sifted. Its trustworthiness depends,
partly, on the competence of the witness-his opportunities of knowledge, his ability to observe, his possible bias,
his honesty, etc.-and partly upon the inherent credibility
qf what he relates,' its internal coherence, its agreement
with the other facts of the time and the general order of
human affairs, etc.
The second cardinal principle is what the man of science calls positivism-the rule that emfim'c~lfacts (actual
Of course mere modernness is no guarantee of a sound mental attitude or of
trustworthy &nclusions. The Mormon theology is modern. The term "modern"
is used simply to designate a body of critical methods and results which, as a
matter of fact, has been fully achieved only in modern times.
Prof. Huxley has p i n t t d out that no intelligent man would accept as true
the statement of mot er, however sincere, that he had seen an acquaintance
drive a centaur through Hyde Park!

f
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experiences) have a standing, or basic authority, which is
not to be yielded t o any ideas about them. For scientific
thought ideas (inferences, theories, etc.) have standing
only as the facts of experience require them,' consequently
when an idea conflicts with the facts, it must be rejected,
or accommodated to the facts, not vice versa. There is
quite a general acceptance of this principle today; but
t unfortunately in theology and social reform it is often
largely a lip service. In religious discussion two other
ways of thinking, hoary with age and primitive in origin,
dispute the cbims of positivism. These are ( 1) prescrip
tion, or personal authority, and (2) tradition.
The former claims or assumes that ideas coming from
persons regarded as superior (perhaps through having
, marvelous events associated with their names) are to be
' accepted even if the facts do not support them. Thus
sacred scriptures, decrees of councils, and ex cathedra
i pronouncements of popes, do not require the endorsement
of facts, or at any rate not of all the pertinent facts. This
claim the modern mind rejects.'
Traditionalism, the second non-modern way of think, ing, resists the rule of positivism less openly, but not less
: effectually. Its test of truth is age. Beliefs that have come
down from long ago are regarded as presumptively true.
i- It is as though the countless human beings who through
the generations have accepted these ideas have thereby

:
8

;

'The first notable ex ression of this principle was by the last of the great

William of Bccam, who declared that "themetical existeaw [ca
[ rchoolmen
etc.1 are ;a to be multiplied without necessity,'' the "nece~sity'~being the
of the ded ideas to uplain the facts. This comaatone of acience, long ago

I

" oi-5
"Occam's razor," is now geaeranly known as the "law of rsimony."
To rllustrate it from our own su&cct matter, a critical judgment of%
Gospel
of Matthew is likely to urclude many of him private interpretations of evcntr and
sayings, on the ground that thede are not required for the u p l a n a o n of the
facts. but have been added thereto for naive catechet~caluuruoses.
Cf. Mt. i. 22:
.
i ii. 15 18. iv 14 f: viii 17' xii. 17 f . xxi. 4 f.
hked at this p i n t ;gears to
complete. On the one hand, dogmatic
theology finda no mtroversl werpon but dennn+ation of critical thought u
adless" and the like- on the other, thac fulmanations impredo no one not
.be convinced of error only
Zeady on the authori&rian.ddp. The critics
, by an appeal to the facts, which is the very test 1n dispute.

[

;

be
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voted them into the dignity of truth. Critical thought

rejects this principle, also. For it no accumulation of votes
whatever can determine historical or scientific truth. It is
well aware that if ideas that are quite possibly utterly mistaken do not enter practically into the daily life of men,
there is little enough-apart from criticism, of course-to
prevent their all but unanimous acceptance by every generation-lasting as long as the race itself.
The principle of positivism, though first maintained by
a churchman, seriously curtails that favorite resource of
churchmen-explaining physical events by supernatural
causes. It does not necessarily exclude the supernatural,
to be sure; but it does make it the last resource of thought.
A representative modern man, acquainted with nature and
life as science reveals them, cannot accept the more or less
miraculous explanations which were once natural enough.
He cannot infer, as did Augustine after the Gothic sack
of Rome, that since the ancient city by the Tiber appeared
not to be eternal, there must be a spirit4 city-the church
-which was eternal. Nor can he reason, as did the promoters of the Children's Crusade, that since the failure
of the Second Crusade was due to the sins of the crusaders themselves, therefore a crusade conducted by innocent children would surely succeed, it being inconceivable
that God should allow it to fail. Indeed, he can scarcely
take such reasonings seriously, he has lost the world-view
which made them plausible. For us, if we really think on
the subject, the old provincial view of the universe, with
its small flat earth, spanned by a relatively solid heaven in
which a Zoroastfian Deity sat enthroned, looking on while
his partisans below fought the myrmidons of Satan, has
become impossible. With the passing of that ancient cosmology has gone naturally many an accepted belief of the

i
B
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past-for example, the Jewish expectation of a heavenly
Messiah sailing cloud-draped through the skies.
If the reader cannot look at questions regarding Jesus
Christ from the modern point of view, it is t o be feared
hie will soon lay this book down, declaring that the author
is a mere rationalist-a judgment which will be true or
untrue, according t o what he means by rationalist. The
book is not written from a rationalistic viewpoint in the
metaphysical sense; nor is its outlook by any means that
of the older theological rationalists, who first decided
a priori what reason could accept, and then cut the Scriptures down to match the pattern. It is rationalistic only in
the sense of scientific positivism. If this is rationalism,
the stigma must be accepted.
An important remark is to be added : sound positivism
makes no claim or assumption as to what the facts of experience are. In particular it is not assumed that, since the
phenomena of physical science are facts of experience,
only such are really facts. That would be poor logic,
indeed. On the contrary, in this discussion the phenomena
of the inner life are held to be a t least as real and important as those of the outer, though generally more difficult
to study and explain.
One other matter of method calls for notice-th cciticd use of the constructive imaginution. W e cannot reconstruct the past without extensive use of the imagination.
The important thing is that its activity should be controlled
by the principles already stressed, and that use should be
made only of materials dctudly belonging to the period
studied.' It is a canon of historical criticism that events
and persons are to be estimated in the light of the times in
i

This is a particular application of the well established principle of scientific
analogy.
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which they occurred and lived, not in the glow of subsequent enthusiasms or the side-lights of later doctrines and
controversies. Jesus, for example, is to be viewed and
construed as a Palestinian (i.e. Oriental) teacher of the
first century, one who naturally thought and taught in
ways characteristic of the Eastern mind and suited to the
taste and understanding of Eastern audiences. We shall
go on repeating many misunderstandings if we try to force
his teachings and his figure into accord with Greek speculations or, still worse, into the juristic thought moulds of
the Latin mind or the precise conceptions and statements
of modern research.
3. SOURCES.Our information about Jesus Christ, his
life, teachings, and purposes, comes from four sets, or
kinds, of sources: (1) The original Gospels-Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and Luke's continuation in the Book of Acts.
This group is known as the Synoptic Gospels, because
owing to the many similarities of its members they can be
viewed together; (2) The New Testament Epistles, written in the second half of the first century; ( 3 ) The Fourth
Gospel, traditionally assigned t o the apostle John; and
(4) References in the works of non-Christians who wrote
at relatively early dates. The historical value of these
sources varies: for the present inquiry it appears to be in
the order just given. All of them contain material derived
apparently from eye- and ear-witnesses, but in quite different degrees of fullness and accuracy.
The Synoptics, although antedated by six of St. Paul's
epistles, come first ; because they include sayings of Jesus
which pretty certainly were reduced to writing at no long
period after his death. T o a large degree, also, their
authors appear to have been ear-witnesses themselves. The
apostolic references to the actual Jesus, on the other hand,
are few and incidental; and in the case of St. Paul are

L
1
1
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based upQn the current tradition, not personal acquain\ tance. The Fourth Gospel probably includes additional
original material, but material which was reduced to writing in or near the second century, and thus so long after
the events referred to as possibly to have become much
modified. The references to Jesus by Josephus, Tacitus,
etc., are very few, and some of them are seriously challenged by critics of standing. Their value consists chiefly
in supporting the historicity of the New Testament.
The Synoptic Gospels are analyzed by scholarship into
four main constituent factors, or sub-sources. The oldest
of these is no longer extant in its original form. It was a
collection of sayings of Jesus, with perhaps certain narratives that served to introduce them.'' Extracts from it
-too precise verbally to be due to oral tradition-are
found in Matthew and Luke, and perhaps in Mark. In the
early days when "daily in the Temple and in every house"
the first disciples "ceased not to teach and preach Jesus
Christ," it was but natural (because important) that such
a collection of the Master's own teachings should be made.
The next Synoptic factor is the Gospel of Mark. This
comes nearest to being a history of Jesus' ministry. It,
too, arose out of the needs of the new movement. I n the
tense years preceding the destruction of Jerusalem l1 all
vital Jewish movements were greatly heightened. At the
same time the generation which had seen and heard Jesus
was passing away. The new company-the followers of
"the Way"-was
made up chiefly of believers who had
never seen their Lord nor heard him speak. Naturally it
seemed to the elders important that the story of his work
should be written out so that it might remain with the
church after they, t m , had passed away. John Mark, the
1"

It is general1 referred to by critics as Q, the initial of the G e r m -d
gluh word "qcurr~."

41gclle'D
md the
A.D. 70.

ka
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cousin of Barnabas and the early disciple in whose home,
according t o Papias," the apostle Peter spent much time,
was the first to undertake the task. H e is generally regarded by scholars as giving us the story of Jesus as
St. Peter was wont t o relate it.
Of the third and fourth Synoptic factors little is known
beyond their contents. The former consists of the material found exclusively in Matthew, and the latter of the
material peculiar to Luke. Both Matthew and Luke draw
extensively from both Q and Mark, and to that extent
are not original sources.
The three evangelists have certain secondary differences.
Mark is a zealous partisan of his Master as the Messiah
of popular expectation, a claim which he seeks t o establish
by recounting Jesus' remarkable works, regarded by him
as miracles." Matthew endeavors to establish the same
truth by tracing Jesus' Davidic lineage and magnifying
him as the fulfiller of Messianic prophecy." Though
writing from a Jewish point of view, he delights to show
how superior his Master was to the representatives of the
old Jewish order.'' Luke, on the other hand, was a Gentile and a physician, and was especially impressed by the
humanitarian and universalistic l6 bearings of Jesus'
career. For him the Messiah is a Savior of men, both
from woe and from sin.''
This interconnection of the original sources in the
Synoptics together with their differences of interest and
outlook affect our inquiry but little. The personality and
the teaching of Jesus remain self-consistent and essentially
About 130 A.D.
la Cf. Mk. i. 14, 1 5 ; xiii. 21-37.
Mt. i. 1-17. Cf. i. 22 f ; ii. 5, 15, 17, 23; iii. 3, etc.
Cf. Mt. u i . 12-16, 28-46.
leFor example, he traces Jesus' lineage hack to Adam!
1 7 C . U.ii. 10, 11; xviii. 35-43; xix. 1-10. The chief critical caution ulled
for is that Luke has a tendency to stress the economic aspects of Jesus' tuchinp
at times representing him in the uire of as Old Testament reforming prophd
with an economic class message.
Lk. ri. 20-26; Mt. v. 3 li.
Y
lk
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the same in all. I t is otherwise when we come to the
Fourth Gospel. Here the subject matter is very different
from that of the Synoptics, the figure and attitude of
Jesus present a striking contrast, and the interest and purpose of the author are new. The reader who passes
directly from the Synoptic accounts to that of the Johannist finds himself in a different atmosphere, almost a
different world. With the exception of the second chapter
and the scenes of the passion, there is little connected
narrative. The text is largely a set of not very vigorous
paraphrases, or expositions (midrashim), of presumably
actual sayings of Jesus then preserved in the evangelical
tradition.''
The most striking change, however, is in the figure of
Jesus himself and his type of teaching. The Jesus of the
Synoptics answers to St. Peter's description of him as one
"who went about doing good, and healing all that were
oppressed of the devil:" le He does not impress us as a
seeker for dignity and authority, but as a devoted promoter of human good. He alludes to himself only incidentally, except in the few cases where the criticism of
opponents forced him to defend
The Jesus of
the Fourth Gospel, however, is occupied throughout with
his own superhuman position. H e not only talks about
himself over and over, but in the last analysis about little
else." He is gracious, indeed, to his followers; but his
grace is entirely contingent upon their belief in him as the
Son of God. It is not only that the evangelist makes him
pass through the Gospel's pages as a heavenly Being; he
Cf. Jn. xv. 1-8, where the whole idea is conveyed in the first two and fourth
verses, and the remainder is mere weakened exposition.
-Acts. x. 38.
mCf. Mt. vii. 22, 23. Mk. iii. 22-30.
P A like remark is \o.be made of virtually .all the s akers in the Fourth
Gorpcl--the evangelist hlmvlf, John the Bapt~st, ~ m z e m u s the Woman of
SumriL, listeners to the dirourres, the Temple t g u ~ r d s (. ~ n :vii. 46) Jqms'
brothera, the cured blind man, Mary of Bethany e disc~ples the Sanhedrlsts,
and Peatins Pilate-all are chiefly concerned wiih the person 6f Christ.

1
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w k e s the Master himself daim such divinity-an attitude
strongly a t variance with the Synoptic picture.
According t o the Johannist, his very first statements
(beyond ordinary conversation) have to do with his superhuman personality ; his first miracle was performed, not
to alleviate human distress, but to manifest "his glory;" '*
his first public appearance was an act of superior authority,
justified to the Temple rulers by a riddle;" his first talk
with a man of education was a bit of mystic philosophy,
supported by a claim to higher knowledge due to heavenly
origin.** The like is true of his first conversation with a
foreigner : mystic ideas lead up t o a claim of supernatural
dignity." The cure of an impotent man at the pool of
Bethesda is made a kind of text for a long discourse on
his own divine position and functions and the evidence for
them." The feeding of the multitude-an act of compassion in Mark-becomes in John a wonder which serves
to introduce a mystic sermon regarding himself as the
bread of life "which cometh down out of heaven, that a
man may eat thereof and not die." The next two discourses continue in a like strain, debating, with what seems
much futile dogmatism, his own claims to divinity." It
is very hard to believe that this is the same speaker to
whom we listen in the Sermon on the
It is true, of course, that there are other themes in the

"'fn: n

i. 48-51.ii. 11.
ii. 13-?i.. According to the Syn t i u 9: purgin of the Tem Ie urn
not at the b e ~ n n t n g but
the close ofT:s m:nispmt
was ~t h i s final
to Israel as the Messiah. Cf. Mt. xxi. 12;
xi. 15;
xis. 45.

.

n. v. 1-47. In connection with this cure 0.n the Sabbath, Burkitt wints
out that while the Synoptic Jesus brushes wide r@d Sabbatarianism when, and
because, it clashes with human welfare (Cf. Mk. 11. 23 to iii. 5), the Johann:ne
Jerw justifies his anti-Sabbatarianism on the ground of his superior dignity due
to his close connection with God.
Mk. vi 34-44; Jn. vi. 5, 6, 26-59;vii. 1624, 28 f., 33 f., 37 t.; viii. 12.19,
21-58.
"This ir virtually the mcluaion af Burkitt, who a* a, 'The Chrirt of the
Fourth Gospel ia not the Christ of history but the ChrTbt of Christian expertence" (Emcyc. of R e l ~ e na d Ethks, ~ r t :"Gmpels," p. 342).
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Fourth Gospel besides this dominant one of the person of
Christ; but the remaining topics are still in strong contrast
with those in the Synoptic Gospels. How varied are the
latter, varied as life itself by which indeed they are suggested-suffering and cure, fasting and feasting, ambition
and renunciation, sin and sorrow and forgiveness, stewardship and loyalty, forbearance and mutual service, marriage, the place of children, righteousness and the coming
of the Kingdom of glory, etc.-the concrete things of
practical life treated vigorously and sententiously. In the
Fourth Gospel, on the contrary, the themes are few and
vague, repetitiously discussed, and (with the doubtful
exception of fraternal love), doctrinal, not practical.
Ethics gives place to metaphysics, mostly mystical, the
four favorite themes of mysticism-light (or truth), life,
love, and union with God-recurring over and over.*'
Our present concern with the book, of course, is as to
its value as a historical source. Regarding this, it is significant that the author frankly avows a theological and
religious, rather than a historicd, purpose. "These things
are written," he says, "that ye may believe that Jesus is
' C f . for L' ht: i. 4 5 7-9. iii. 19-21. v 35- viii 12. ix 5 39- xii
35 f 46. for ?ruth. vii!. j2. x;i
13-15. x h i '17. kviii '37
f6r ti e . ' i 4;
iii. jb 3' 5 f 16
iv. 10.i4.
24-28 40a'vi. '35 46 47 f 51 51i8 63.

f'.

.;

i.;

vii. 3; f :viii: 12 57. x. 10 26. xi 25. kiv.'6 19. ?or iove:'hii.' 34 f.: xi;
21.23; xy. 9-13, I?: fbr ~ a & sh t h ' GO% or ~h>st:'vi. 54 (26-35, 41-58); xiv.
9-11 20 23' xv. 1-7; xvlr. 21-23.
S& tdo, tihe miracler recorded seem to have h a p relsted from the mystic
conversion of the water into wrne which "manifested his
point of view-the
glory" (ii. ll), standin for the trannformation of ihe believer's inner life
effected by the Son of 8od. the cure of the imptent rpan and the .raining of
Lazarw revealing him as the earthly fount of dlvrne irfe. the hwlrng of the
blind man disclosing him as "the light of the world," and the feedin of the
multitude as "the living bread which came down out of heaven." On %c other
hand, the demoniac curer, of which the Synoptics .made po much, are eschevd.
The divine man, through whom alone ia that u n l m with God porsihle whlch
constitute salvation, W P I , however, a real human bemg, and not, PI certain
"anti.Christo" muntained, a purely meta ysical perwn, a supernatural r i m lacrum of humantty. Cf. I Jn. ii. 18 f., 2 8 1 ~ 3.. His opposition to this theory.
upheld in the second century and later by many Gnostiu, explains certain of
the author's reference8 to the physical life of Jesus. Cf.iv. 6 f.; xi. 35; xix 28
34 f. I n this view his contemporarr Polycarp quite concurred, d c l a r i q 'who:
soever doth not confess Jesus Chrrst to have come in the f l u h is antr!~hrist."
The Johannist makes Jesus, say not a little about obe+enye; but on examination
the obedience resolves itaelf into simply two thmngs: belref m the Son of God and
l mtimtntd.
y
love to the brethren, and the latter s e e m to have been ~
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the Christ, the Son of God;80and that believing ye may
have life in his name." Apart from that purpose the
writer shows scarcely any interest in events. He mentions
John the Baptist, but apparently only for the purpose of
introducing his testimony 81 as t o the uniqueness of Christ,
and in particular his account of the descent of the Holy
Spirit in the form of a dove. The actual baptism of Jesus
is omitted, perhaps under the idea that the only fitting
baptism of the Son of God was that of the Holy Spirit.
Similarly in his account of the Last Supper he omits Jesus'
words about the memorial significance of the bread and
wine. The raising of Lazhrus he connects up intimately
with the closing scenes of JesusJ life (especially the bitter
Sanhedrist opposition), and yet Mark's Gospel leaves no
place for such an event a t that time.
Just when the Gospel was written and by whom SZ is
unknown. From about the first quarter of the second century it was used in the churches, especially by Gnostics.
Some fifty years later it came to be ascribed to the apostle
John. Eusebius, the first but quite uncritical church historian, said that Clement of Alexandria ( a speculative
theologian of a century before his time) learned from
The Christ for him, was not the Jewish Messiah, whose figure occupied the
thoughts of Israelites In Jesus,' day a century earlrer, but the God-man of
theology. The old apocalyptic Klngdom and the second comin of Jesus are quite
drop d out. Cf. iii. 13 ff.; yi. 14.f., 29, 32 f., 38, 42, 46 f., fl, 57; viii. 56-58.
E l i s testimony harmon~res 111 with the Baptist's subsequent unctrtainty
about him. Cf. Mt. xi. 2 f.
The strongest reason for thinlring the author was himself a witness of Jesus'
career is the opening words of the First E istle of John the author of which
seems to have been the fourth evangelist. $here we are 'told that "that which
we have heard, that which we have seen wrth our eyes, that which we beheld,
that which we have
and our hands handled concerning the Word of life
see: and heard declare we unto you, also that ye also may have fellowshi with
us etc. I n the case of a modern writer thrs language would naturaflr be
reiarded as a claim to the standing of an eye- and ear- and tactual-witness. The
author was an Oriental mystic, however, and lrved eyhteen centuries ago when
ideas as to sound historical narrative did not exist. It is perfectly &ible.
consequently, that, a s Harnack thinks, the language is figurative and the meaning
mystic. How it is to be construed must be determined by further evidence,
especially by the,:emainder of the epist!e. When y e look there for the thlng7
"seen and heard we find that not a thrng is ment!oned that could be a matter
of observation 4; eye, 9 ear, ?r hands1 The thrngs actually "declared" are
matters of mystlc experience or Inferences therefrom. So what seemed at frrst
clear evidence becomes very doubtful indeed.

...
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"early presbyters" that St. John, "perceiving that the
bodily Lie., external1 facts had been set forth in the
other Gospels, at the instance of his disciples and with the
inspiratio11 of the Spirit, composed a spiritual gospel"
apparently with a view to setting forth what were held to
be the esoteric teachings of Jesus. Thus, on this view,
which is still accepted by conservative scholars, St. John
in extreme old age (about the end of the first century)
wrote the Fourth Gospel as a doctrinal supplement to the
original gospels. The more advanced critics reject the
Johannine a ~ t h o r s h i p ,and
~ ~ put the date of the book
somewhere from 120 to 135 A,D. The difference between
these views is of small importance for the present inquiry;
for in either case we are left with a work written a long
time after the events and sayings recorded, and with
purpose that was not historical, but doctrinal." I t may,
of course, contain historical material, and material unknown to or overlooked by previous writers; but its testimony cannot be accepted when it conflicts with earlier
accounts. This is especially true with regard to the discourses, for words are much more difficult t o recall
accurately than events. Moreover, the lapse of sixty or
more years inevitably, and largely insensibly, modifies
memoiies and produces new conceptions. ~ ~ ~ e c iisa l l ~
the influence of religious theory, in the course of such an
: interval, pretty certain to sway the mind and to bring the
past into harmony with the views of the present."

"-

a

aa uoted by W. S. Sanday in his The Criticism of the Fourth G o s ~ lp. 67.
g r t a i n l y it is hard to understand how a Jewish apostle, whom $t. Paul
refers to as one of the "pillars" of Jewish Christ~anity (Gal ii 9 ) . should
later have become so anti-Jewish as the author of the Fourth ~ospei.
'The dominance of the theological motive is not strange, for by that time the
interfiretation of Jesus' life, not its particular events, was the foremost intellectual
interest of the church.
"One way of evaluatin the book for historical purposes on the Johannine
authorship theory ir to as\ oneself whether a nonagenarian of ancient times,
narratin events and sayings of his early m a n h e , and writing in .support ?f a
chairhe! doctrine, would be a t to reject a tradition favorable to hzs own vlens
rimply beeause his memory dig not support it.
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We must conclude, therefore, that our main sources are
the Synoptic Gospels; all others are secondary and of
various degrees of value. Turning to these sources, and
guiding ourselves by the recognized canons of research,
let us now ask first of all who Jesus was.

CHAPTER I1
WHO WAS

JESUS?

I t is evident from the gospel accounts that prior to his
public career Jesus of Nazareth was one of the common
people, an Israelite undistinguished as to property, social
standing, or learning. T o his fellow townsmen he was one
of the village artisans, a respectable citizen, no doubt, but
not entitled to exercise functions superior to those of ordinary Nazarenes. When in the course of time he did preach
in their synagogue, they said one to another, with the
freedom of Oriental assemblies, "From whence hath this
man these things? . . . Is not this the carpenter,' the son
of Mary, the brother of James . . and are not his sisters
here with us ?"
Yet from early days apparently his character and piety
won the favorable opinion of his immediate neighbors, an
opinion with which his boyish episode in the Temple, when
considered in the light of the customs of the time, is in no
This judgment of the vicinage, both
way in~onsistent.~
the friendly and the unfriendly, is of more importance
than may appear to the casual reader; for it means that
we must attribute to Jesus the customs awl interests, and
largely the ideas and hopes, of a devout Galilean J e w of
the first century, unless there is good evidence to the contrary. The simpler the social group, the more intolerant

.

,
1

Mk. vi., 3. Edidently urpentfy wiu hir caUittg. .This doa not justify however, certain careless or auperctl~ourreferenced to hlm as a "Galilean pe&mt,'*
for he war not a tiller of the soil, and every Jewish boy war then expected to
learn a trade.
'Cf.. Llr. ii. 40-52. At the Passover Mason there were hours when my Jmirh
boy m~ghtput questions to the rabbis.
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it is of variations from the type. Thus we must suppose
that the Jewish worship, with its liturgies, sermons, and
rites, was on the whole acceptable t o him.' H e never
criticized it, and his only recorded reforming act was to
clear away from the Temple obvious abuses, so that it
might serve its original purpme. H e seems to have attended the great feasts and participated in them like other
Israelites.
1. JESUS A HEALER. He did not remain a Galilean
carpenter. Mark represents him as one of the great number receiving baptism from John, the wilderness prophet ;
and then, after certain dramatic experiences, presumably
mystic, as coming "into Galilee, preaching the gospel of
God," and at length in Capernaum calling four disciples.
Evidently he was becoming a public character; his prophetic ministry had begun. In that little city by the Galilean lake he healed a demoniac in the synagogue, a fever
patient in the home of his host (Simon), and after sundown "many that were sick with divers diseases." The
popular effect of these cures was great. When early the
following morning Simon and others followed him out to
the desert place whither he had retired for prayer, they
brought the news that all men were seeking him. Soon
eager throngs were about him, begging him to remain
among them.( T o these excited townspeople Jesus plainly
was a remarkable man, and a man most valuable to the
community-a physician, and a wonderful physician.
As "the great physicianJJevangelical tradition has loved
to depict him; and rightly enough, for the relief of distress, and especially the cure of disease, was evidently a
natural and a welcome activity to Jesus. H e healed from
a His almost complete ailence regarding the Temple sacrifices indicates no
doubt, that his interest was not in that drrection; yet there are indications'thot.
at least he had no quarrel w ~ t hthem. Cf. Mt. v. 23 f.; viii. 4; xxiii. 17-21.
Mk. i. 14-37.
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the love of it. Ministration was his natural reaction to
human suffering and need. How he healed admits of
difference of opinion. Whatever one's view as to that, his
power to heal appears to have been a natural gift, the
reality of which, in view of recent discoveries in psychotherapy, there is no sufficient reason to challenge. I n a
sense he was a faith curist : his curative power was conditioned by the patient's belief.'
It is to be noted, however, that as a healer Jesus was an
amateur-in the best or literal sense-not a professional.
He had had no medical training, made no medical claims,
taught no medical art, and received no medical fees. It
was on a like basis that he commissioned his ministering
apostles-"Freely ye received; freely give." Moreover, he
did not regard healing as his prime mission, but subordinated it to preaching. There must have been many still
ailing in Capernaum and roundabout, but to solicitations
to remain he replied, "I must preach the good tidings of
the Kingdom of God to other cities, also; for therefore
was I sent;" ' that is, as preacher rather than healer.
2. JESUS A TEACHER.
SOhis biographers describe him.
Their narratives are largely occupied with such of his
teachings as could be remembered. Matthew begins his
account of his Master's public career with the words:
"From that time began Jesus t o preach," etc., and adds
that he "went about in all Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, and preaching the gospel of the Kingdom."
Luke learns that in his sermon in the Nazareth synagogue
he claimed a divine commission "to preach g o d tidings t o
the poorw-a task in which he regarded himself as continuing the work of John the Baptist.' I t was as preachers

d.

Mt. viii. 13; ix. 28; xiii. 58; xvii. 20; Mk. v. 36; ix. 23; Lk. viii. 50.
iv. 43.
'Mt. iv. 17, 23; cf. ix. 35; v. 2 ff.; Mk. i. 14, 39; ii. 2; iv. 1, 2; Lk. xx. 1;
Jn. iii. 2.
'Lk. iv. 18; xvi. 16.
'C
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primarily that he chose certain disciples to be apostles.
"He appointed twelve," we are told, "that they might be
with him, and that he might send the% forth to preach,
and to have authority to cast out devils."' Apparently
whatever else he was to be or t o effect was to come about
through this agency-appeal and instruction.
It has been urged lothat "the picture of Jesus as teacher
is not true t o the fact of the oldest presentation;" that he
"was not contemplative, but active, . . . not a passive
watcher of events," but the forcer of events. "In his
thought the Kingdom cannot come until the people are
roused to reach forth for it." The substance of this claim
appears to be true. It does not, however, displace preaching and teaching from their central position in Jesus'
work; for with him teaching was a means of effecting
results, and in his case the most important means-that is,
as propaganda. Yet it is quite true that Jesus was not a
mere teacher; he was deeply occupied in furthering a
message which had direct and important bearings on life,
that is, in a gospel. He was no scholastic, no philose
pher, not even a moral philosopher." H e was a devoted
preacher, a spiritual leader, a prophet.
3. JESUSA MESSIANICCLAIMANT.Soon, if not from
the first, Jesus appeared to his disciples in a third character
or aspect. H e was the Messiah, the long hoped-for,
glorious figure which, by common consent, was to usher in
the Kingdom of God upon earth. As we have seen, this
was the firm belief of the disciples at the time of the
Caesarea Philippi sojourn. But was this Jesus' own view
of his position and calling? Dr. Martineau and others
M b iii. 14i of. Mt. x. 7. Lk. ix. 60.
'OBy Schweltzer in his Secret of the Me$SiOh.shi), quoted by J. F. McConnell
in the Hwvard Thoolog. R w . , Apnl, 19!9.
So J. Weiss remarks: "We cannot m strictness speak of the ethics of Jesua
at all
hut we may see how a reat personality creates a moral stpndard by
what he does and sufTcrs. and how g e illustrates it in his w o r d s . " 4 u-o t e d by
H.C. King, Ethics of Jesus, p. 17.
@
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have claimed that the Messiahship was a misconception
on the part of Jesus' followers, due t o their ardent longing
for the promised Kingdom. Certainly when one reads the
1 gospels with discrimination, he is impressed by the con! trast between the freedom and fullness with which Jesus
C
discourses about the Kingdom and the reserve he maintains when referring to the Messiah. His ministry was
h e l l advanced when John the Baptist, still in doubt regarding him, sent messengers to inquire whether he was
actually the Promised One; yet even then the Master
returned a diplomatic and not a plain answer, virtually
bidding the Baptist to judge for himself.12 Indeed, t o the
close of his career the popular opinions about him showed
an uncertainty la which scarcely admits of an open claim
to Messiahship on his part.
It has been pointed out,14 hbwever, that there were
special reasons for Jesus' reticence on this point. The
Kingdom, being future, could be proclaimed and discussed
much more safely than could the Messiahship of a person
actually and tangibly present. Such was the tension of
popular hope at the time, that a claim t o that dignity
would quite certainly have precipitated a crisis, and doubtless a premature one. Martineau's argument that Jesus
could have made the claim and yet have avoided a crisis
by explaining that his mission was in no way political, is
academic. Jesus no doubt appreciated the unreadiness of
the common people to make distinctions, especially when
these are not in accord with their expectations. Most New
Testament scholars hold that Jesus did regard himself as
the Messiah ; that the deep and sure consciousness of this
dignity was the guiding principle of his life, his "accoI

1

Lk. vii. 16-23.
n. x. 24; vii. 26 f.; xi. 55 f.; xii. 34;
14By Lass&; rf. Jrsua, p, 175 fl.
za Cf. Mk. ii. 7-11, 19 f., 27 f.; x. 47.
=Cf.

Lk. it. 18-21; Mk. xi".

60 f.
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lade of the Spirit;" and that he withheld the open announcement of his claim out of concern for the interests
of the Kingdom." This view seems to be the only one
that accords with the serious fact that Jesus accepted from
his followers Messianic faith and devotion, and on a few
occasions, as when adjured by the High Priest, claimed
the dignity itself.'' Of course, it was as an aspirant to the
Messiahship that lie was crucified, and as the Messiah that
his teachings were disseminated after his death.
4. DID JESUS PRESENT
HIMSELFAS A WORLD-SAVIOR
T o some readers it may seem that the most important
aspect of Jesus' life and work has yet to be touched upon
-his supreme distinction as the Savior of the World.
But the Synoptic Gospels do not represent him in that
guise, at least not in the evangelical sense. It is true that,
according to the nativity accounts,18he was named Jesus
because he was to "save his people from their sins" and
that he was heralded by the angels as a Savior. It is true,
too, that he said he had come "to seek and to save that
which was lostM-a purpose with which what are known
as the parables of grace in Luke quite accord.lg Nor is it
to be denied that Jesus' life and aim can be described in
terms of salvation. His was a gospel of love, a program
of human benefit and uplift, and that does involve deliverance from evil, physical and moral. The traditional conception of the church, however, is of a different kind of
Savior, of one who saves in a metaphysical, or theological,
not an ethical, sense. It has to do with a religious situation which is hard to locate in space or time, the position
of a wrong-doer at the bar of a holy God. That concep
tion, so common later, does not appear in the Synoptic
18 Cf.
l1 Mt.

Mt. nvi. 20.
xvi. 15 f Lk. xix. 40. Yk. xiv. 61 f.; Kt. xii. 28 41 f.; n. iv. 26.
ii. 11. heb be were probably later gditians prehxed to Mat.
thew and Luke. They arc hard to reconcile with Mk. 111. 21, 31 ff.
Lk. xlx. 10; vll. 36.50; x. 30-37; xv. 1-32.
'1

"

Mt. i. 21;

d.
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accounts at all, though there are passages which can be
made to agree with it, if one so desire. I t is a conception
concerned primarily, not with the power of sin (the debased will) and the way to a holy purpose and life, but
with the guilt of sin and the means of escaping offended
law. It has to do with the way in which God, or a part
of his nature, may be "satisfied" without the punishment
of the sinner. Jesus does not seem to have been concerned
with it.20 The impression given by the first three evangelists is that Jesus' work as Savior was simply the consequence of his work as healer, teacher, and Messiah. In
particular he is never described as a sacrificial victim.
It appears, then, that, in addition to his natural standing
as a middle class Jew of the first century, Jesus was t o all
the actual witnesses both a prominent teacher, or unaccredited rabbi, and a notable healer; and that to many he was
also that great hope of Israel, the Christ.

- I t is common with theologians to find the idea in a saying of Jesus at the
Last Supper: but, u will appear later, without real justificatiun.
b

CHAPTER 111
W H A T DID J E S U S T E A C H

?

1. GENERALCHARACTER
OF HIS TEACHING.
The content of Jesus' message may seem t o be evident enough.

'

Are not the synoptic gospels largely made up of his sayings? What is the Sermon on the Mount but the teaching
of Jesus? True enough; and yet, as a matter of fact, there
have been large differences of opinion as t o what Jesus
taught. Two things have contributed to these divergencies: (1) Jesus' sayings, being so largely tropical, are
often open t o differing interpretations, and (2) since they
are not systematic but occasional (like the teachings of
the courts), it is not evident at first which idea or kessage
is central and dominant. Our concern in this chapter is
with his main themes and emphases, and with such a correlation of them as will give them an organized and unitary character. What was Jesus' prime mess~ge-the
teaching in the light of which his other teachings are to
be interpreted ?
A preliminary and partial answer to this question is to
be found in the account of his sermon in the Nazareth
synagogue already referred to. The audience, being fellow
townsmen, was emotionally critical, as was natural. Probably in the breast of nearly every inale Israelite present
there was incipient the jealous demand that later broke into
'Aeoording to the Fourth Gospel this Kemr to hove been the qutrtion in the
mind of Nicodmus in his pr/vate interview with Jesus. The Fourth Evangelist
what he evidently umsadered to be the true answer, namely, mystic connection with Cod as the wurcc and essence of salvation.
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open expression, "Whence hath this man these things?"
It was thus an occasion to call forth from a courageous
man a frank expression of his major theme---the core of
his message. It is significant, therefore, that we find him
selecting (unless possibly it was the appointed reading for
the day) and reading the prophecy (recognized as Messianic) in which the second Isaiah describes "the Spirit of
Yahveh" as anointing the speaker "to preach good tidings
to the poor," "release to the captives, and recovering of
sight to the blind," freedom t o "them that are bruised,"
and the presence of "the acceptable year of Yahveh." '
This prophecy Jesus proceeded t o connect up with his own
work and time by the bold announcement, "Today hath
this Scripture been fulfilled in your ears." How he applied
these glowing metaphors to the actual socio-political situation of the day we do not know ; but in view of his work
as a healer, already extensive and already the cause of
jealousy in his home town, it is reasonable to think that
at least his first reference was t o literal relief of distressa humanitarian service of Israel.'
Another inference can be made more definitely and
more confidently. I t is recorded that on that occyion
"all bare him witness, and wondered a t the words of grace
which proceeded out of his mouth." These jealous neighbors of his did not, then, quarrel with his message, little
as they relished him as its bearer. Evidently his theme,
as he enlarged upon it, was in fundamental accord with
*This transliteration of the Hebrew personal name for God is to br preferred
to the hybrid term "Jehovah."
A symbolic, or "I 'ritual," interpret.ti0.n of thesopbet's phrases is easy
enough if we
outsix of Israd to the r e l ~ i o nof
thra (a? many v ~ h e r s
have done vit%ut knowing it), md. talc? seriously its doctrlne of a dlvmrt).
[Mithra'r d i n e bcrrretual ucrifice m hrs o m mraon in order that humanitr

what they recognized as the best thought and the cherished hopes of Israel. And how could it have been otherwise in the case of one who rose so quickly to widespread
popularity? Can we believe that the citizens of Galilean
towns would have packed their houses and streets in the
effort to see him and hear him; that along the country
highways the plowman would have left his share in the
furrow, the shepherd his flock on the plain, and the vinedresser his vineyard on the terrace in order to look upon
him and hear his words, if his message had made any
serious denial of their accepted ideas or called for any
radical change in cherished beliefs and hopes ? W e cannot,
if we are acquainted with the ways of the ordinary religious mind. Assuredly it was because, and, his cures
apart, only because, these eager listeners, rightly or
wrongly, found in his teachings "words of grace," that is,
inspiring expressions of their own vague beliefs-with
new insights doubtless into the implications of these-and
confident justifications of their dearest hopes, that they
flocked around him so enthusiastically. S o we must conclude that, as u~lderstoodby men in general, Jesus was n o t
a religious radical.
I t may be objected that to describe Jesus' teaching as
in accord with the best sentiment of his fellow Israelites
is to deny him originality and to regard him as a mere
popular speaker. This objection has force only when
originality is limited t o intellectual novelty, which is
assuredly too narrow a definition, a definition, indeed,
which while it might have been accepted at Athens at the
time of St. Paul's visit,* would have been repudiated by
an Alexander the Great, a Luther, or a Shakespere.
2. SOURCES
OF JESUS' TEACHING.
The objection does
raise, however, and properly enough, the question as to
4

Cf. Acts xvii. 21.
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the sources of Jesus' teaching. These plainly were two :
(1) the accepted religious beliefs and hopes and the literature of his people, and (2) his own original insights.
The former constituted his religious inheritance as a Jew,
the latter his spiritual discoveries, or personal "inspiration." H e appears not to have been influenced, directly at
any rate, by Gentile thought.
As to preponderance in his teaching, it is a common
belief in the churches that this was greatly on the side of
his own inspired vision. The statement of the Temple
guards, "Never man so spake," is accepted in the sense
that the things he taught were all but unheard of before
his time. Inquiry, however, by no means encourages this
notion. Indeed, it is difficult t o point out any doctrine of
Jesus of which the intellectual or moral subject-matter
was really new.' That as a teacher he was in some way
unique is not to be questioned. The influence of his sayings through nearly two millenniums is proof of that ; but
his uniqueness appears to have resided rather in a deeper
insight and a sounder estimate of values than in any novelty of conceptions. Especially are these superiorities
evident in his appreciations of life and welfare, both individual and social.'
That Jesus did not live in a different intellectual world
from his fellow countrymen is evident when we inquire as
to his ideas in the field of general culture. Like the rest
of Israel he believed in angels and demons, in demoniacal
'Many of his sayings are quite in accord with the Old Testament and are
naturally to be regarded as derived from it. For example the commaid to love
Gad supremely .(Mf.xxii.. 37) is evident17 taken direct,; from Deut. vi. 4, 5;
and the companion mjunctlon from Lev. x ~ x .18. The former was known as the
"ahema." Deut. vi. 8 f. was taken literally by the scribes.
~Consequentl they yield deeper and more universal values than traditional
Judaism. The Jutinstinction between the traditional and the orjginal, or intuitive in
Jesus' teachin however, 1s not absolute. I n a new indiv~dualtraditional ideas
n u become otjjects of spiritual insight, and so in a sense be discovered anew,
a n d w i t h a new breadth and depth. Nor is i t to be forgotten that the may be
the sound intuitions of a a r of the past, and so by no means to be &paraged
wholude.
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possession, and in the evil divinity, Satan,-ideas which
contact with Persian culture had introduced into Hebrew
thought. On the other hand, he shared his countrymen's
ignorance of natural science and of the contemporary
Greek progress therein, and was uninterested in most lines
of history and in questions of metaphysics, though with
the latter the Greeks had grappled for six centuries. He
was acquainted, indeed, with the history of Israel as contained in the Old Testament; but his concern with it
appears to have been purely for religious and ethical ends.
His was not a critical knowledge of the Old Testament.
He was content to join with the Pharisees in referring to
it as "Moses and the Prophets," with no thought apparently that the Pentatquch could be other than Mosaic in
authorship. Even Deuteronomy is accepted as Mosaic, and
the Psalms, it would seem, as Davidic.'
The most important application of the distinction between the inherited and the original in JesusJ thought is to
the cases where his sayings appear to conflict either with
each other or with the truth of today. Some of his statements as to the Kingdom of God are hard to harmonize,
as will appear later. A more detached case is that of his
unqualified commendation of ordinary alms-giving O and
lack03 appreciation of the evils, moral as well as economic,
which experience has shown to arise therefrom. It would
seem that this was a case where a relatively primitive and
uncritical view held over, owing no doubt to the fact that

'

Cf. t h e remark of Prof. G. B. Foster: "As. a child of his time Jesus held
the popular v ~ e wconcerning the world: the kingdom of the dead below. the
terestrial world above it; then above the latter heaven with its inhabibiimts.
Heaven is a locality, a firmament, where God dwdls surrounded by angels and
The earth, not so verr extensive, is the center of the unimse.
spirits.
So Jesus thought snd. spoke, and t t i? clear. that he could not have done
otherwisp" (The Ftnol~ty of the ChTist~nR e l t ~ o n ,P. 407). Cf., alsd: p. 12
SY ra.
8L.k. xvi. 29, 31; Mt. viij. 4; u i i i . 2; xix. 8; Mk. vii. 10; xii. 26; Jn. v. 46 f.
If correctly reported, h ~ smemory wsa not always accurate, for the H ~ g h
P r i w t he refers to in Mark ii. 35 f. was not Ahiathar hut Ahimelech. Then,
too, n o one was with David. Cf. I Sam. xxi. 1, 2.
9 Mt. xix. 21.
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in Judea then the harmfulness of indiscriminate giving
had not become manifest, while the distress of the paor
was plain and widespread.
If the recognition of a certain element of traditional,
and quite possibly erroneous, matter in the Master's teaching seems to detract from its authority, it should be borne
in mind that the situation is usual and probably unavoidable in human development. Life in its upreaching never
altogether breaks with its past. It cannot, for its roots are
there. Even when most notably it builds for itself "nobler
mansions" the older constructions remain for a time as the
scaffolding of the new. Moreover, traditional ideas in
Jesus' teaching which now offend us are, with one notable
exception (to be considered later), incidental. They were
not distinctive of him; for they were not part of his constructive thought, nor had they been fashioned by his
creative and vivifying personality.
3. ANALYSIS
OF JESUS' TEACHING.
When we seek the
teachings which, whether original or not, are truly distinctive of him, because springing from his own deep
conviction, we must turn to such passages as the Sermon
on the Mount, the discourses concerning the Kingdom,
and the parables of grace in Luke. Professor Harnack, in
a widely approved division, has pointed out that these
teachings may all be included under the three heads, the
Kingdom of God, the fatherhood of God,and the higher
morality,1° the last named consisting of those sayings
concerning forms of conduct springing from more rational and more sympathetic motives than mere social
approval.
The Sermon on the Mount bears out this analysis : ( 1)
It begins with the promise of the Kingdom of heaven to
the poor in spirit. A like promise is made t o thme who
l@

w m iJ Chri~tianity?,p.

5s.
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are persecuted for righteousness sake, which is followed
soon by a statement as to how eminence in the Kingdom
may be gained, and what kind of righteousness is insufficient for admittance to the Kingdom. The disciples are
taught to pray for the coming of the Kingdom, and enjoined to make entrance into it their prime aim in life."
( 2 ) The fatherhood of God is likewise in evidence,12 God
being repeatedly referred to as the Father of those present
and likeness to him being held up as the supreme ideal of
character. ( 3 ) The higher morality naturally is not
lacking.la The sermon's demand is explicitly for a righteousness surpassing that of the scribes and Pharisees.
There is a difference, however, in the way these topics
are presented. The first and second are introduced allusively, as subjects already familiar to the audience. Jesus
does not explain what the Kingdom of God consists in,
nor does he assure his hearers that God is their Father.
Only the third topic is directly explained arid inculcated.
May we therefore conclude that the higher morality was
his major interest, and the furtherance of it the aim of
his career? No, for he habitually represents it as instrumental, not final-the necessary means to something further, or beyond, namely: divine approval and blessing,
admission to the Kingdom and enjoyment of it,14-human
welfare in some form or other. Apparently for him
righteousness was not itself the end of life,-"virtue for
virtue's sake" 15-as it was for the Stoics; it was the way
to true happiness.
4. THEFATHERHOOD
OF GOD. Of the other two groups
of teachings which was foremost in Jesus' thought? I t
" C f . Mt. v. 3, 10, 19 f.; vi. 10, 33; vii. 21. Cf. Lk.
Mt. v. 9, 45, 48; vi. 4, 6-8 f . , . l 4 , 18, 26, 32; vli. 11.
"Mt v 6 10 13 16 20 48. vl 33, etc.
l4 ~ t :v:. 3: 5. '8, io-ii,2d. v l 16-21;vii. 14.
In If ~t be thought that kt. v. 45-48, with its ideal
quoted to the contrary, the passage immediately following
idea. There reward is again brought in as final.

"

iv. 43; xix. 11-27,etc.
Cf. Lk. xv. 12-32.
of perfectinn, may be
(vi. 1-6) negatives the
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has been urged by some scholars and many preachers that
his central teaching is the fatherhood of God. This was
his dominant theme, for this was the most important
truth that he uttered, being in fact the very central principle of all true religion. The fatherhood of God means
that the Soul of the universe is friendly to man, and
invites man's filial response. Jesus' own life, it is held,
was the exemplification of that filial relation, and his
power as teacher, healer, and leader, sprang from it. The
Kingdom of God, on this view, is identical with the
higher morality when this is truly spiritual; but neither
Kingdom nor morality discloses so truly the very spirit of
ttue religion and the fount of man's well-being as does
the fatherhood of God."'
In this claim there are evidently metaphysical factors
which are not subject to historico-critical tests. When we
appeal to our historical sources, the claim breaks down.
Jesus is never described as explicitly teaching this doctrine, though implicitly it is present throughout. On the
contrary, the evangelists unite in declaring that the theme
he put foremost, or proclaimed, was the Kingdom of
God." l r Furthermore, the proclamation of the fatherhood
of God would not have been a "gospel" in Palestine in the
first century. If we concede, as we well may, that real
religion is man's response to this great idea, it remains true
that the idea was not distinctive either of Jesus o r his
time. Where, for example, has it found more genuine
expression than in many of the Psalms,18 or, indeed, in
" C f E. G. A Sabatier Philosophy of Religion pp 147 149 151 ff.
m ~ f 'ML. i. is. ~ t . . j i .12 17 23. U.io. 43'. x: 9 i i . xki. 16. A C ~ i. 3 .
In. i. i 6 f., 41, 45 f.; 111. 3, '5. k hso, for ~ e s h s 'wdrds: Mt. x . f ; v. 3,'10:

$.

19 f: vi. 9, 33; vii. 21; viii. 11;
x. 9, 11. xi. 20.
U&.
Ps. ciii. 13, "Like as
father,.iitieth hiq.children," ~ t c . ;and in
genera[ Ps. xxiii., xci. xcv., xcvl., c. CI~I.,cvl. CVII.,cvlrl., cx!:, cxii., a c .
Cf. also, Mal. i i ~ .xvi.
Hos. i. 10; 1i Sam. vii.'l4 f.; Deut. xxxll. 6; VIII.5 ;
Ex. iv. 22 f ; Ju.xxxi. 9.
Christim worship 1since adopted most of these ancient expressions of filial
pi- r its r a y own.

.
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Cleanthes Hymn t o Zeus, or in some of the Buddhist
literature? However true the principle and however good,
it was not new in Jesus' day, and so was not a "gospel,"
not good news. Philo, the Alexandrian Jewish contemporary of Jesus, represents his people as "from their swaddling clothes . . . trained t o recognize God as their father,
Long before the first
and as the maker of the world." '@
century the pious Jew looked upon Yahveh as sustaining
a paternal relation to Israel, a relation deeply personal and
moral and not merely creative. How is it possible to believe that Jesus went up and down the land proclaiming
this familiar truth as a new message, a "gospel"? And
how can we imagine throngs of religiously trained people,
accustomed from childhood to the daily repetition of the
"Shema" and familiar through reiterated public chanting
with the confident lines of the "Hallel,"zo dogging the
steps of a rabbi whose main message was that God was
their father?
The doctrine appears implicitly and incideatally in Jesus'
teaching because he assumed it, and appealed to it as a
recognized truth. At times he developed its meaning and
implications more fully than did common thought, as
when he pointed out that God's interest and care are not
confined to any single class of his children, least of all to
the self-right~us.~'The teaching in these cases, however,
appears t o have been occasional rather than deliberate. It
is quite possible that but for certain carping criticisms of
his opponents, we might not have had the story of the
prodigal son a t all, nor the other two parables in the fifteenth chapter of Luke.
It is urged that Jesus' teaching of the divine fatherhood
was unique and supremely important because he extended
uoted by Edersheim Life qf Jews tbe Me~ziak,I, p. 230.

* B a t . vi.

1, 5;

Cf.Lk. xv.

Ps. &i-uviit.
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the principle to dl men, whereas the accepted view of his
time applied it only t o the Jews. There is doubtless truth
in this claim so far as Jesus' own conception of human
brotherhood was concerned; but he did. not put any such
world-wide application of the doctrine into the forefront
of his teaching, as any one may prove t o himself by trying
to establish the universal doctrine from his recorded

5. THEKINGDOM
OF GOD. Our survey thus throws us

back upon the plain statement of the evangelists that what
! Jesus proclaimed (that is, the content of the gospel) was
the Kingdom of God, or, more strictly, its imminence.
The important question then is, what the phrase "Kingdom of God" meant in his day, and especially what it
meant for him. More specifically, (1) What were the
current opinions regarding the Kingdom when Jesus began
to teach? (2) How far did he concur in these views? and
! ( 3 ) What modifications, if any, did he make in the Kingdom conception?
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mCertainlr the church has rarely discovered universal fatherhod a d conuquent universal sonship in the ospels, at least as a truth of MlOr practical
importaw. Generally ~t has b e l t that only a part of mankind-the elect or true
bellcvers or the baptized-are
God's children. Chrlstlan teachers IU the Middle
would not. cpncedq thqt dlgnity: to the heathen, nor would Amttlcrn
slave-boldmg Chrratuns yleld at to Africans.

CHAPTER IV
THE KINGDOM O F GOD: JEWISH VIEW

3
On a certain Sabbath Day Jesus was the dinner guest
of a leading Pharisee.' The company was not friendly to ,
him. The host and his fellow rigorists "were watching ?
him" to see whether he would venture to heal a certain i
sick man who was present. The man was healed, despite
the Sabbath; and Jesus, after justifying the act, took ad- 1
vantage of the atmosphere of criticism to speak critically
himself on certain ethical matters suggested by the dinner 'Y
and the behavior of the guests. Perhaps to turn the conversation into a less personal channel, perhaps as a mere
pious platitude, one of the guests remarked, "Blessed is 2
he that shall eat bread in the Kingdom of God." Jesus' 1
response to this was the caustic parable of the great supper, the moral of which evidently was that the well-to-domost of the Pharisees, for example-were far from regarding admission to the Kingdom as the matter of first
importance.
1. ORIGINOF THE KINGDOM
IDEA.For US certain less
obvious features of the occasion are also of interest. One
of these is that no explanation of the term "Kingdom of
God" was offered by any one. Evidently none was required; all present knew what it meant. I t was far from
new, the idea being a current one of the time. John the
Baptist had drawn multitudes into the wildefness by the

;

Cf.Lk. xiv.
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proclamation of its nearness.-very
frequenter of the
synagogue was familiar with Nathan's promise t o David '
that his house and his throne should be "established forever," with the prediction in Daniel ' that in certain days
to come "shall the God of heaven set up a kingdom that
shall never be destroyed," and with the earlier promise that
"the Lord of Hosts shall reign in Mount Zion and in
Jerusalem." The nature of that reign the pious Jew discovered in Isaiah's glowing words about the "shoot out of
the stock of Jesse" and the Psalmist's account of the gracious king whose "name shall endure forever" and in
whom "men shall be blessed."
This dream must not be regarded as a mere product of
religious fancy. Rather was it a natural result of the
expanding ethical life of Israel as conditioned by adverse
fortune. The normal unification of the Hebrew tribes
under David broke down under his grandson. The forces
of tribalism proved too strong. Therewith the hope of a
prosperous, quasi-civilized nation became overcast, and
finally set in national overthrow. In the generations of
disappointed reflection that preceded and followed that
event Israel's adverse fortunes took on for the religiousminded a new spiritual and ethical significance. A naive
philosophy of history arose. The "earlier prophets"
saw in Israel a chosen people of Yahveh, delivered by
him from Egyptian captivity, and therefore his property.
Rightfully the nation was a Kingdom of God, a theocracy.

'

Mt. iii. 2, 5 : Lk. iii. 15. Bousset remarks: "The Kingdom of God--there
was no need for Jesus tp enter Into detailed explanations of what he meant by
the r a ~ e ,for every child in the country could have told him'' (Jesrs, p. 71).
!
I
! Sam. vii. 16.
4Dan.ii.44;iv.3;vii.13f.,18,22,27.
Isa. xriv. 23.
Isa. xi. 1-12.
Ps. lxxii.
* T h e Jewish name for the authors of Samuel and Kings. Amos and hir
successors were the "later prophets."

'
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It had not been faithful, however, to its allegiance, and
its calamities were but the just punishments of its rebellions, rebellions for which evil rulers-such as the usurper,
"Jeroboam the son of Nebat who made Israel to sin" *were primarily responsible. Deliverance, as the prophets,
"earlier" and "later" came to see, could come only through
return to Yahveh;'" and this, according to the strongly
collected conceptions of the time, waited upon the leadership of a righteous king.'' But where was Israel to look
for such a king? Not in mere legitimism. The monarchs
of the Davidic line were often no better than the usurpers;12 and yet-the promises had been given to the "seed
of David" ! From such reflection it was not a long step to
the thought that a new kingdom was needed, and was to be
expected la-a Kingdom of God.
2. CONTENT
OF THE IDEA.The need of a human agent
being recognized, Cyrus,14 the deliverer from Babylonian
oppression, was at first regarded as commissioned for that
role; but soon pious thought returned to the hero king of
Israel, and it was maintained that Yahveh would produce
from the roots of David a new royal scion,16 under
whose rule the promised happiness and glory of Israel
would be realized. God's "Anointed," or Messiah, was to
be the Son of David.'" I n the book of Daniel (a much
later work) the figure of the Messiah appears as the "Son
of Man,'"' who is described as "coming with clouds"-an
* I Kings u i i . 52.

/

"nitJer.
er. iri. 12
12. 14. 22:
22. iv. 1.
1: xv. 19.
19: Mal. iii. 7-12.
was a 1undame;ltal khet of drophetism that God's

Kingdom
lm was neceswrily r i hteous
ht&us ... Yahveh was a holy
h o l j God,
Gbd, and could not tolerate evil. Cf. Ps.
xlv. 6 - &a. i; n. 5.12; iii. 8, 14-26, etc.; Jer. v. 25-29; Zech. vii. 9-14. And
xlv
the& ;re suggestions that the sins .pf
of Israel were the great.
great obstacle to the
there
1-5; Mal. 111.
iii. 1 f., 7-12; rv.
iv. 5, 6.
Kingdom's coming. Cf. Isa. i. 16-20; 11. 1-5;
tiii. 9-11.
13 Ezek. xxi. 25 IT.; Hos. xiii.
U IIsa.
s i xi:
xi. 1,
1 2;
2. Jcr.
Je;. xxiii. 5 f . ; Ezek. xxxvii. 21.25.
U
laa~
l
I ss
a xhv.
xliv.
i '28:
28; xrv.
xiv. 1.
I. _
cch. iii. 8; vi. 12 f.; Ezek. xvii. 22-24: xxxiv. 23 f,
er. xxxiii. 17. 21 f.; Zech.
sa. ix. 6 f.
Mfsa.
1'Dan.vii.

13f.,17f.,26f.
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idea perhaps borrowed from Mazdaism. His empire was
to be the perfection of earthly kingdoms, and to be in
strong contrast with the injustice and cruelty of the four
empires preceding it. In the Book of Enoch (written in
the latter part of the second century B.c.) this Messianic
conception of a heavenly Person, now hidden with God
but ultimately to be manifested on earth for the establishment of the Kingdom, is brought into clear expression.''
Later, both in the apocryphal books and in the Talmud,
Yahveh's anointed Agent, supernatural albeit human, repeatedly appears. From about 50 B.C. his is the central
figure.
With the increase of Messianic speculation, views as to
the nature of the Kingdom naturally became more diverse.
As individualism grew and the sense of sin strengthened,
4
some writers distinguished and separated salvation from
the Kingdom of God, and described it as a spiritual attainment (or divine gift) in a supernatural world. Others,
unattracted by this thorough-going spiritualism but sharing in the feeling that the earth was not fitted t o be the
seat of an eternal Messianic order of things, held that the
difficulty was to be overcome by the redemption of the
earth itself and the establishment of "a new earth wherein
dwelleth righteousness." l e
T o return to the discussion at the Pharisee's table:
another feature of interest was that the Kingdom was
regarded, both by Jesus and the other guests, as a free
gift--something bestowed by favor and not won by merit.
Such was the uniform representation in the Messianic
literature. The Kingdom was not thought of as a human
achievement, either individual or social, but as an institution erected by sovereign act of God, and in his own

1

"Cf. H. P. Smith Old Testament Histor p. 483 f.
-11 Pet iii 13. ~ e vu i . 1. Cf Prof. &?r1.es1 careful survey of this
pmphetic dcveiopmkt it; the ~ w y c i o g w d hB*blwa, Art. "Kmgdom of G$*'

*
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good time, namely, "the great day of Yahveh," 20 This
passive attitude was quite characteristic of ancient thought,
especially in the weaker nations. Peoples then were wont
to consider their destinies as dependent upon the power
and favor of their gods, and Israel was no exception to
the rule. A small nation, approximately at the meeting
point of three continents, it was demonstrated in early
days to Israel's thinkers that, if not helped from above,
their situation amidst the collisions of the great powers
about them was desperate. Hence their literature abounds
in appeals to Yahveh and in trust in him. A11 their hopes
were contingent upon his aid. The more they felt their
national weakness, the more they looked to God for the
redress of their wrongs and the satisfaction of their deep
longings. Of course, when the divine point of reference
was once established, it was easy for the imagination to
take flight. With omnipotence on tap, so to speak, a new
Jerusalem could be made t o come down from heaven to
earth in overwhelming triumph, endowed with supernatural power and glory.'*
3. THEPLACE
A N D TIME.It is to be noted that in this
drama of the future the means are supernatural, but the
stage, the persons, and the interests are earthly. The
picture is that of a Kingdom from heaven, but upon
earth 22-located in fact in Palestine 23-not a Kingdom in
"Zeph. i. 14; Ma!; iv. 5; Joel ii. 31. I t is o f t q referred to as "that day"
or simply "the day.
Cf. Joel ii. 28-31; iii 14-21. Zeph. ii. 1-3 ff.; iii. 8.
Ezek. xxx. 3 f., 9. Cf. a so, I COK.V. 5 . ; I ~ h e s s .4 2. I1 Pet. iii. 10. of'&
"the day" is r e p r e ~ n t e das one of jsdgment for Israel, dso. Cf.Joel i. 14 f.; ii.
1 f. 10-17. Zeph. I. 7-9, 12-18 Isa. 11. 12 17; xiii. 6, 9.f.; Amos v. 18;.M i ~ a hii.
1-41 Mal. 'iv. 5 ; Zech. xiv. i. ~ i t h , , v & y few exceptxons "the day" rs, xn one
way or another "the day of Yahveh.
n Cf. Isa IX~V. 1 f.; Ixvr. 15 f., 20-23; Rev, iii. 12, xxi. 1-3 9 f. 22-27.
profess& Charles summarizes the apgalyptic 'teaching' of ;he Ethio ic
Enoch (aboat 166 KC.) as follows: "God will set up a NFW Jerusalem. lPhe
surviving Gentiles shall he converted .md serve Israel, the dispersion be brought
hack And the righteous [dead] Israelites he raised to take part in the Kingdom
~ h k all
n is accomplished, the,Messiah,. whose role is a asswe one, shall appear:
and all shall be transformed ~ n t oh u Ilkeness." Cf. I fn. iii. 2. "The scene of
the Messianic Kin d o n is the earth. I n Eth. En. 83-90 its centre is to be, nq!
the earthly Jerusafem, but the New Jerusalem b o u g h t down from heaven.
Cf. Rev. %xi.2.
tl Cf. Isa. xxiv. 23; Ixv. 17-25; Joel iii. 14.17, 20.
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heaven, and so to be entered only after death. Still less is
it merely a state of mind, such as spiritual harmony and
peace." "The Kingdom which was awaited was a new and
divine Israelitish state, of which the Messiah as the r e p
resentative of God was the head, all Jews the members,
and all peoples the subjects. Palestine was to be the seat
of its capital, the righteousness of the Jew the qualification of membership. . . . No Jew thought of it as an abstract ideal." 26 The time of the Kingdom was the present
life, though it was common for Jewish writers t o represent Israel's righteous dead as rising again to participate
in it, an idea which appears also in the New Testament."
It was to be "a Jewish empire, and the New Jerusalem,
inhabited though it might be with risen saints, had still its
Temple and its worshipping Jews and proselytes." 27
There was, of course, a political aspect t o the expected
Kingdom, but it cannot be demarcated very clearly from
the religious; for God was to be King as well as Divinity.
Yet it is plain that politically the Kingdom stood for the
breaking of the foreign yoke and the long prophecied triumph of Israel over neighboring peoples,'' together all
too often with a wholesale vengeance upon them which
recalls the fury of the original conquest of Canaan.'@ It
meant for many, and perhaps for most, Jews the restora24 The spiritual ideal had been exalted by the ethical thinkers of Greece for
three centuries before our era; but it was not th? dominant ideal in Israel. As
Prof. Shailer Mathews says "The eternal relimous influence of the Jew has
lain. not in his capacity to 'see the abstract in the concrete
but in his
noble genius for rational anthropomorphism.
His idea o i tie.kingdom .of
;od was no sweet Greek dream of a past Golden age, but an intoxrcat~ngbeltef
In a new state in which righteousness was to reign, and hi8 enemies were to
before the anointed of Jehovah. His hope for the future was for an everlasting
Jerusalem that was to descend from heaven, arrayed like a bride for her brjdegroom, as f m aa God's own realm. Even when the Kingdom grew more
the Jew n w e r thought of it as anything hut social." Mathews,
remote
The Messiatlic Hope in tk New Testamcrt, p. 56.
Mathews, Sacral Teaching of Jesus, p. 56.
L Cf. I Thess. iv. 13.17.
. * hfathews, MessMw;c HoN, etc., p. 51.
"I-. ix. 4;.x. 24, 27; Ix. 1-3, 10-14: Ixi. 1.7; Amos ix. 11-15, Obad. 15, 17.
Cf. the P~almlst's, "Why do the heathen rage
against Yahveh. and his
Anointed?" etc. (Ps. ii. 1-10).
'"Isa. Ixiii. 1-6; Ps, cxxxvr~.7-9; Isa. xiii. 1, 9, 15-22.
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tion of the Davidic rule in the person of a descendan
David and the world dominance of I ~ r a e l , 'with
~ J
lem replacing Rome as the universal capital. As to de
program, political opinion was divided, the Zealots ad
cating an early national revolt against Rome, an
Sanhedrists (the priestly and rabinnical leaders) stan
firmly for delay and cautious opportunism. T o Heb
of the nobler sort Israel's world-dominance involved
mately the uplift and true welfare of all mankind-a
of transfiguration of the tribal ideal whereby through t
victory and overlordship of one people, blessing was
descend upon all peoples." Imperial Rome at its best e
hibited the possibilities of this program, possibilities to
which under the eagles the Jews were persistently blind.
For a generation prior to the World War the more spiritually minded circles of Germany appear to have been
dazzled by this ideal, and, as Anglo-Saxons have become
conscious of superior national might, it has not been unknown among Britons and Americans.
4. THEKINGDOM'S
APPEALTO THE MASSES.Many of
the ideas mentioned above belonged, doubtless, to the
literary class rather than the common people. The latter
naturally were more elementary and practical in their interests. For them the Kingdom of God meant primarily,
( 1) deliverance from oppre~sion,'~whether of foreign
tax-gatherers or of the favored classes, and (2) the abiding presence in the land of economic opportunity and prosperity for all Israelites. Indeed, concern for popular welfare was probably the original root of Messianism. It was
ethical reaction against the social evils of their times that
prompted the best prophetic messages of old. Amos and
Isa. Ix. 11 f.; Ixi. 4-9; Ixii. 2 f., 7; xi. 1; Jer. xxiii. 5 f.
a Isa ii. 2-4.
P C Lk, iii. 12-16 and Mt. ii. 7-12 for the popular expectation-evidently
shared by the Baptists-as to the social deliverance to he effected by the Messiah.
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his successors could not tolerate the oppressions and vices
of Sarnaria and J e r u ~ a l e m .They
~ ~ could not believe such
things were to endure; and since commonly the king and
the nobles were on the side of the abuses, they appealed t o
Yahveh, whom they had already learned to think of as a
just God and whom in their righteous wrath they clothed
with new moral attributes. In the heat of their zeal they
often viewed the "day of Yahveh" as one of judgment
upon Israel as well as upon the heathen.84
The psalmists took up the theme, and looked t o God for
social deliverance. The coming heavenly King, one of
them assures us, will "judge the poor with justice .
and will break in pieces the oppressor. . . . I n his days
shall the righteous flourish." "He will redeem their soul
from oppression and violence," etc." Even Jeremiah
kindles to hope as he tells of the "righteous Branch" who
"shall reign as King and deal wisely, and shall execute
judgment and justice in the land," and whose name shall
be "Yahveh our righteousness."
The righteousness thus stressed by prophetism was not
formal but vital, yielding the fruits of everyday human
bles~ing,'~
as is indicated by the metaphor of the other
guest at the Pharisee's table and accepted by Jesus, the
metaphor of a feast. This, no doubt, is the explanation of
its popular appeal, for a widespread appeal the prophetic
ethical teaching did make. John the Baptist preached no
politics to his flocking auditors, but struck the same ethical
note as Amos, Hosea, and I ~ a i a h . ~The
'
like was true of
Jesus, and the common people "heard him gladly." They

..

za Amos. ii. 6-8;v. 7, 11.15, 21-24;Isa. i. 1-4,11-23; iii. 14-26; Mic. ii. 1-3;
iii. 8-12.
42, n. .20, $%$+a.
M Cf
cf'gs. xxxvu . xlv. 4-7;Ixxii. 2, 4, 7, 12, 14.
a J&. xxiii. 5 i.!xxxiii. IS f.
Cf.&r. vii. 3-11.
Cf.
iii. 7-14.
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rejoiced when the prophet of Nazareth discomfited his
critics by opposing humane interests to the hard legalism
of the latter. The issue then was, not as to the importance
of morality, but as to the true kind of m ~ r a l i t y . ~The
"
well-to-do, property-holding classes, headed by the Sanhedrists, held to formalism. They supported the established economic system throughout, and relegated the
Kingdom to some future age of divine interposition unassisted by men. The common people, on the other hand,
restive under economic burdens, cast about impatiently for
a leader who would do something at once to bring in the
"day of Yahveh." They listened as those who hear words
from heaven when Jesus boldly declared, "Except your
righteousness shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes
and Pharisees, ye shall in nowise enter into the Kingdom
of heaven." 'O
For the ordinary Jcw, then, in Jesus' day the Kingdom
of God was the prophetically visioned, longed for golden
age, o r Utopia, which was expected t o prevail ere long in
Pale~tine.~'I t was to be a new Israel, an Israel transformed and glorious, religiously and politically, ethically
and ec~nomically.'~
May we conclude that this was Jesus' view? When he
"can~einto Galilee . . . saying, The time is fulfilled, and
the Kingdom of God is at hand," " did he consider himself to be the herald of that golden age? Perhaps; but not
as a matter of course. I t is not safe to make hasty inferences about superior men. They are wont to find deeper
meanings in common words, and wider applications for
them, than those of ordinary use. I t will not do to attribLk. xiii. 10-16; Mk. xii. 28-40; Mt. vii. 20-23, 28 f . ; ix. 10-17.
Mt. v. 20.

* 51k. x 35-45. Lk. i. 32 f . Acts i. 6.
Cf. E.'F, scdtt, The ~ing&ma and the
Mk. i. 14 f.
@

@

Mct$lsiah, ch. ii.
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Ute merely the usual meanings of the word faith to Martin
Luther or of the word freedom to Abraham Lincoln.
Quite possibly Jesus' conception of the Kingdom was
ntuch larger than that of most of his countrymen, and
even radically different from it. Our conclusion on this
point must wait upon further evidence.
One thing, however, we may affirm confidently in advame : The meaning of the term kingdom in Jesus' public
discourse must be regarded as the accepted one of the
time, or at least not in conflict therewith, unless he gives
some irzdication to the contrary; for atherwise he would
be open to the charge of misleading speech. Knowing how
"Kingdom of God" would be understood by his auditors,
jesus, in giving a radically different meaning to it, would
be under obligation to indicate that fact. Reservations
purely mental by no means suffice. Of all men an ethical
leader must be sedulously honest.
How far, then, did Jesus concur in the current view of
the Kingdom of God?

CHAPTER V

As Jesus' ministry drew toward its tragic close, we are
told that he took final leave of Galilee and sojourned in
the section east of the Jordan, then relatively populous.
Later, as the Passover season approached, he continued
his journey toward Jerusalem, crossing the Jordan near
Jericho. Somewhere on the way he took occasion to warn
the twelve afresh that disaster awaited him at the Holy
City. The practical effect of this warning, which was perhaps not so detailed as it seemed t o the evangelists writing
a generation later, was t o cause the disciples to feel that a
definite Messianic dinouement was at hand. Thereupon
the sons of Zebedee, accompanied by their mother, Salome,
seized the first opportunity t o come to him privately, and
ask that they might have the places of highest privilege
and power in the approaching Kingdom -'a
primitively
nayve request! Far from their minds, evidently, was any
notion that the Kingdom was not institutional and Palestinian. Their Master, with what seems a sorrowful patience, rebuked their self-seeking. For perhaps two years
these leading disciples had been his associates, and yet
they did not understand that the master motive of the
Kingdom was not private ambition, but devotion to the
common good and joy in service !
1. JESUS' AGREEMENTS
WITH THE PROPHETIC
VIEW.
-For our inquiry the significant thing about the incident
1

Mk. x.

32-45; Mt. xx. 17-28.
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is that Jesus did not dispute, nor fundamentally modify,
their ideas as t o the nature of the Kingdom. If their evident expectation that it was to be a glorious politico-economic institution was wrong-a mispopular notion
opportunity
was1
this
t o correct it!
-what an excellent
Instead, he tacitly accepted their view. The high positions
they sought were not denied them on the ground of their
non-existence and the absurdity of the notion, the Kingdom being a state of mind not an institution; they were
denied because Jesus had no authority to assign them.
Their future reality was conceded by the statement that
they were to go to those "for whom it hath been prepared
of my Father."
If Jesus entertained in general outline the view of the
Kingdom current at the time, this account presents no historical or logical difficulties. Difficulty does arise, however, when we read into the incident the commonly accepted modern belief that Jesus repudiated the Jewish
view of the Kingdom, and construed the term metaphorically as a picturesque name for a religio-ethical, or "spiritual," state of mind in individual believers. I n that
case, why did he not set these confidential friends of his
right on the subject? Indeed, why had he not done that
long before? for we must not forget that the twelve were
sacrificing their property and years of life in behalf of a
belief and hope which he (then) knew t o be vain. Was
he trafficking in their illusions, utilizing them Jesuitically for pious ends? If so, the charge that he deceived
the people seems to be sustained.
The question what Jesus meant by the Kingdom of God
is evidently a serious one. Did he share in the current
" l W s ambiguous word is used here in what seems to be its more common
religious sense, namely, as denoting the higher inner life and especially the
finer desires and emottonr. With many persons it is more or less syncnymous
with mystic.
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expectation of a new political and social order, or did he
inner reregard the Kingdom as purely abstract-an
ligious a t t i t u d e a n d so placeless and timeless and unorganized? The present-day difficulty of this questiontradition aside, of course-may well be due to the fact
that in Jesus' own day there was no such question, the
whole situation being then so obvious that there was no
occasion for explanation of the term or for conditioning
adjectives and phrases. Yet, in that case, an answer to
our query is suggested, the answer that Jesus did use the
term in its usual Jewish acceptation.
Many things in the gospels go t o confirm this inference
-Jesus'
references to the Kingdom's supernatural features, for example. For him, too, it was to come from
God, to be the gift of God, to reveal the power and glory
of God, and the righteousness of God; and it was imminent.' Nor do we find him deprecating in the least the
popular expectation that the Kingdom would be introduced by apocalyptic wonders and splendors. On the contrary more than once he depicted his own Messianic return to earth in cloud-draped glory and might.4
2. THETwo KINGDOMS
THEORY.
From such agreements, which could be multiplied greatly, it is natural to
coiiclude that Jesus' view of the Kingdom was in substantial accord with that of Israel in general. True
enough, the advocate of the spiritual view hastens to admit. Jesus did indeed predict a coming literal, institutional
Kingdom-the Kittgdowz of glory; but he saw that this
Mt. vi. 10; xxii. 2; xxiv. 36; u v i . 29; Lk. xii. 32; Mt. xiii. 3 7 - 4 3 xvi. 27 f.
The nearness of the Kingdom's manifestation seems to have impr&sed Jesus
more a t first than later. I n his comtnission to the twelve the Kin dom was to
come before they had completed thear missionary elrcuit of "%e cities of
Israel" (Mt. x. 23). I t was somewhat farther off when he was in the north
although still a t was to come within the .ltfetrme of some of those about hi;
(Mt. xvi. 27 f.) I n his last teachings, whtle it is still to come in the generation
then living he does not know the day, "but the Father only" (Mt. xxiv. 36).
4 Mt. xxiv. 27, 30 f.; xxv. 1-13, 31-34; xxvi. 64.
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belonged to a remote future and a far wider theatre than
men in his day supposed. He saw, also, that there was
another Kingdom of God that was actually "at hand"a spiritual Kingdom, constituted by the reign of God in
individual hearts and lives, a Kingdom of inner developme~ttwhich as it becomes established expresses itself increasingly, and withal universally, in individual conduct
and in social relations and institutions.This latter is the
Kingdoqn of grace, which is without capital and officers,
which has been on the earth ever since Jesus' day, and will
remain and continue to grow like the mustard seed until
the end of the world. The Kingdom of glory, 011 the
other hand, still lies in the future, but will be manifested
triumphantly at that "far-off divine event," the second
coming of Christ.'
This modern exegetical theory is very ingenious. It is
i rooted,
it is to be suspected, largely in theological reasons.
It concerns us only on the historical side. Do the sources
support it as a true account of Jesus' conception of the
Kingdom? The one critical claim of importance in its
behalf
is that many sayings of Jesus require this distincb
tion for their interpretation. These sayings have been
divided into the-following groups : (1) Those which depict the Kingdom with non-earthly concomitants; (2)
Those which represent it as a state of mind-something
inner; (3) Those which represent it as a developing force
or movement.

I

'

C f . Stevens, The Teachin of Jesus ch. v. Prof. Stevens thinks this spiritual
Kingdom was the new patcf which fesus declined tp sew upon fhe old Messian~sm. The effect of this renderin5,upn Jesus' prtme rule of Ilfe, "Seek ye
1s to reduce it to a single objective,
his Kingdom and his righteousness
righteousness and the Kingdom heing'then identical.
* Cf. Hastings' Bible Dtctiollwy art. "Kingdom of .God." Dr. Orr prefers to
think of Jesus' Kingdom of God ?s'a heavenly order with "two stadia-an ear+ly
and an eternal," the latter hem
ost-mwtem, catastrophic consummation
in hcavem of the unseen spiritual ki&&m now present on earth as a leaven in
the hearts of believers. S ~ m i l uis the view of Dr. G. H. Gilbert, who remarks
"The usage of Jesus differs from that of the prophets, further, in that he speak;
of a Kinrdom of Gad as rxistlng on both sldes of the grave, or in two sphaes, a n
earthly and a heavenly" (Cyc. of Relig. and Ethics, art. "Kingdom of God"),
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3. T H E ARGUMENT
FROM NON-EARTHLY
CONCOMIAS an example of group orie, Jesus' description
of his second coming, or parozlsia,' is adduced. In Matthew we read, " 'the Son of man' shall send forth his
angels," who "shall gather his elect from the four winds,
from one end of heaven to the other." * Despite the fact
that the theatre of this event seems to be the earth, the
"end of heaven" apparently meaning the horizon,' Professor Charles lo argues that the theatre must really be
heaven and after death, because the angels are introduced ;
and they have no part in earthly dramas. The obvious
answer to this singular argument is that it makes use of
the modern view of angels, not the view of the first century, as is evident enough from the gospels themselvesfor example, the accounts of the annunciation, the nativity, and the resurrection.ll In the parable of the tares
Jesus brings angels into what is evidently a mundane
situation, being called "the world," and "them that do
iniquity" being part of it ! l2 As a matter of fact, heaven
and earth were by no means clearly demarcated in those
days. Men and angels slipped across the border every
now and then. There were times when St. Paul did not
know which side he was on.la
Another feature of the Kingdom held to be incompatible
with an earthly situation is the presence in it of the longdead Jewish patriarchs, "Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob." "
But this argument would relegate the Mount of TransTANTS.

? This Greek word (transliterated from the original text), meaning presence
or presence due to a coming is generally used by New Testament scholars to
denote the supernatural seconh coming of Jesus.
8 Mt. xxiv. 31.
9 Cf I Thcss iv. 16. Pa. ciii. 11 f.; Lk. xvii. 24.
E& clopc&o ~iblira,art. "Kivgdom of God."
i. 20; ii. 13, 19; r m n . 2-7; Ik. r 11-20. 26-38; ii. 9-14.
t. x ~ i i .41.
UMt. xvii. 1-5; xxvii. 52 f.; Lk. xxii, 43i Acts v, 19, 20; xxvi. 13.19;
I1 Cor. xii. 1-4.
Mt. viii. 11 f.
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figuration to heaven, and make Simon Peter's remark
there senseless. Moreover, as we have seen, it was not
uncommon for Jewish apocalyptic speculation to include
a resurrection of righteous Israelites as a feature of the
expected, and surely terrestrial, Kingdom. So, also, did
St. Paul in his description of the parousia, adding, "Then
we that are alive, that are left, shall together with them be
caught up in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air" 15surely a passage eloquent as to the haziness of the heavenearth boundary in first century religious ideas !
4. THEREFERENCES
TO THE KINGDOM
AS "INNER."
-No more conclusive are the citations offered to show
that there was for Jesus a Kingdom of God (the "Kingdom of grace") which was so completely inner and spiritual as to quite exclude the Jewish view. H e did tell the
Pharisees that "the Kingdom of God cometh not with
observation . . . for, lo, the Kingdom of God is within
you;" le but the word translated "within" may be equally
well rendered "amongst" or "in the midst of," a s the
marginal reading recognizes. This latter, o r collective,
reference seems to be required by the context. I s Jesus,
after sweepingly excluding the Pharisees from the Kingdom of God,17 now assuring them that it is already in
their hearts? As to its not coming with "observation,"
if he meant to exclude all external perception, then he
contradicted himself a moment later when, without change
of subject matter, he stated that "as the lightning . . .
shineth unto the other part under heaven, so shall the Son
of man be in his day."
The reconciling element in this seeming conflict is
doubtless the word "observation," which ip this case
should be understood in the common ancient sense of ob-

* I TheU. iv.

15-17.

Lk. xvii. 20 A.

Cf.Mt. v.

l7

20.
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serving o ~ z e n s . ' ~In every age religious visionaries have
been given to reading the future by hazardous inferences
from signs, sometimes physical, sometimes political. In
Rome it was a high official function. S o the Pharisees
hypocritically demanded of Jesus a "sign from heaven" l'
-a mode of approach of which this very interview was
apparently an example (see v. 20). On the other side,
the Zealots were eagerly and honestly looking for "signs"
of the "great day." Jesus' reply becomes, then, a sane
warning to both parties, and to his followers also, not to
be led astray by apocalyptic calculations of omens, whether in the heavens or on the earth. When the "day of
Yahveh" did come, no subtle auguring, no dubious proof
by signs, would be needed. It would be as manifest as the
lightning.
It may be asked how, in that case, Jesus could tell the
Pharisees that the Kingdom was already in the midst of
them. The answer is by no means evident from our fragmentary records. The most probable explanation appears
to be that he saw the actual presence of the Kingdom
wherever the power of God, in him or in his followers,
was at work in Israel overcoming the power of Satan
and destroying his works ; that is, in the new movement's
works of healing, especially in the cure of demoniac^.^^
Another saying cited as excluding the popular view is
that in which it is declared of little children that "to such
belongeth the Kingdom of God," and that "whosoever
shall not receive the Kingdom of God as a little child, he
shall in no wise enter therein." 21 This passage is no
doubt an unqualified demand of filial piety and openness
of mind on the part of candidates for the Kingdom; but
18
19

C Isa. viii. 16-20. I Cor. i. 22 f.

I& xii. 38-42. xv; 1-4. Jn. ii. 18 f., 23 f .
C Bousset, jess$, p. $8. Cf. Lk. x. 9-11; xi. 20; Mt. xii. 24.28.
a dk. x. 14 f.
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how it excludes the prophetic institutional expectation is
far from evident. Which Kingdom would a child understand and desire most readily, the apocalyptic or the purely
spiritual? As a matter of fact, the children did on at least
one occasion acclaim Jesus and his Kingdom in the popular sense. On Palm Sunday they cried in the Temple,
"Hosanna to the Son of David;" and Jesus justified them!
Why was not this the childlike acceptance of the Kingdom that he had in mind in his words to the disciples?
Nor was a childlike attitude at all alien t o current thought
on the subject. The Kingdom was to be a gift from God,
and was to be received as a child receives gifts from his
father.
Again, it is urged that in the account of the Messianic
judgment at the parousia inheriting the Kingdom is identified with "eternal life," 22 which is quite a differedt thing
from becoming part of a new institution. But is that so?
The Greek word aionios, rendered "eternal" means strictly
agelong; and generally in the New Testament "eternal
life" refers far more to the kind of life of the age referred
to than its length." Construed as mere endlessness, it
fails to fit the case, that is, t o offer blessing; for then it
might be a curse. And why should endlessness of existence wait upon the consummation of the age (the so-called
"end of the world") before it becomes the characteristic
of the righteous? How can it be conceived as something
to be "inherited" at a future time-an external addition
to a man's nature coming by pure fiat of a judge? So, too,
Mt. xxv. 34, 46.
* Cf. Rom. ii. 7, 10. Prof. Cheyne (in the Encydo edia Biblico) points out
that this term then stood for messianic quality as w e t as duration, for something heavenly as well a? lasting. In the Johannine writing! it becomes cbiefl
a mystical phrase, stand~ngapparently for a va ely conceived potency whicg
proceeds from God (Jn. i. 1, 4), is manifested in 8 r i s t (I Jn..i. 1 f.: v. 11, 2 9 ,
and can be shared by m a , hut only as they become one w ~ t hChrist (In. 111.
15 f . ; v. 40: VI. 54; I Jn. v. 12 f . ; iii. 15). The value of "eternal life' an a
present mystic possession is stressed to the virtual eclipse of its future aspect.
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of Jesus' earlier promise of "eternal life" &I the "age to
come:" '' It is evidently characteristic of that age; but
endlessness cannot be confined to a particular period. On
the other hand, when "eternal life" is understood in its
usual New Testament sense, as a blessed kind of life,25it
falls readily enough into accord with the view of the Kingdom of Jesus' day. It was the kind of life which Israel
hoped t o enjoy in the apocalyptic Kingdom of God,
A like remark is to be made concerning Jesus' representation of the Kingdom as the sunzmum bonum-a
treasure of such value as t o justify the sacrifice of all
other goods in order to obtain it.20 With this estimate
Jewish thought then quite agreed, at least in theory, institutional and apocalyptic as that thought was.
Dr. Gilbert argues for the "Kingdom of grace" as a
real and fundamental conception with Jesus on the ground
that he represents the Kingdom as beginning with himself
and his disciples, which we know was not true of any
apocalyptic Kingdom. Our question, however, is not as to
what history has had to say about the Kingdom since
Jesus' day, but what Jesus himself said and thought about
it. As to the former question, it is easy to rejoin that
neither is the existence of any spiritual Kingdom originated by Jesus recognized by history. The filial, and at
times mystic, relation to God for which the spiritual
Kingdom stands may well be as old as humanity. Actually in the Synoptic Gospels Jesus' references to the Kingdom as present in his own day are confined to certain
small beginnings, which doubtless he looked to see followed by far more dramatic manifestations. His cures,
especially of demoniacs, are the only instances of the
Kingdom's actual presence offered by him.'? Generally
"Mt xix

29. Mk. x 30.
cf.'I ~ i m.i;. 19. R. V.

in

Mt. vi. 33. xiit 44-46.

n Lk. xi. 20:

Mt. xii. 28.
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he refers to the Kingdom as future, even for his disciples,
whom he warns repeatedly of the need of watchfulness,
lest it come unexpectedly and find them unprepared."
How far Jesus was from making this distinction between
a "Kingdom of grace" and a "Kingdom of glory"
t
is
strongly
suggested in his conversation with the twelve
$
at his last supper with them. Surely that tragic occasion
t was not one for delphic sayings unintelligible to these
intimate companions, nor can we believe that in that
"arting
hour his thoughts were occupied with events that
i.
were to transpire only after many millenniums. Then, if
ever, he would use words in their familiar meanings. Yet
in taking up the Passover cup he said earnestly, "I shall
not drink henceforth of this fruit of the vine until that
i day when I drink it new with you in my Father's King/' dom." '' Only allegorizing, it would seem, can avoid the
Messianistic teaching of these words, with their evident
! reference to the "day of Yahveh."
Luke records two other sayings of that first Euchar'
ist, and they are of like Messianistic tenor: One is the
1
I statement, "I will not eat it [the Passover] until it be
i fulfilled in the Kingdom of God." Since the Passover
represented a national, not an individual, deliverance, any
Kingdom of God which "fulfilled" it must be collective,
and not purely personal. The second ytterance-"I
ap
point unto you a kingdom, even as my Father appointed
unto me, that ye may eat and drirtk at my table in my
KingdomJ'-seems to cry out for something like a literal
rendering. How unspiritual is the imagery, and how near
the events referred to must have seemed to his auditors!

P

I

1

xxiv. 42 f., 44; xxv. 1-13; Lk. xxi. 34-36.
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5. THEEVOLUTIONARY
KINGDOMSAYINGS.More to
the point as regards the spiritual interpretation are the
sayings of the third group, those which represent the
Kingdom of God as a developing force, and sometimes,
it would seem, in a universal way. The parable of the
self-growing seed," for example, depicts the Kingdom as
an organic product passing through the stages of seed
and blade, ear and fruit. I t is urged that the Kingdom
there referred to cannot be the Messianic, institutional
one, since the latter relies upon supernatural intervention,
not upon development from within.
It appears to be true that in this and similar parables we
have an important new factor in the Kingdom conception,
or an extension of it. Jesus evidently was strongly impressed by the organic, living character of the world. But
is this development factor incompatible with the view inherited from the prophets? The claim that it is so overlooks an important feature of the prophetic teaching and
expectation, namely, the necessity of moral preparation on
the part of Israel. This the best of the prophets had
dwelt upon, and Jesus certainly not least; and moral
preparation is a matter of time and development, as Jesus
himself fully appreciated. By the end of the first year of
his ministry it must have occurred t o the twelve that but
a small proportion of the people who thronged about them
became disciples, that is, open candidates for the Kingdom under Jesus' leadership. Why was it? Jesus explains
in the parable of the sower.88 Soil is as needful as seed;
the state of the heart and of the environment are as important in bringing men to discipleship as the appeal of the
truth itself. Moreover, real discipleship was a living
process, and living processes require time; time in this
Yt. xiii. 1-23,

a# Mk. Ev. 26-29.
,-
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case for experience to cooperate with spiritual appeal, and
for development to arise out of experience. N o doubt the
reference in the parable is primarily individual; it is not
the individual's development within the Kingdom, however, but his development in preparation for it. The idea
of the harvest, which is implicit, represents the "day of
Yahveh," or consummation of the age, when the Kingdom in its full manifestation will appear. There is no
hint that the development constitutes the Kingdom.
This distinction comes out more clearly in the next
parable, that of the ta.resSs4There the growth is of the
bad as well as the good, and is plainly prior to the consummation of the age. The development of the good seed is
evidently the preparation of a righteous citizenry for the
Kingdom, the Kingdom, not the developing process, being
the objective. Messianic citizenship was the fruit of
growth, but the growth was not the citizenship. Indeed,
throughout the so-called evolutionary teachings, so far as
an end or culmination is indicated, it is always apocalyptic
-the consummation of the age and the institution of a
new, objective, social, and political order. For example,
"Then shall the righteous shine forth as the sun in the
Kingdom of their Father." How objective! and it is after
the harvest and the burning of the tares. The burning of
the tares! what has the overthrow of the wicked and
elimination of the worthless to do with the inner Kingdom
of the believer's harmony with God ?
In the mustard seed parable the main teaching is, of
course, the evolutionary character of the Kingdom and
its great potencies despite its small beginnings. But what
is the nature of that evolution-individual
(confined to
separate hearts and lives) or collective (a leaven, or conM

Mt. xiii. 41, 43.

" Mt.xiii. 31 f.
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tagion, of righteousness gradually spreading throughout
society) ? Opposed to a purely individual construction is
the fact that then we have merely the idea of the preceding
parables in less detail, and also that then the remark about
"the birds of heaven" coming and lodging "in the branches
thereof" seems to be quite pointless. It is much more probable that the development in mind was collective. What
then is the period of its course ? Is it the whole subsequent
history of mankind (no rapid growth that!), with the
growth of the Catholic church as its first stage, or is the
period in mind more limited-say, the preparatory epoch
introduced by the coming of John and Jesus and terminated by the "consummation of the age"? In favor of
the latter view is the apt remark of Professor Scott, that
Jesus evidently regarded the growth of the mustard seed,
not "as a mere natural process, but a wonder, in which we
may discern the power of God."
Furthermore, the
selection of an annual rather than a perennial plant points
to the more limited outlook. If Jesus had thought of the
Kingdom as coming by growth through thousands of
years, why should he have illustrated it by an organism
whose life is confined to a single season? Why not by a
cedar of Lebanon ?
The parable of the leavelz may be construed either
individually-in which case its root idea is much the same
as that of the self-growing seed--or collectively; but why
in either case should it exclude the institutional conception of the Kingdom? It appears simply to show, as did
the sower and tares narrative, that Jesus recognized the
essentially developmental character. of all life processes,
and the consequent need of time in that ethical preparation without which the "day of Yahveh" and the Kingdom

* Mt.xiii. 33.

"'The Kingdom and the Massiah, p. 102.
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could not come. Because a preparatory process was necessary; because there were conditions to be met and "narrow is the gate and straitened the way that leadeth unto
life" (that is, the Kingdom), did that make the Kingdom any less a divinely established institution?
It is usual, to be sure, to hold that Jesus thought of the
Kingdom as characterized by development, not only in
the preparatory stage, but in all its manifestations in all
times and places; that is, the Kingdom is a growing thing
in its very nature. This may be true ; but the evidence for
it is by no means conclusive-much scantier, indeed, than
most thoughtful Christians suppose. None of Jesus' evolutionary characterizations of the Kingdom require more
than a preparatory reference. In the tares parable the field
is indeed the world-that is, the inhabited earth-but the
Jews were then scattered throughout the world, and there
is nothing to indicate that the "sops of the Kingdom"
included any Gentiles. Again, in the leaven parable the
whole was finally "all leavened;" but what was the "whole"
-Israel, the elect, or all mankind ?
More trustworthy as indicating universality, but not in
emselves evolutionary, are Jesus' commendations of the
aith of certain Gentiles." These, with his decision, "Render, therefore, unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's," 'O
suggest that for him the divine order, that is, the Kingdom
in its fullness, was wider than the apocalyptic expectation
of Israel. This conclusion is reznforced by his warnings
o the Sanhedrists that Israel's privileges were temporary,
d conditioned upon highminded faithfulness, in default
which the Kingdom would "be taken away from"
them and "given to a nation bringing forth the fruits
thereof." l' So, also, in the description of the Parousia
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the whole inhabited earth is represented as contributing to
the Messianic assemblage. "Before him shall be gathered
all the nations ;" and it would seem that righteous Gentiles
as well as Jews were to be summoned to "inherit the
Kingdom." "
It is probable, therefore, that Jesus regarded the Kingdom which he declared to be "at hand" as itself a progressive and plastic thing, and but the opening stage of a
world-wide Kingdom of God. But did those widened
horizons exclude from his mind the prophetic (and popular) conception of the Kingdom? I t does not appear so.
The conceptions are not incompatible; and as a matter of
fact the higher forms of Messianism generally included an
expectation of world-wide benefits, as has been pointed out
already.&' Isaiah seven hundred years earlier had looked
forward to the day when the law of Yahveh, proceeding
from Jerusalem, shopld judge and bless the nations, and
bring in the day of universal peace.44 Such glimpses of the
universal bearings of the Kingdom apparently never disturbed the apocalyptic institutional expectation in the least.
One other passage remains to be considered : "And thi6
gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached in the whole
world for a testimony unto all the nations; and then shall
the end come." " This utterance, though evidently it refers to an institutional, not a purely spiritual kingdom,
favors the traditional view in one respect. It postpones
the "day of Yahveh" indefinitely. I t sets up a new condition precedent for the coming of the Kingdom, namely, a
world-wide gospel propaganda. There are difficulties,
- I t is not clear however that this description (vv. 31-46) was spoken by
Jesus himself. I t is'couched ihroughout in the third, not the first, person, except,
of course as the King's words are cited. The writer appears to be telling
about ~ e s i s rather
,
than quoting him. Yet the ldeas in the passa e are evidently
his. It is most likely that the real speaker,was one of the apostfes applying the
apocalyptic teaching of Jesus to some situatton in the primitive church.
P. 44, supra.
Isa. 11. 2-4.
Mt. xxiv. 14; Mk. xiii. 10.
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however, in accepting it as Jesus' own statement. I t is
not articulated with the context, but interrupts the movement of the discourse. If taken in a truly universal way,
it conflicts with Jesus' assurances that the Parollsia is t o
come in the lifetime of those then living.46 If, as is not
unlikely, the words, "for a testimony unto them," are to
be stressed, it may be possible t o escape that difficulty by
thinking that only a nominal, hasty offer of the gospel to
all nations was intended, the purpose being, on their neglect of it, to put them into a kind of technical default.
This way out may possibly have been the thought of some
a generation later when the gospels were written, and it
does not appear elsewhere in Jesus' teachings, and it does
not seem characteristic of him o r worthy of him. I t
would be a petty program, and one which we could not
excuse on the ground that it was part of his theological
inheritance. It is most likely that the saying is a "gloss,"
that is, a marginal comment ?' on some early manuscrupt
which subsequently was incorporated into the text by an
uninformed copyist.
On the whole, then, it does not appear that there is any
serious indication in the teaching of Jesus that he discarded the general Messianic views in which he had been
reared. Rather does a careful survey point t o the conclusion that the main features of Israel's Kingdom expectation, apocalyptic and institutional as that was, were
accepted by him quite without question,'' He, too, looked
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for a literal socio-political institutiolt, set up on earth and
centered in Jerusalem, with officers as well as laws, and a
truly human citizenry. His prayer, "Thy Kingdom corneIJJ
was an appeal to the divine Giver of the Kingdom for the
realization of the long-cherished "hope of Israel," and his
petition "Thy will be done on earth," was a supplication
for the open, quasi-political acceptance by organized society of the divine will as its law. If this conclusion is to be
denied, it must be on the strength of evidence drawn from
other sources than his teaching.
With this conclusion the views of eye- and ear-witnesses
of the time are in manifest agreement. As we have seenI6O
the disciples regarded him as claiming to be the Messiah;
and the Jewish leaders, despite his reticence, viewed him
in that light. They certainly, if we accept the Fourth
Gospel's testimony, took him seriously as a political force.
"This man doeth many signs," they argued, "if we let
him alone, all men will believe on him; and the Romans
will come and take away both our place and our nation."
Evidently the ruling class in Israel by no means saw in
Jesus Christ a prophet with only a spiritual message.
They were wrong, of course, in their inference that he
was a nationalistic agitator, a Zealot, with a platform of
independence from R ~ m e . ' ~
As little as they did he favor
a military revolt against CaesarlS8which t o his sane outlook was madness. Indeed, his quasi-pacifist ~tterances,'~
so often uncritically stressed, are best understood from
this point of view, that is, as cautions against the nation"P 2 s ~ ~ .
n. xi. 47.50.
Tie 6l;calots one of whom (Simon, cfQI?k. vi. 15) was in the circle of the
twelve, may he'likened to the idealistic Bolsheviki in 1917: They believed in
realizing their ideal by force.
*According to the Johannine writer--who 4ouhtless .took tbe words in a
mystic sense-he made this platn to Pontius P~late, saylng, "My Kingdom is
not of [from] this world: if my Kingdom were of this world, then would my
servants fight"; and the Roman governor, whose officlal duty it was to be vlgllsnt on this point, was satided. Cf. Tn. xviii. 36.
Lk. xiii. 1-5; xix. 41-44; xx. 16-18.
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alistic zealotry which was then brewing ominously in
I ~ r a e l . ' ~His poignant warnings of coming woe through
persistent national wilfulness indicate the same sober political outlook. The Zealots were then, however, a relatively
small minority, and Jesus' dissent from them did not prevent his accord with the bulk of the sentiment of his

6. T H E SPIRITUAL
VIEWTHEOLOGICAL,
NOT HISTORIDoubtless the question will be raised, why, if Jesus'
thorough-going Messianism is so evident, Christians of
all churches and creeds have so generally been blind t o it.''
The answer is not far to seek. Since Jesus' time Christianity has become the world's greatest religion. Modern
Christians, with their world-wide horizons, find it hard
to believe that their Lord's message was concerned primarily with the hopes of a petty ancient state. A powerful
doctrinal prepossession " is in the field. Believers wish to
use the figure of Jesus Christ as an authority and an ideal
in the life of today, and they feel that this is possible only
if he is definitely cut loose from Judaism-so definitely
that he belongs not to any one people, but t o all peoples
and all ages. It is held that his mission was t o reveal t o
men the true ideal of character-godlikeness-and
the
true dynamic of life, namely aspiration,'* and thereby to
CAL.

"

Cf. my art., "War Jesus Christ a Pacifist" in The Bookmm for A il, 1917.
'Even so critical a writer aa Bousset wsures us that while ''J%a
ever
remained a faithful son of his nation
he delivered his faith from merely
national interests." which he "glorified and transfigured." "And if these notare now and again struck, they are
the last sounds of a n old son that is
dring away. Thus Jesus freed the.bclief !n a future life, and.with thys belief
prety from an thought of the Jew~shnation" (qyoted i n . H u n ~ l t o n ' s Pupgle of
God ' p 249 f.7. Cf. also J. Orr in Hastings' Bible Dsct-y
art. "Kin dom
of dad." S. Mathews ~ l c eMcssknic Hoje in the New ~estLmsnt p. 65 f.;
G. ~ar.kis,M o d tion on cR x.; G. H. Gilbert in Cyc., o f ~ t h i c s :etc: Dic.
o C k u t etc arts. inid id om' of God." Stevens Teachrrc of Jews, ch. v.;
P. ~ ; v e s , " F V h d did Jenp Tea+.
43, 73,'87, 142
" I t is powerful, because, in addrt~onto what, a r e apt to seem the. dictates of
common sense, it makes a combination of tradzt~onaland hrlosoph~c Interests,
hy, of course,
neither of which is sympathetic w/th Jewish aspirations. pl!ilq,
and universalzstic. Cf Paulsen's remark T s u s abandons
The ~ i n g d o n ; of God i s not i t all like the old
etc. ilntvod. to Philozophy, p. 288.)

...
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become the moral and religious authority of all the ages.
The higher morality and the Fatherhood of God must,
consequently, have been his main themes, and his phrase
"the Kingdom of God" must be metaphorical; it must
mean the reign of God's law in human hearts. T o many
this view seems so much more satisfactory ethically and
theologically that it is all but inevitable. Why, of course!
their thought runs; Jesus was not interested in matters of
ordinary welfare; he was a teacher of religion and ethics.
The patriotic and Utopian aspects of the Jewish Kingdom
expectation were for him mere crude and childish fancies
--often gross, in fact, with their solicitude for the human
body-and
far beneath the breadth and grandeur of his
t h o ~ g h t . ~They
"
were ideas which he doubtless felt were
to be tolerated for a time, because it was not prudent to
controvert them, but were by no means to be embraced.
This line of argument-if it i s argument-appears to be
quite sufficient for most Christians today; and, for all that
great multitude which, whenever possible, exalts ideas
above facts, it may well continue to be sufficient to the
end of time. T o the believer in scientific thinking, howCf. Prof. H. C. Vedder's comment: "If this view [the Messianistic] is
correct, and Jesus believed 1n an immediate and catastrophic consummation of
the Kingdom, after his lifetime yet near a t hand the remote future is excluded from the sco of his ethical teaching. I n d h e r words, all his teachin
is of a temporary cffaracter, intended to govern his disciples during the brief
time that was to elapse before the end of the age-interim etbics, not universal.
I n this view of the case Jesup not only did not teach any absolute eth~cs d i d
for all subsequent ages, but he had no intention of doing such a thinb. For
all we know, therefore, his sayings may have no application whatever to the
what concern have we with his
conditions of the present age [!I. Then
writings, or what diference does it make to us what he taukht?
opinions can not matter to us more than those of an crack-bra~nede n t k s i aH$
e.
(Socklimn and tlte Ethics of JBSUS, p: 350). P u q 4 s the "aboalute" moralist
try to blast a chasm m the path of hlstor~callnqulry In order to keep it in the
traditional and sup sedly safe regions of qythwity. If morals must be "absolute" and "valid g r all subsequent ages and will reduce to mere brittle
conventions if not supported by divine adthority, then Prof..Vedder may be
right in his conc!usions; but o u n seems a late date ~n the h~storyof thought
for this patriarchal and naive assumption. What senue is there in "absolute"
rules of conduct in a changing developing world? And why should Jesus'
*'interimw ethics be useless for u;, seein the interim still continues? Why, too,
assume that those ethics would be upefless after the interim? Jesus expressl,
links them u p with the Kin~dom. I t 1s the ngbteons who are to shine forth u
the sun in the Kingdom of their Father.

...
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ever, it simply shows that many Christians are not willing
to take the historical question seriously, and to apply the
approved standards of historical interpretation t o the story
of Jesus of Nazareth. They are so interested in the Christ
figure as it functions in modern religious life that they
beg the question as t o the Jesus figure of 30 A.D."
In denying that Jesus' conceptions of the Kingdom was
the abstract, spiritual one, no disparagement of the latter
is intended, which may, indeed, take ideal forms. At its
best its chief drawback is that of all abstract ideas as
sources of action-vagueness and ineffectiveness. But to
strive for the reign of God in human purpose and life is
surely a noble undertaking. On the personal side it is a
movement toward ideal self-realization, a process which
beginning on earth as mere seed may well be believed t o
increase with time and experience and t b break forth into
bloom in a heavenly life to come. On the social side it
aims at the world-supremacy of the Christ mind-mankind's willing adoption individually of Jesus' thought and
purpose and loving interest. The theoretical excellence of
this ideal is not to be disputed. The only questions about
it raised in these pages are (1) as t o its practical adequacy and (2) its historical verity as representing Jesus'
conception of the Kingdom and Messianic program. It
appears t o be not either of those things, but rather the fair
product of the ethico-religious imagination, a structure of
faith and purpose which men of aspiration have built
around and above their climbing steps.

It is much as though two thouand. years hence the traditional opinions and
efened ideas of tkat day should be introduced to determine w$at mvst have
en the viewa of Charles D a m .

CHAPTER VI
THE KINGDOM SIGNIFICANCE O F THE LIFE AND
WORK O F JESUS
I

One of the oldest descriptions of Jesus of Nazarethall the more illuminating because of its naiveti-is Simon
Peter's account of him as one "who went about doing
good and healing all that were oppressed of the devil." '
Jesus' view of his own work must have been similar, for
when two disciples of the Baptist appear asking whether
he is the Christ, he points in reply to just these two forms
of service, adding that "the poor have good tidings
preached to them." T o the people thronging about him
manifestly the most important things he did were his
cures, and, above all, his cures of demoniacs.' That these
humanitarian deeds were natural reactions on his part to
the appeal of distress has been remarked already; may they
not also have had in his view an organic connection with
his mission? Such a conclusion is suggested by his statement that "the Son of man" came "not to be ministered
unto, but to minister." Then, his cbmpassionate ministration was maintained t o the end of his career, and it is
unlikely that a prophet with such an intense sense of mission would have given it so much time and strength, if it
had no bearing on the Kingdom. H e appealed to his works
of mercy, also, in justification of his course, and his indigActs x. 38.
'Lk. vii. 22; Mt. ix. 32-35; viii. 14-17. These were wonders as well
in the eyes of the people, and perhaps for Jesus himself, also.
8 Mt. xx. 28.
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nation was aroused when they were unscrupulously misconstrued. Finally, he required such acts of the twelve on
their missionary tours.'
1. SIGNIFICANCE
OF JESUS' WORKSOF HEALING. On
investigation it appears that for Jesus his cures were
related to the Kingdom in two ways : (1) As his personal
credentials of Messiahship, and (2) As results of the
Kingdom's presence, and so examples of its power and
character.
It has been said often that Jesus disparaged the evidential character of his cures and deprecated faith's dependence upoil them. Such statements are much too
sweeping. The alleged disparagements are found mostly
in the accounts of the Johannist-an author with a strong
preference for mystical eviden~e.~Even in the Fourth
Gospel, however, Jesus is represented as offering his
works as sufficient evidence for the ordinary man." The
criticism fails, also, to take account of the difference of
phraseology in the passages cited. What Jesus disparaged
were mere "signs and wonders," not "works." Acts
suited merely to make the crowd gape in foolish astonishment were evidently condemned by him.7 He was not a
thaumaturgist. Indeed, it was evidence of an evil mind
to demand such things after the "mighty works" of
blessing which had already been forthcoming so abundantly. Those works, however, he appears t o have regarded as quite sufficient proofs of his Messiahship.'
When challenged as to his right t o declare a man's sins
forgiven,' he justifies himself on the spot by the cure of a
'Lk. .vii. 22; Jn. x. 32; Mt. xii. 24-32: x. 1, 8 ; Lk. x. 25-37.
n. IV. 48; v. 37.39.

9

Mk. ii. 10 f.

.
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paralytic.'" Such works, too, done by his disciples were
to be the sufficient evidence of the presence of the Kingdom of God.ll
The objection of critical readers to the idea of cures as
Messianic credentials is partly that they involve appeal to
the supernatural-a modern objection which there is no
reason to suppose that Jesus entertained at all-and partly
that they are at best external and arbitrary events that
have in themselves no logical bearing upon what they are
said to prove. How, for example, does the unexplained
cure of a paralytic establish any kind of divine authority
in the healer ? As regards many alleged miraculous proofs
of Jesus' messiahship (the magical making of wine and
the walking on water, for example) this objection is no
doubt serious enougii ; but it does not hold as regards what
Jesus calls his "works," for these were regarded by him
as the normal results of the Kingdom, and so actual parts,
samples, or cases, of it.''
The reasonableness of this view at that time appears
when we understand the ancient therapeutic theory-the
usual one of pre-scientific days-to the effect that physical
malady is personal in origin.'' From this view-point, when
the cause of disease cannot be found in the patient's own
wrong doing, it is, of course, t o be looked for in the agency
of other persons, either human or demonic. From this
view-point, too, it is plain why so large a place is allotted in
the gospels to the restoration to sanity of those believed tobe
demon-possessed. T o the thought of the time such persons
% H i s argument runs, "That ye [the rabbinical critics1 may know that the
I say unto thee [the
Son of man hath power on earth t o forgive sins
p a t a l ~ t i c ] take up thy bed and go unto thy house."
2 L k x' 8-11. Mk xvi 17 f .
a 'This is the'second significance of Jesus' cures referred to above.
Thus in the account of the Gadarene swine (Mk. v. 1-20) no one-not the
pa?ient himself, nor t h e ohservers nor the healer, nor even the owners of the
ennel-raised
the question whether the maniac's idea of demonic possession
might not be a delusion. Note the personal attitude of Jesus toward the "unclean
spirit." (w. 8, 13).

...
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were manifest cases of the victorious dominion of Satan."
All the more, therefore, did the people marvel when these
were cured, saying, "What is this? a new teaching! With
authority he commandeth even the unclean spirits, and
they obey him." 'l And there was no fault with their
logic, once their premises are accepted. Then assuredly a
Kingdom superior to Satan's must be admitted to have
entered the field ! l6
That Jesus himself entertained this view is clear from
his words to the Pharisees, "If I by the Spirit of God cast
out devils, then is the Kingdom of God come upon you." l T
Nor is the argument confined to cases of dementia. Regarding the bowed woman whom he cured at Sabbath
worship, we find him appealing to the ruler of the synagogue as follows : "Ought not this woman . . . whom
Satan hath bound, lo, these eighteen years, to have been
loosed from this bond on the day of the Sabbath?" l8
Every unexplained turning of disease into health, woe
into joy, was thus an overthrow of the kingdom of Satan,
and an instance of the actual victorious presence of the
Kingdom of God." It appears, then, that for Jesus the
Kingdom of God was so named, not simply because it was
the kind of kingdom that God approved, nor yet merely
because it had its origin in heaven, but also, and most
impressively, because in it God was actually present as a
conquering and beneficent force.
Nor was this all; for Jesus evidently regarded his
l4 Thi? view was no doubt part of the Zoroastrian heritage acquired in the
Babylontan capt~vity.
M k- i.
-. 27
-. f.-.
Mt. xii. 22-29.
17 Cf. also, his reply to the seventy missionaries. when they reported that "even
the dev;!:" were "subject unto" them: "I beheld Satan as lightning fall from
heaven i.r. because of their successes (Lk.x. 17-19).
m Ld. xiii. 16.
S
I As we have wen in a preceding chapter, it was apparently because of the
manifest presence in Israel of such works of victorious deliverance and blessing
that Jesus told the Pharisees that the Kingdom of God war already in the midst
of them (Lk.x n ~ 21).
.
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humanitarian works as in a measure revelations of the
Kingdom's character. I n his dramatic address in the
Nazareth synagogue, after reading the message which
Isaiah put into the mouth of Yahveh's :'anointed" *Owords whose natural meaning is humanitarian-he added,
"Today hqth this scripture been fulfilled in your ears."
How fulfilled? we naturally ask. It is not until we recall
that it was his works of healing, performed in other
places (cf. the "in your ears") but not in Nazareth, that
then filled the minds of his auditors. Only then do we see
the point of his announcement. These works were the
fulfillment of the Messianic promise-first fruits indicating what the Kingdom was to be. Things such as thesehuman deliverance, blessing and joy-were to characterize
the Kingdom.*'
I t must be evident that the healing work of Jesus favors
strongly the social and humanitarian view of the Kingdom, not the spiritual. A new conquering force, revealing
itself in deliverance from physical ills and in the prornotion of everyday happiness, is not that increasing sway of
abstract moral principles for which the spiritual viey
stands.
Little additional need be said of Jesus' work as a
teacher.22 Naturally most of our information on that
subject is derived from his teachings, and these have
already been considered. Yet it is worthy of note that his
course as a public teacher, or propagandist, was systematic
on the practical side. On careful scrutiny his tours and
the missions of his followers take on an aspect of definite
- h a . Ixi. 1 ff.: Lk. iv. 16-23; Mt. xiii. 54-58.
C tus eharge to the seventy: "Into whatever city ye enter
hed the
rick t i a t are therein and say unto them, the Kingdom of Cod is come nigh
unto you." Another'illustration appears in the specific inclusion of "the pdor
and maimed and blind and lame," & h a t any quertion.us to t tvoJ d 8 catiow,.in that feast which, for Jesus and his hearers allke, r y m G z e d h e (iully
established Kin d6m of God.
m Sw the out?ine account on p. 24 f.. supra.
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purpose, not that of mere rambling pursuit of an audience. H e was striving to bring his message to the whole
country; and, as we see this, we feel the pulse of a sense
of mission, an earnest will to deliver a message and accomplish work while still it was day, since "the night cometh
when no man can work." Evidently, also, that message
which burned within him was not theological, but ethical.
He was not seeking to give currency t o any speculative
ideas. The philosopher Xenophanes, five centuries before,
might wander about the Mediterranean, criticizing idolatry, and proclaiming, "The All is one," as even in his
own time Philo of Alexandria was busy building a JudaicHellenistic theory of God and the world; but Jesus did
not occupy himself with these metaphysical questions. He
was not a philosopher, not even a religious philosopher, or
theologian. His theology was mostly traditional, and
appears only incidentally, as in his application of the docnumbered," and in the subsidiary doctrine of prayer."
trine of Providence, "The very hairs of your head are all
2. WHY THE TRIUMPHAL
ENTRY?The only other
feature of Jesus' life (as distinguished from his teaching
and his death) that appears to have Kingdom significance
is his so-called triumphal entry into the Holy City. This
event has been a notable challenge to the ingenuity of all
those who seek to combine a purely spiritual view of the
Kingdom with historico-critical exposition. I t is not difficult to find symbolic meanings in the dramatic episode,
meanings, too, that have value for religious and ethical
feeling. The trouble comes when we try t o fit these meanings into Jesus' own thinking and action. Dean Milman,
with the progress of the Christ figure through the centuries in mind, exclaims :
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"Ride on, ride on in majesty,
In lowly pomp ride on to die:
0 Christ, thy triumphs now begin
O'er captive death and conquered sin."

For the spectator this far-reaching, poetico-religious insight may be quite true; but did Jesus himself participate
in the pathetic spectacle as a symbol of his increasing
influence through succeeding centuries? I t is hard to
think so. Anything savoring of the theatrical was far
from the usual course of his life.
I t is plain that the populace found a very different
meaning in the event. T o them it was a Messianic demonstration, so that they raised the cry, "Hosanna to the Son
of David," and the children repeated it in the very courts
of the Te~nple.'~Are we to think that Jesus, too, was carried away by Messianic enthusiasm? If so, on the theory
of the essential spirituality of the Kingdom, the episode
seems to indicate a slackening of purpose, a stooping from
the spiritual to the carnal, a reversal of his high decision
in the wilderness to employ only moral forces,28not those
of the world. But no, that evidently was not the case; for
while the throng was still hailing him as the incoming
King, he halted to weep over Jerusalem, and to lament
that it knew not the things that belonged unto its peace.
Manifestly what he looked forward to was not any immediate Messianic success, but tragic experiences for Israel
and himself.'"
Why, then, did he participate in the futile pageant? Is
it suggested that though the "triumphal entry" had no
* Mt. xxi. 9 IS. And Jesus $7 no meana discouraged the cry. When the
he replied, I tell you that if these shall hold thew peace
Sanhedrists
the stone rlll cry out" (Lk. xix. 39 f.). "Yea, did ye never read Out of th;
mouths of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected praise?" ( ~ xxi.
i . 16).
C also Mt. u i i i . 39, where, in what war perhaps his Iant farewell to the
&mole ;nd its worldly. governors.
he harks back to the popular cry on Palm
Sunday.
Mt. iv. 8-10.
Lk. xis. 41 f.; Mt. u l i i . 38 f.
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valuable significance for Jesus himself, it was permitted
by him in order to give a little cheer to his disciples? That
is a weak explanation, implying that Jesus raised hopes
, which he knew must be blasted, and made a perilous con: cession to Zealotry, a Zealotry which, since it might easily
lead to Israel's destruction (as he evidently foresaw),
greatly
needed to be corrected, not encouraged.
;
What then is the true explanation? The answer involves a view of Jesus' purpose, or aim, which constitutes
the central thesis of this book. I t is the natural, and historically
reasonable, view that Jesus Christ was a true
[
child
of
his
people and his time; that he actually expected
[
the speedy coming of a divine Kingdom here on earth, a
Kingdom centered in Jerusalem; and that he was deeply
convinced of his commission from God to prepare Imrtel
for its coming, and wholly illtent upon presenting this
regefierated Ism1 to Yehveh as a repentant and righteousminded people, entitled to claim the fuljillment of the
Messianic promises.27 From this point of view the difficulties of the event before us pass away. Naturally experience had enlarged Jesus' conception of the Messianic
task. Israel, despite his devoted ministry was apparently
not yet ready for the Kingdom, and his working day was
drawing to a close.28 The issue between him and the
hostile Sanhedrists could no longer be postponed or
evaded. Their destructive purpose was fixed; his own
duty as anointed representative of the Kingdom was
clear; and Israel, gathered at this Passover season from
all parts of the civilized world, was present in Jerusalem
to make decision. The time had come when the nation
So construed, Jesus' Messianic conception was entirely in accord with his
religious heritage and the intellectual and aocial environment of an Israelite of
the first century, and quite consonant .with his emphasjs u p the W t v ~ e of
e
the Kingdom and with his charges to hi? missionar~es, whose first and last
message war to be, 'The Kingdom of God 1s come nigh" (Lk. x. 9, 11).
* Jn. ix. 4.
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must choose between the Kingdom, the true, righteous
Kingdom of God, and the kingdom of this world as represented in its selfish leaders. I t was all too likely from
the dullness of mind they had shown hitherto that his
people would side with mammon, or stand aside and
leave him alone,'" in which case mammon's brute force
would destroy him. Nevertheless, Israel must have the
opportunity to make the higher choice if it would.
His small but significant pageant, with its plain, but
non-military, suggestion,'O was his appeal to his people to
choose the divine Kingdom then so near, to come forward
and join the company of Yahveh's expectant subjects. It
was the public raising of his standard as the Messiah. So
viewed, one cannot but admire the leader of that "lowly
pomp." Jesus on that humble beast was, with rare coolness and courage, leading the forlorn hope of Israel's
finest ideal, and, as will appear farther on, of mankind's
greatest cause. The campaign in which he served was
located on earth, not in the skies, and its time was that
in which he lived, not after death, nor in any indefinitely
remote future. Indeed, the time was, and is, that of all
human lives, until justice and mercy prevail and God's
will is "done on earth as it is in heaven."
It thus appears that the life and work of Jesus, quite as
truly as his teaching, point to an institutiolzal Kingdom,
a Kingdom of social welfare, as his great interest and
objective. I t may be said, however, that a man's supreme
interest, or concern, is not always evident in what he says,
or even in what h e does on ordinary occasions, but is to be
discovered most surely by what he does in time of stress,
especially by what he holds to in face of death. It remains,
therefore, to consider whether Jesus' martyr death calls
for any modification of our conclusion.
9

Jn. xvi. 52.

Zech. ix. 9

CHAPTER VII
THE KINGDOM SIGNIFICANCE O F THE DEATH O F JESUS

On the original Good Friday, in the year 30 AD., three
crosses stood on a little hill outside the wall of Jerusalem,
and upon them the lives of three men ebbed agonizingly
away. On the middle cross passers-by read the inscription,
"The King of the Jews."
T o Pilate's wording of this
inscription, we are told, the Jewish leaders objected; but
they found no fault with its main purport, namely, that
Jesus was executed as armspirant to Jewish kingship,
Were the Roman governor and the Sanhedrists-all of
them eye- and ear-witnesses-totally a t fault in this judgment? The theologies of Christendom have been virtually
a unit in answering, yes. As they will have it, Jesus had
no thought of being a Jewish king, and the charge that
he had was but a pretext-a mask for wicked hearts.
1. WHYDID JESUSDIE? Why, then, did he die? This
seems to have been an early inquiry of the bereaved and
perplexed disciples ;2 and in all periods of reflective activity
it has been a problem for thoughtfuI believers. Though
answered authoritatively over and over by eminent theologians, church councils, and aecumenical creeds, it nevertheless, with each new period of theological interest, has
a way of thrusting itself to the front a-fresh. From the
political and historical point of view the event was not
mysterious. It was tragedy, indeed, brutal and bloody;
but to those familiar with the age-long course of human1

Mk. xv. 26;

'U.
uiv.

Jn. xix. 20 f.
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ity, particularly those who have seen Europe crucified in
recent years, there is sadly little of strangeness about that.
How often in the clash of human interests have the finest
and best gone down before the brute surge of prejudice
and greed ! Yet there is a problem in the event; for Jesus
foresaw it, and yet made no attempt t o avoid it. Evidently he was not a mere victim; he could have escaped.
In a sense his death was voluntary. The real query is,
Why did Jesus choose to die?
2. THEANSWERSUGGESTED
BY THE GOSPELS.
If we
turn t o the gospel narratives, it is natural to conclude that
it was because, as suggested in the last chapter, the path of
loyalty led to the cross ; because he could not be true to his
mission as the divinely appointed agent for bringing Israel
into fitness for the Kingdom without the fullest possible
public witness to it and teaching about it; and without
withal a nation-wide summons of Israel to its standard.
For a time the primitive church seems to have taken substantially this view. Jesus' predictions of the parousia,
vividly reenforced by his resi~rrectionappearances, rendered it acceptable and sufficient. Evil had, indeed, triumphed on Calvary ; but it was only a temporary reverse,
and was due entirely, to Israel's slowness to understand
the heavenly appeal and respond to it. In "a little while,"
when the people were finally won to God and his holy law,
Jesus would return in Messianic victory, and the Kingdom
would be established gloriously.'
But the years went by, and Israel was not won to the
Nazarene ; rather did the majority become more hostile to
him. When at length the Holy City was actually destroyed, and Jesus did not return nor the Kingdom come;
8 Jn. xvi. 16-22; Acts iii. 17-21; I Thess. iv. 13-17 v. 23. I1 Pet. iii 2-4 9.14.
Says Prof. T. J. Foaker-Jackson "The idea of a ~ e s r i a i i c~ i u g d o k+dm
the whole book of Acts" ( ~ a r v & d Tksolg. Re*,
April, 1919, p 1 3). Cf.
Chapter X, infro.
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and when the eye- and ear-witnesses of his ministry died
off, and still he did not appear, then the new generation of
Christians, by that time largely Gentiles, ceased to be satisfied with the Messianic explanation; and some other reason for his death appeared to be called for.* Those were
days when the Graeco-Roman intellectual world was dominated by various religious philosophies-Platonic, Stoic,
Philonic, etc.-which by free speculation obliterated the
usual common-sense lines of distinction between the natural and the supernatural, earth and heaven, man and God.
Not unnaturally Gentile believers, especially as recruits
came in who were familiar with Greek philosophy, came
ere long to find metaphysicd rather than historical solutions to the problem of why Jesus chose to die.
3. THETHEOLOGICAL
ANSWERS.One of the first theories was derived from the old ethnic doctrine of sacrificial propitiation. Jesus was declared to be "the lamb of
God which taketh away the sin of the world." This
theory takes no account of Jesus as the Messiah nor of
the Kingdom of God. I t has left the domain of mundane
affairs and interests, especially social interests, and is concerned only with the individual's sense of sin-or status
as sinner-which it conceives to be removable or assuageable only through a change in the attitude of the Deity,
a change which the death of Jesus effected for all believer~.~
The theory that in the course of time came t o acceptance
taught that Jesus died t o free mankind from captivity to
'This development of thought will be traced more fully in Chapter XI.
n i. 29. I Jn. ii 1 2
* I t ' i s prhable t&t1t6is primitive idea never had large currency in the
church, although at times we find suggestions of it even in St. Paul's writings
(cf. Rom. iii. 25 f.). Generally, however, the great apostle represents man as
the one needing to be reconciled (cf. I 1 Cor. .v. 18-20). I t is hard, to beljeve
that the pr itistion doctrine was a serious bellef even of the Johanu~newrlter,
with most
whobe t h i n ~t appears to eanflict (cf. Jn. iii. 16 f vi. 27-58.
chaps. xv.-xvii.). This mt%arpsvagueness of exprcsesian probabl; facilitated
his use of old words in new SetISe8.

8
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the Evil One-an
evident reminiscence of Mazdaism,'
with which the Jews came into such close contact in the
Babylonian captivity. Satan in his age-long contest with
God had won a notable victory in the very first earthly
campaign. He had led the parents of the human race into
disobedience, and so into subjection to the powers of darkness. The only way in which this lien of the Adversary
upon the race could be lifted was through a ransom paid
to him, a ransom which Jesus actually paid in his death.
The fact that this ransom theory prevailed for a thousand
years is eloquent testimony as to the reign of religious
metaphysics in the ancient church.
Bizarre as it is apt to seem today, it may be questioned
whether it has not more truth in it than its successor,
which in one form or another has worn the vestments of
orthodoxy since. I n the eleventh century, with the revival
of reflective thought, believers of a serious mind found
more difficulty in thinking of the Deity as but little
stronger than the devil and liable to be countered by him.
The devout Anselm raised once more the question, why
Christ died.@Writing in the height of feudalism's vogue
he found a feudal solution of the problem. In a political
order founded, as was that of the Middle Ages, on personal will it was all important that the lord shodd main'tain his superior standing in the eyes of all-should "save
his face." All infringements upon his law and his dignity
must be punished, if only in the person of a substitute;
since otherwise, in those turbulent times, society would
dissolve in anarchy. Anselm raised this social situation to
7 Cf. Isa. Ixiii. 1-6.
a The theory, if we construe its Satanic mythology metaphorically and regard
the lien of Satan as a picturesque term for man's brute inheritance haa real
metaphysical d u e ; for ~t represents in a dramatic way humanity's m&t serious
and ominous handicav: so serious that & very truth vicarious sacrifice ia needful
to hrin men to any~cmsiderableimprovement of life.
s ~ f%is
. cw DCW H O ~ O ~
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the skies-then
not so far away-and
maintained that
man by his violation of the divine law had impaired the
dignity of the supreme Lord of the universe, and hence
must be punished, not vindictively, but in the interest of
the divine government. God could not overlook man's
sin, nor forgive it, even when man was truly repentant.
Some one must suffer for it; the offeme itself must be
expiated. God's mercy appears, not in freely forgiving
his wayward but finally contrite children, but in providing
for them a substitute victim in the person of "his only
begotten Son." S o Christ died to satisfy God's justice, to
maintain his dignity as supreme Overlord. I n this theory,
as in its predecessors, the Kingdom of God becomes a
mere figure of speech.
It is evident that these theological explanations of Jesus'
death are speculative. They deal not with a real problem,
but an artificial one, one that the theologian has created
for himself by his doctrine of Jesus as a supernatural
person. They are constructions of the a priori reason
based largely on metaphysical assumptions. Hence, at
best they share with metaphysical conclusions in general
the drawback of being opinions, not truths; though no
doubt they are opinions that have been accepted by many
very competent minds. What is more t o our present concern is that there is nothing to warrant the belief that
Jesus himself had the least acquaintance with them. It is
true that certain sayings of his have been construed so as
to accord with the atonement idea which is present in
them all; but none of these sayings requires, or itself suggests, any one of these interpretations. On the contrary,
the idea is imposed upon the sayirtgs, not derived from
them.
Jesus' statement that "the Son of man came not to be
ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his life a
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ransom for many" lo--the only case in which he uses the
word "ransom"-is
often cited. Now, no doubt Jesus was
then looking forward to his all too probable violent death,
but that he referred t o any metaphysical "ransomH-any
discharge of a speculative legal relation to Satan or to
God-is
not suggested in the least. According to the
Johannist, he called himself the "good shepherd," and
added, "The good shepherd [i.e. every good shepherd]
layeth down his life for the sheep," i.e. rather than fail in
his care of them." In this saying, as in the preceding, the
idea of the sacrifice of life in behalf of others is, indeed,
involved; but how does that commit him to more than
unsparing self sacrifice in behalf of human welfare on
earth? As well attribute Allen Seeger's true forecast of
his death on the battle-line in France l2 to the need of
satisfying the devil or the divine justice as impose either
of these alleged necessities upon Jesus' prevision of his
approaching end.
Again, at Jericho Jesus justified his entrance into the
house of the publican, Zacchaeus, on the ground that he
had come "to seek and to save that which was lost.'"'
Modern Christians are apt t o think that "lost" in this
passage means a state of fatal alienation from God, one
which can be overcome only through the sinner's appropriation of the "satisfaction of Christ ;" but the idea
appears t o have nothing in its favor, except the fact that
generations later speculative theologians taught the church
to think that way. The remark itself in the actual situation offers no suggestions of a supernatural stage and
drama. Zacchaeus seems to have been by no means an
abandoned character. His eagerness to see Jesus is evit. xx. 28.
" MJn.
x. 11-15.
'O

* Cj. Seeger's poem,
* LIC.XIX. 1-10.

"I've a rendez-pons with death."
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dence to the contrary. The gospels suggest various men
more worthy of the epithet "lost" in a moral or metaphysical sense. In the popular thought of the time all
Israelites who. took up the trade of tax-collector were
classed with flagrant sinners l4 and regarded as "lost" to
Israel-a social, not a metaphysical, meaning. Doubtless
the word "lost" (in this sense) was called forth by the
criticism of the onlookers, who complained that he had
"gone to lodge with a man that is a sinner." The point of
the reply was that it was the business of the Messiah t o
reclaim for the approaching Kingdom those "sons of
Abraham" who, like sheep, had wandered away and become "lost." l6
4. JESUS' LASTSUPPER. The main gospel support
claimed for the metaphysical explanations is the statement
of Jesus at his last supper with the twelve, about his
blood. This is variously reported, and is almost without
context. In the earliest gospel it reads, "This [Paschal
wine] is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out
for many." '' Matthew adds t o this the phrase, "unto
remission of sins." l7 As this addition is not included in
the three other accounts,le it is quite possible that the
phrase is an explanatory comment made by the Evangelist,
or an early gloss, and is not part of the original saying.
On the other hand, Luke and Paul, neither an ear-witness,
make it read, "This cup is the new covenant in my
l*Mt ix 10 f.; xi 19. Lk. v. 30- xv. 1, 2.
~ & c :yesus
e
s p o k of "the lost beep of the house of Israel"--a reminiscence
doubtless of the meta hors of the prophets (cf Isa. liii. 6 . Jer. 1. 6 . Ezek
u x i v . 5 f., 16. also, Rbk. vi. 34); but on neithir occasion ckn we beli&e thai
fatal alienation'of heart is referred to, for Israel is set over against the Gentiles (Mt. x. 6 ; xv. 24). That Jesus meant by "lost" those who are out of the
way, or beyond the bounds of safety ( c f . the parable o f the lost sheep Lk. xv.
1-7, 32), and so m danger from notural c a w s , ts tvldent enough from Mt.
xviii. 16-14.
Mk. xiv. 24.
lTMt. a t v i . 28.
*Lk. xxii. 20; I Car. xi. 25.
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blood." '' Is there a reference to man's standing before
God in this statement, as furnished by the last three
sources? If so, it is to be found in the words "covenant',
and "blood." The former is a dark term to modern Occidentals; but it was not so to Jesus' hearers. I t pointed
back to a notable national event-the solemn agreement
entered into by Yahveh and Israel at Mount Sinai.'' That
"covenant" had been sealed by the blood of sacrificed animals, which was sprinkled upon the obedience pledging
people-a
proceeding quite in accord with the thought
and custom of primitive times. Solemn promises then
were sanctioned with ceremonies and outward tokens, the
latter being preferably some object connected with the
divinity and so tabu. These being included in the ceremony
served thereafter to remind the parties of their agreement,
and of the Divinity's knowledge thereof, and to deter them
from breaking it. In the words of Professor Schmidt, a
covenant was "a promise supported by a curse."
The surety, or token, might be of almost any kind,
provided it was permanent, and was striking enough to
act as a reminder. The rainbow was one of the earliest
tokens, and circumcision was another." Often it was some
-The distinction between the "new coyenant" of grace, conditioned on faith
and the Sinaitic covenant of law (Ex. xxlv. 7 f.), condttipned on obed~mce,wad
UI important one for St. Paul; and Luke was evident1 ~nflnenceda qreat deal
Says %rof. N. Schmldt *'His
b Paul wtth whom he traveled extensive1
~ ~ e s u s ~ l ~ w at
o r the
d s aschal table have evidr;ntly undergone successive 'moddcations and it is difficuft not to trace Pauline influences" (EM clopmedia Biblico,
art. "Chvenant"). Had Jesus made spch a distinction himrel( he would doubtIcsr, judgin from his recorded teachmgs, have represented the old covenant u
one of wor?dly prosperity, conditioned on elementary and largely ceremonial
o b e d i m c t t h e needful status of the immature minded-and the new covenant as
one of a higher social order, or civilization, condihoned on the higher morality
as taught b~ himself.
Zech. ix. 11.
SJ Ex. xx~v.7 f
0. C. Of this character was the Mizpah covenant (Gen. xxxi. 41-55).
Jacob and Loban, on ~ r t i n gin outward a m t y but mutual distrust, set up a p ~ l e
of stones called the
atch-tower (Mizpah), and consecrated tt by joining in a
sacrificial'meal at its base. Then Laban said warningly: "Yahn watch beween
me and thee, when we are absent one from another.
~hislfneapbe witness
.
that I will not paw wer this heap o;! thee, and that thou shalt not pus
unto me, for harm.
The heap of stonea was thus the
over this heap
reminder of thiir'c-nant,
its real sanction being the invoked presence and
watchfulness of Yahveh.
Gen. is. 16 f.; xvii. 11; cf. Ex. xxxiv. 8-11; Isa. Iv. 3 f.; Ma1. iii. 1 ff.
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part of a slain animal, the mystery of the departed life
being in such cases the impressive and divinity suggesting
feature. In the most solemn covenants the blood of the
victim, which having been consecrated to Yahveh was
tabu, was sprinkled on the garments of the parties, where
its stain would long remind them that their God was a
party to the pledges they had made and that his wrath
would be upon them if those pledges were broken.
Now, when Jesus uses the symbolism of these familiar
customs to describe his own situation, his words seem to
mean that the covenant between God and Israel was certified afresh by his death. Was there need that it should be
so certified ? Assuredly; for the tragedy of the night was
to bring a tremendous shock t o the eleven. When they
looked upon his lifeless body, they must not despair. Nor
need they despair; rather should they regard the blood of
his cross as a new pledge of the covenant's validity. And
assuredly even to us doubting moderns it is eloquent proof
of his own unshaken confidence in the great hope of Israel.
In this simple, though tragic, sense even St. Paul, with all
his solicitude as to his standing with God, seems t o have
understood JesusJ words; for without warrant from the
Synoptic sources, he twice attributed t o Jesus the injunction, "This do in remembrance of me." H e even stressed
the memorial idea, pointing out that the Eucharist was a
token-a witness to their Master's loyalty and love and to
the expected parouk. "For," said he, "as often as ye eat
this bread and drink the cup, ye proclaim the Lord's death
till he come"!28
Analysis of the accounts of Jesus' last supper thus
makes it plain that, with the possible exception of an unexplained phrase in Matthew, no metaphysical references
are in any way required to give a direct, coherent meaning
" 1 Cor. xi. 24 f., 26.
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to Jesus' words about his death. Quite the contrary; it is
the metaphysical interpretations that are hard to fit into
the actual situation. If Jesus really meant to represent
himself as the expiator of sin for all mankind, it is most
improbable that he would have left this world-embracing
principle so vague that his reporters could recall but one
reference to it on his part, and even as to that be unable to
agree upon just what he said. Moreover, the gospel narratives indicate that Jesus was not interested in the expiatory side of Israel's religion, a side magnified far too
much by Christian theologians. From his twelfth year he
was a frequent visitor in the Temple, and taught in its
courts time and again; yet we never find him referring to
its sacrificial ritual. T o him the Temple was "a house of
prayer;" 2 4 he joined in its great annual feasts; his mystic
discourses on the light of the world, the water of life, and
the living bread 25 find suggestion in its festival features.
But of the daily shedding of sacrificial blood on the great
central altar he had not a word to say, nor from it a single
truth t o point !-a mast remarkable, and indeed inexplicable, omission if he considered himself to be the sacrificial "lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the
world."
Finally, the metaphysical, or atonement, interpretation
of the saying under review involves an unbelievable hiatus
in the Master's thought. Though the three evangelists are
not agreed as to just what Jesus said about the cup, they
are substantially at one as to the words immediately following: "I will no more drink of the fruit of the vine
until that day when I drink it new in the Kingdom of
God." 26 Was this a rational context for a statement
about the conditions of man's acquittal in the divine

" MAssuming
t. xxi. 13.
these t o be authentic.
06

m

Mk. xiv.

25.

Cf.p. 57

su)74.
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court of justice? By what kind of explanation can this
utopian picture be fitted into a spiritual frame? Does not
a reader dominated by the traditional spiritual conception
of the Kingdom experience a j d t as he comes upon these
words ?
Summing up, it appears that, in his death as truly as in
his life, the mind of Jesus was whole-heartedly directed
toward the prophetic ideal of the Kingdom of God.a' Of
course, this conclusion does not require us to think that
his view of the Kingdom was as vague as that of the
prophets or as limited as that of the Israel of his day.
How, in non-conflicting ways, he modified the Kingdom
idea then current will be the theme of the next chapter.

m Cf. Scott, Th:, Kitlgdom acpd the Messkh, p. 97,
Suffering Mesolah.

and the chapter on "The

CHAPTER VIII

1. ITSGENESIS.If Jesus held to the traditional prophetic "hope of Israet," ' it was not in the vagueness and
softness of popular thought. Evidently he could not envisage a righteous Kingdom without a righteous people as
its constituency;hnd from the outset of his career he
knew that this requirement had not been met. Israelites
generally were not yet ready for the Kingdom. They did
not take the moral law'seriously enough-not by any
means! They wished the joyous fruits of the divine
reign without the trouble of cultivating them.a Often
they made the Kingdom a secondary concern, or treated
it as a doubtful adventure. The most adverse fact was that
so many in Israel were not "fit for the Kingdom of
God." No wonder it tarried, ahd the pious strained their
longing eyes in vain. In continued default of a rightminded citizenry, Yahveh would be forced to seek in some
God
other nation a people worthy of his favor '-which
forbid! The need of Israel, then, was moral preparation,
that when the Kingdom arrived they might join in it loyally and successfully. But who was sufficient for the great
task of preparing them ?
It is reasonable to suppose that thoughts such as these
often occupied Jesus while he was still plying the tools of
his trade at Nazareth; at first, perhaps, simply as a pious
1 Cf.

Acts xxviii. 20; uvi. 6, 7.

4

'C. b4t.v. 20;,Mk.i.1s.
8

6

d
t xiii. 3-9, 18-22,
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U.ix. 57-62.
Mt. ui. 33-43.
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Israelite, but sooner or later as a man with promptings t o
divine service. When and how his prophetic self-consciousness awoke is not told us. Probably his consciousness of superior insight was one source of his Messianic
conviction; and we can scarcely doubt that his discovery
of his healing gift was another. On becoming aware of
that, it is probable enough that he would reason that
since this power-evidently God-given-was superior t o
Satan's, God must design to use him in those critical
times for the defeat of Satan, and the initiation of the
Kingdom of h e a ~ e n .If~ so, if he was indeed the Anointed
of God, what could that mean but that the "day of Yahveh" was actually near ?
What deep mystic experiences re-enforced this line of
thought we do not know.' Then as he "was musing the
fire kindled." From the wilderness of Judea came the
cry of the Baptist, speaking his own thought, and declaring the imminence of the Kingdom. If "all the land of
Judea" was stirred by John's message, and the "people
were in expectation,"' how much more the brooding
healer in Galilee !--especially by the Nazarite's prediction
that "there cometh he that is mightier than I . . . . He
shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with fire"!
We may well believe that t o the Nazareth carpenter these
words amounted t o an external divine call confirming an
interfzd vocation, a call t o go forth openly as the champion
of the Kingdom. Certainly that was the course he took,
adopting at first the Baptist's message, but soon branching
out into the many themes incident t o personal preparation
a Lk. xi. 20.
1 Except, of course, those later at his baptism and in the wilderness (
Lk.
iii. 21 f iv. !-Is). The fourth evang$ist &s
much-nd
probaht rigtlyof his &mullate awareness of the .d~vine presence (cf. Jn. xi". 6-11. xvii.
1-26 etc.). For such a career as has t b s would seem to be &n indis$nsable
faadr: far reaaon su~mrted onb
is not favorable
- by- ordinary- wuerience
- - - to
great Gentarcs of faith: '
8 Pa. xxxix. 3.
'Ur. iii. IS f.

.
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for the Kingdom. One thing, then, one thrilling, but
weighty and serious thing, that the Kingdom meant to
Jesus was a personal summons to bring Israel into a loyal
and submissive attitude to Yahveh.
2. NATURE
OF ITS APPEAL.The day came when the
prophet of Nazareth bade a mournful adieu to the Holy
City and its Temple.1° His was the fortune so common
with prophets, great and small. His people, though they
listened, would not, or could not, understand. Henceforth Jerusalem should know him no more until it learned
to say with the Palm-Sunday throngs, "Blessed is he that
cometh in the name of Yahveh."
The farewell was preceded by a bitter arraignment of
the Pharisaic leaders,'' a notable feature of which was an
initial approval of their general teachings. Why, then, did
he break with them so passionately? l2 The reason was
given : "They say, and do not." Ye, "scribes and P h r i
sees . . . shut the Kingdom of heaven against men." "Ye
enter not in yourselves, neither suffer ye them that are
entering in t o enter." That is, with all their pretenses
they were defeating the realization of the Kingdom. The
Pharisaic reply is lacking: doubtless they denied the
ch6ge, insisting that the "day of Yahveh)' had not yet
come. Their position appears to have been that Yahveh
must take the initiative, and until H e did they were not
minded t o make any sacrifices or take any risks in the
Kingdom's behalf. Specifically they,would not pay for its
coming the old prophetic price of social justice.
It was the demand for this price that separated the
' 0 Mt xxiii 37-39. xxiv. 1 2.
11 ~ t xxiii:
:
2-7 i3-16. ~ i a this
t diatribe was altwether just we need not s u p
pose. Political reformers are wont to be over severe In their criticism of
obstructionists.
U Of course, his ethical intereat. was uite different from theirs. An Israel
devoted to tithing of "mint and raise an1 c u m m n ~naturally had no appeal for
antlc formalism would call forth
a prophet. Nor could he believe that such
the Intervention of Yahwh, as the Phartaeea g e d .
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orthodoxy of the day from the Prophet of the Kingdom.
How, then, did he conceive of that price-the social justice requisite for qualification for the Kingdom, and characteristic of the Kingdom after its establishment? Why
was the Kingdom so desirable t o him-a hidden "treasure," a "pearl of great price"? Not, we may affirm confidently, because of its nationalistic features. That Jesus
was not without patriotic feeling may be inferred from his
words to the Syrophenician woman, his saying t o the
woman of Samaria, and his charge to the twelve in their
missionary tour: "Go not into any way of the Gentiles
. . . but go rather to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel.'' l8 But that he had no faith in mere nationalism
has been pointed out already.14 He would have the people
endure foreign domination rather than do worse. After
all, the evils of foreigners in government positions, of
unfair taxation, and the like, were not the great things of
life. Besides, why substitute a Herod for a Pilate? In the
main he avoided nationalistic questions as out of his province, leaving them apparently to individual judgment.
"Render, therefore, unto Caesar the things that are
Caesar's."
Was it then, the wonder features of the apocalyptic
dream that constituted the charm of the Kingdom for
him? Was he one of those religionists, more or less in
evidence in every age, who revel in the dreams of romantic
supernaturalism-the pomp of angels and lightnings, of
heavenly radiance and thrones of judgment? W e cannot
think so. Dreamers are not, as he was, patient persistent
teachers, eminently sane in their outlook upon everyday
affairs, and fearless in opposing intrenched injustice. Nor
do they, like him, disparage interest in signs and wonders.
u ~ txv.
. 24,26;
l4

Cf. P 64.
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That he did think of his second coming as in the nature of
a supernatural triumphal entry into the domain of a
transformed earth--akin in a measure to the "triumphs"
of the city by the Tiber-seems evident; but it was simply
as commonly accepted parts of the coming divine order
which he never felt called upon to discard-the scenery,
not the action, in the Kingdom drama. His references to
them were never by way of self-glorification but always
for some ethical purpose-to sustain the faith and loyalty
of the disciples, to warn haughty selfishness,16 etc. Moreover, not an item does he appear to have added to the
eschatalogical picture, which seems to indicate that his
original and fertile mind was not stirred by it.
Broadly speaking the charm of the Kingdom for Jesus,
its dynamic as an ideal, was in its promise of a happy
human society, a new order and organization of life,
realizing both the prophets' dreams of human welfare and
the potential beauty of human nature. H e had an absorbing concern for the good of his fellow men. In his heart
reigned that law of love which he laid upon others.'' Not
only did he have compassion upon those about him in
their bodily distresses, but he pitied them in their spiritual
blindness and wanderings. These fellow children of God
were so pitifully foolish-sheep without a shepherd,le and
no lack of wolves abroad ! Most earnestly he craved for
them a better chance and a greater success in life.
3. CHARACTER
OF JESUS' ETHICS.
The human welfare sought by Jesus was fittingly represented by the term
Kingdom; for it was to be the fruit of a finer organization of society, one with an ideal ruler, a righteous law,
etc. Yet that organization was no favored creation of his
own constructive imagination. He did not devise a pattern social order-say, of workers, guardians, and wise
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rulers-and
then demand that the actual state be conformed thereto. On the contrary, if he could get Israel
ready for Yahveh's sway, he was content t o leave the
organization of the Kingdom to the fdture. S o he never
became a nostrum vendor, with a "sure cure" social system to dispose o f ; and he escaped the lure of speedy completeness, with its attendant bane of finality, which has
rendered so many Utopias barren. I t thus transpires that,
whether prevised and intended o r not, his ideal as it has
come down to us is flexible and adjustible t o a changed
and changing world.'' This flexible character appears in
his ethics in general, which is one of principles, not rules.
It is ernpiricnl, based on known, or knowable, values, not
on conformity to any eternal pattern. The end, or reason,
of a moral act is always the welfare of conscious beings."
The right is that which is justified by its good results;
not any kind of rule, Pharisaic or Platonic, with which
conduct must be squared." It is that kind of action which
either experience or divine assurance shows t o be needful
for true happiness. "The sabbath," for example, "was
made for man, and not man for the sabbath" 22-an open
denial of certain rabbinical teachings, which was justified
by him on the prophetic principle that God desires "mercy
[i.e. loving-kindness] and not sacrifice." Again, in the
judgment scene at the parolask concern for human happiness is used as the critical test. The King is to say "unto
them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed, . . . inherit the
IsCf. p. 61 f., supra.
Lk xv. 7 10 32.

The age-iong'attempts of Hellenically inclined theologians to fit the ethics of
futile.
Jesus into an a p r M , rationalistic mold-Platonic or Stoic-is
not live in a Greek world, albeit Greek influences circled round about 6'83,","ti",i:
For the pious Jew of his day it was a virtue to be imorant of Gentile teachings
and Jesaa seems to have made no break with the scribes a t this point. H e neve;
portrays God as the Abtolute, whose ideas and will comtitutr the right, but
rather as the great uydrcator thereof (c Lk, xviii. 7 f.), and the great promoter of human happmasa. Even of pc7sical g y d s he aaya, "Your F a t h a
knowdh that ye have need of these tbtngs' (Mt. vt. 32 f.).
Mk. ii. 27.
a Mt. xii. 7, 12.
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Kingdom, . . . for I was an hungered, and ye gave me
meat; I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink," e t ~ . ' ~
Is it asked what human good consisted in for Jesushappilzess or virtue? In both evidently. Not being a moral
philosopher, he seems not to have entertained this question, nor to have been disturbed by the supposed incompatibilities between the two that have troubled moralists.
H e had no ban for any kind or source of pleasure in itself,
and l ~ ewas almost as ready as the common pe.ople to
think of it in terms of physical and social enjoymentrhe great supper or that week-long Oriental festivity, the
marriage feast.26 Nor was he afraid of commercializing
morality, or converting it into a "pig philosophy," by
appealing to motives of policy. "It is profitable for thee,"
he declares, "that one of thy members should perish, and
not thy whole body go into hell." " "What shall a man be
profited," he asks, "if he gain the whole world, and forfeit his [higher] life?" '' The beatitudes are, of course,
simply succinct statements of the profit (spiritual or otherwise) of righteousness. Not only does he urge the laying
Mt. xxv. 34 ff.
Appreciation of the value point of view .in Jesus' ethics is needful to. understand his views regarding marriaqe and d~vorce ( c f . Mt. xix. 3-9). Wtth htm
the institution of marrlage was evidently In high esteem. Cel~bac ets n o corn
fort from his teachings. Nor, on the other hand, do the patriarcxaf conceptions
of Rome on the one s$e and the F a r East on the other with their insistence
that the lineal "house
the family as continuin through the generations had
claims superior to t h o b of the individual weddedpair and their offspring.' Not
so; but because of the interests of the present generatton "shall a man leave hts
father and mother and shall cleave to his wife" (Mt. xix. 5). I t is from the
point of view of human happtness, and in response tp the inquiry of the Wnrisees
whether it is lawful for a man to put away hts wtfe for every cause that he
goes on to condemn divorce, except in cases of unfaithfulness. ~ h ;teaching
seems over severe, es ecially for the more complex life of our time. But it may
fairly be urged that csus probably had no thought of legislating for all
cases and still less or the ages to come. He was meeting a concrete evi~ot?;!:
tim&man8s inhumanity to woman in the husband's haughty dismission of his
wife from her rightful home. The significant thing is that esus is takin the
part of the injured member of the family in the househo/d dtvtsions of the
time. I t is concrete human happtness that appeds to htm, and not a theoretrc
rule; of. if the theoretic rule, then that only so far as it is the safeguard of
human happiness.
s Cf. MI. u i i . 1-14; xxv. 1-12; viii. 11; xxvi. 29 (cf.xxv. 21, 23); Lk xii.
35-37: xitt. 25-29; xv. 22-24, 32.
v. 29 f.
Mt. xvi. 26.

f

*
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up of treasures in heaven," "where neither moth nor rust
doth consume," but he even advises the philanthropic use
of property in order that useful friends may be secured
against a future day of need ! 29-a scandalous lapse in the
eyes of absolutist ethicists.
At the same time the value of a developed personality,
a proved character (that is, "virtue"), is no less appreciated. I t is the condition or prerequisite of enlarged
power. The servant who has "been faithful over a few
things" is the one who will be set "over many things."
"He that hath, to him shall be given." 30 Its own excellence is a form of blessedness, and virtue its own reward;
"the righteous shall shine forth as the sun in the Kingdom
of their Father." l' The true goal of life is not possessions,
but participation in the Kingdom of God and in the
righteousness of God,'* and participation t o the full. "Ye,
therefore, shall be perfect, as your heavenly Father is
perfect."
4. DYNAMICFACTORS
OF THE KINGDOM.That the
Kingdom is thus to bloom with welfare for man is due to
two factors-divine grace and the governing spirit of
goodwill. Divine grace is a fundamental factor, because
the Kingdom is not to be a human achievement, but the
gift of God through his "good pleasure." 34 Though its
gate is narrow, the invitation to enter is broad.86 God is
even represented as going forth to meet and welcome the
repentant wastrel. "There shall be joy in heaven over one
sinner that repenteth."
Citations of a like tenor might
easily be multiplied. Later the theme was greatly enlarged upon by St. Paul.

*

Mt. vi. 20. This unexplained metaphor may reasonably be construed as credit,
or standing, with the incoming Kingdom of heaven, then "at hand."
Mt. v. 48, 45.
m 1,k. xvi. 9; Mt. xix. 21.
a Lk. xii. 32 (cf. ii. 14).
Mt. xxv. 14-30; Mk. iv. 25; Lk. xix. 12-26.
Mt. vii. 13; xxii. 2-10.
Mt. xi11. 43.
m Lk. xv. 11-32, 7.
P Mt. vi. 33.
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Doubtless in this factor of the Kingdom is to be found
the secret of Jesus' firm confidence and unwavering courage, even in the face of tragic disappointment. Though
he did not know how, none the less the Kingdom would
surely be set up; for divine grace was pledged to it."
The second, or human, factor receives even more stress.
For Jesus it was the natural corollary of the gracious
origin of the Kingdom that its governing principle should
be gracious, also, namely, good w'll. The recipients of
loving kindness must themselves be kind. Freely they had
received; freely must they give. Ministration is enjoined
upon the disciples on the ground that the Son of man himself had been sent "pot t o be ministered unto, but to minister."
Nor is the good will to be confined to tribe or
class. Kindness is t o be shown even t o foreigners; to
those, also, from whom no return is expected, and who
?lay be far from meritorious, may in fact be one's enemies,
,he fundamental ground being, "that ye may be sons of
your Father which is in heaven," "who maketh his sun to
rise on the evil and the good, and sendeth his rain on the
just and the unjust."
With this spirit of good will,
concretely manifested, were all the nations to be judged at
the p a r o ~ s i a . ~ ~
This Kingdom temper is sometimes referred to as love.
When challenged to state the central principle of life,
Jesus replied in the familiar words of the Jewish "shema,"
supplemented with Yahveh's far-reaching command to
Moses: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart. . . . And a second like unto it is this, Thou shalt
love thy neighbor as thyself. On these two commandments hangeth the whole law, and the prophets." " Much

"

Pdt. xxiv. 36. x x 23. So St. Paul felt. cf Rom viii. 31 f.
Mt. x. 8; x d i i . 2 3 - 3 ~ ;xx. 27 f.; Jn. &.'I-16;'xv. 8, 12-14; Lk. vi. 27, 30,
35 f . , 58; xv. 31 f . ; xxn. 26 f.
Lk. x. 25-37; xiv. 12 f.; Mt. v. 44 f . ; xxii. 9 f.
Mt. xxv. 31-46.
a Mt. xxii. 36-40; Deut. vi. 5; Lev. xix. 18.
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has been written in the past generation about the social
importance of love. I t codd be wished that more attention had been given to the ambiguities of the word, which
are much greater in English than in the Hebrew and
Greek originals. The term love in the Bible, as applied
morally, does not necessarily connote admiration, liking,
or even approval. It means an active human regard for
the interests of others. T o love one's neighbor as one's
self is simply to put the neighbor's interests, or wellbeing, on a par with one's own. As an imperative it is a
call to have the spirit of social justice. One controlled by
that spirit may be solicitous in sympathetic interest in his
fellows and broad in outlook, and so be a truly highminded man; but even one who comes short of that excellence and is primarily occupied with egoistic ends, if nevertheless genuinely concerned not to trespass upon his fellows, nor in any way to ignore their proper human claims,
is observing the law of love as Jesus used the term. Belief
in the Kingdom of God by no means commits one t o faith
in a perfected humanity, nor in any social order in which
every man shall like his neighbor. It does not appear that
Jesus ever contemplated such a remarkable, and perhaps
insipid, social situation, The spirit of the Kingdom is thus
better designated by the term good d l 42 than the English
word love.
It is perhaps due to a neglect of this distinction that
critics have so often pronounced Jesus' ethics impracticable. Magnificent, but not life, has been a not infrequent
comment. A few religious zealots, it is admitted, may
take it seriously; but for mankind in general it is impossible; for it ignores the inveterate egoism of human
nature.
YAccordingly those political thinkers abroad who not long since declared that
a supreme need in troubled Europe was a community of good will were committing themselves to one of Jesus main principles.
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5. JESUS' EGOISTICDOCTRINE.But does Jesus make
that mistake? The charge seems to spring from two
things-the fact that Jesus' teachings are strongly social
and the assumption that egoism and altruism are incompatible. If that assumption is correct, then Jesus' ethics
will evidently appeal only to the "elect;" but I am confident that Jesus did not believe it t o be correct. H e does
not discuss the theoretical issue; but, along with his social
teachings, he does enjoin a high egoism which is a kind
of higher synthesis of ordinary egoism and altruism. For
him the highest development and welfare of the self is to
be found in self-forgetfzd devotion to some worthy e d .
I n the world of affairs and social intercourse true personal
success is conditioned upon social service; In his own
case, with his healing gift, such service often took the
form of healing; but that was by no means Vs only form
of service. H e was even more ready to teach, and finally
he sacrificed all opportunities to heal in his supreme witness to his message. In principle his plan of action applies
to all forms of service of mankind, including those he
never dreamed of-that of the man of science, for example. "A man's life consisteth not in the abundance of
the things which he possesseth." '" In what does it consist, then? I n losing ones life (so to speak) in active
service of an adequate cause." The true goods of life are
not possessive- to use Bertrand Russell's parallel distinction 46-b~t creative; they are not exclusive, but capable of
"T
' he
"e1;ct" for Jesus seem to have been those men of higher mind ("born
from above Jn. iii. 3 . i. 12) who became citizens of the Kingdom in advance
of its open'comng ( c f . ' ~ t . x d v . 24; Lk. xviii. 7 f.). I t is a,term derived fro?
the second Isaiah (Isa. xlii. 1. xlv. 4 ' lxv. 9 22) where In the R V. i t IS
translated "chosen." Of all mhn upon \he.earth th; elect are most to' be felicitated personal1 (cf Mt. v 3-12). and soc~allythey are "the salt of the earth"
(Mt v. 1 3 Idk. ix: 50) and 'thg light of the world" (Mt. v. 14). They are,
also; the fa'ithful and vlpiiant servants of God, etc. (cf. Mt. xxv. 21, 23; xxiv.
45-47. xxv 1-10).
a ik. xii: 15.
Mt. x. 39; xvi. 25 f.; c vi. 33.
Cf. Political Ideals, p. [if.
@
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being freely shared. That is, true life is centrifugally,
not centripetally, organized. I t is properly the flowing,
giving stream, not the all receiving and keeping marsh or
Dead Sea.47
This is a wisdom that belongs to man in his maturity.
It is so much above the elementary impulses of barbarian
peoples and of our own immature days that each generation has to learn it afresh---often most unwillingly and
imperfectly. Moreover, it is a teaching which the ascetic
element in the church is wont to misconstrue into a doctrine of renunciation. "Whosoever would become great
among you shall be your minister"! Is this saying an
attempt to guide ambition or to banish it? Is its spirit
ethical egoism, an appeal t o that vigorous, self-assertive
impulse in man which has carried him so far above the
brutes, calling upon it to follow more generous ccntrses
and to seek a higher objective; or is it an indirect way of
taming man's adventurous nature, checking his enterprise, and converting the church into a kind of hospital,
"an ambulance to fetch life's wounded and malingerers in,
scorned by the strong"? The latter is the traditional
view;4s but the facts require the former. Jesus himself
puts ambitious ends before the twelve. Whatever sitting
upon "thrones" and "judging the twelve tribes of IsraelJ' "
may mean, they plainly indicate positions of dignity and
power; and these are held forth to the disciples as induce"The principle must not be applied in a narrow way, for then the requisite
conditions may not be present. !n the economjc field for example, if one
happens to be dominated by acquisitiveness he will not hnd it "more blessed to
give than to receive;" quite the contrary. b u t in the larger sense of giving-f
prinactivities devoted to some suitable objective, say, the common good-the
ciple is continually vindicatin itself in experience.
Few seeds sown by the adaster have fallen upon such stony ground as the
one quoted above. The Greek and Latin churches, with their increasin ascetic
bias, could ,see in it only an in.unction to wholesale renunciation, ?.r%etorical
way of sayrn Do not seek to teegreat at all; renounce every amhltlon; quell
every desire f i r possessions or attanmen!, and devote your lrfe wholly to mnxstration. Protestants have commonly rejected thls ascetrc renderrng, but have
rare1 found any meaning of their own, beyond the very general one that men
shoul% be kind t o m e another.
ML AX. aa r.

-
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ments. The model put before them is the servant who is
"faithful and wise" in his master's absence, and who will
as a reward be set over all his lord's possessions." As
already noted, Jesus did not tell the sons of Zebedee that
the foremost positions they asked for did not exist;61nor
did he reprove them for seeking distinction. His reproof
was directed to the way in which they sought it, the way
of the world, the way of pushing solicitation regardless of
fitness, the way of many a politician after an election,
which is a way that is not good form in the Kingdom of
heaven. And what are his frequent promises of reward,"
the beatitudes for example, but egoistic premiums put
upon the practice of the higher morality? In one of the
beatitudes the incentive (the inheritance of the earth)
is of such a sweeping economic character that only unbelief accounts for the failure of the most self-seeking of
men to act upon it.
No doubt certain of Jesus' sayings seem t o have a
world renouncing character when taken in isolation, as
when he said, "Whosoever he be of you that renounceth
not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple." '* Hence
some philosophers (Schopenhauer, Paulsen, ctc.) have
argued that at heart the gospel is other-worldly-an ethical asceticism, with the cloister, or some equivalent, as its
natural outcome. But this interpretation is quite uncritical; for the saying in its context does not admit of this
literal and extreme rendering. The discourse begins with
the statement, "If any man cometh unto me, and hateth
not . . . his own life, also, he cannot be my disciple." '"
These words are quite as explicit as those quoted above;

" Cf.
Mt. xxiv. 45-47.
49 sugra.

Mt. xx. 20-28.
k. xxii. 24-30; Mt. vi. 6, 18, 33; Lk. vi. 38.
Mt. v. 3.
MLk. xiv. 33- xii. 33, IS; xviii. 22-25; Mt. vi. 19, 25; xix. 21-24.
a LL.xir. 26:
MCf.

P;
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yet even ascetics find themselves obliged to take them
hyperbolically. Literally they call for suicide !
So of the other passages cited for the renunciatory theory. They support it only by use of the discredited theological method of quoting passages without their setting.
These sayings were evidently tropical, one proof being the
fact that to construe them literally is to bring them into
conflict with the equally explicit teachings regarding the
elementary economic virtues-industry, prudence, etc."
They were parts of a warning, doubtless needful enough
at the time, against superficial, easy-going discipleship.
The Kingdom was not to be established so easily as many
who flocked to the healer-prophet imagined. He who
joined the company of the disciples must have a wholehearted allegiance, and subordinate all other things to the
Kingdom-that is, the kind of allegiance that a patriot
gives to his country in days of peril or a foreign missionary to his spiritual cause.
In general, in the renunciatory theory no sufficient
allowance is made for the tropical character of Oriental
speech, and in particular for one Hebrew figure for which
we have no English equivalent-the trope, related to the
hyperbole, in which some recognized good thing is disparaged without stint in order that by contrast another
and better thing may be the more exalted. The user of
this form of expression does not mean actually to condemn the lesser good-"his
own life," for example. He
does not expect to be taken literally, and would not be by
an Oriental reader. When wisdom cries, "Receive my
instruction and not silver," '' she is not urging the hearer
to refuse any silver that may properly come to him. When
it is declared that "a good name is rather to be chosen
than great riches," there is no thought that the two

" Cf. Mt. u v . 1-13, 24-29.

" Prov. viii. 10.

Prov. xxii. 1.
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goods are mutually exclusive, or that a great inheritance
is to be rejected. So, when Jesus says, "Lay not up for
yourselves treasures upon earth . . . but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven," there is only a relative, not
an absolute, disparagement of money getting. As a matter
of fact, Jesus had several men of property among his adherents (Matthew, Nicodemus, Zachaeus, Joseph of Arimathea, the centurion and the nobleman at Capernaum,
Joanna-wife of Herod's steward-the rich young man,
etc.), and of only one of these-doubtless for special
reasons springing from the man's character--did he require renunciation of worldly goods. Though he offers
himself as an example of ministration, he makes no claim
to being a renunciator. Certainly he was far from being
an ascetic. Participation at feasts was a customary thing
with him." He expressly contrasted the Baptist, who
lived as a Nazarite, with himself, who came "eating and
drinking."
Finally, the theory ignores the political and social conditions of the time, which presented special reasons for
temporary non-resistance; it is blind to the fact that actually Jesus was criticized in his own day for lack of rigor
("a gluttonous man and a wine-bibber") ;'" and it is
opposed to the Jewish national temper and the prevailing
Jewish type of the first century. The Jews have never
been much impressed by ascetism. John the Baptist had
indeed great vogue for a time because of his startling
message; but his hold on the nation was brief. Herod,
apart from his own conscience, had no difficulty in disposing of him.
Jesus generalizes his centrifugal principle of life and
reiterates it : "Whosoever would save his life shall lose it;
and whosoever shall lose his life for my sake and the
* Lk. v. 29-35; vii. 36-50; x. 38-42; xiv. 1-24; Jn. ii. 1-11; vi. 1-13; xii. 1-8;
xiii. 2 ff.
Mk. ii. 18: Lk. vii. 31-34.

"
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That is, selfish egoism misses
gospel's shall save it."
those satisfactions which make life real and valuable-the
life of a man-but
devotion to what Jesus stood for
(some part or phase of the Kingdom of God) secures
them-wins the values which make up the "life that is
life indeed." 82 Stated in modern terms, the embodiments
of Jesus' individual ideal-his "children of the highestuwould seem to be those whose enlightened egoism leads
them to seek attainment and achievement in the service
of the common good rather than in acquisition and lordship; whose joy is social progress and bestowal, discovery
and creation. These are the elect, men who by choice are
pioneers of humanity and provisional quasi-officers of the
Kingdom.
Jesus Christ was not a pessimist, but an optimist. His
summons to men was not to world renunciation, but to a
new and better world and a new way of life, in particular
to a subordination of those things in the world-possessions, interests, etc.-that, on the larger view and in the
long run, were lower in value to those things which were
justly esteemed as higher. H e was not opposed to egoism as such; but he saw clearly what only the elect have
been willing to learn from him, that real self advancement
for the individual-the only kind of personal advancement that will harmonize with social welfare and that
will win the cordial acquiescence, and perhaps honor, of
one's fellows-is that which is won through service. Certainty it is the only kind that accords with organized and
and successful democracy. Selfish egoism is a disintegrating agency, a caustic making for social chaos.
Does some Nicodemus inquire, "How can these things

Ck.

Mk. viii. 35-37;
xvii. 33; Mt. xyi. 25-27.
WMt vi 3 3 I Tim. v. 19. R.V. L ~ f etn these j a y a g e s is not primarily the
life of ihe bod; ("Is not the fife more than tho foo 7 Mt. vi. 25). Still less is
it the saul. It is the sum of experiences which make up living and especially
those which make continued existence worth while and apart irom which the
possession of the whole world would be of no prod to a man (Mk. viii. 36 f.).
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be?" The answer, on the theoretical side, i s t h a t Jesus'
program of self-realization through service is a policy that
accords ~ ~ 6human
th
nature. It does not attempt the impossible (and undesirable) task of eradicating from man's
nature that central individual impulse that has come up
through all his past, human and brute, and lifted him
above the beasts-the impulse of self-advancement, the
craving for achievement and success. Rather does it seek
to redeem that impulse, convert it into a moral force, and
make it the dynamic of all-round progress. This it aims
to do by developing, or "realizing," a self that is more and
more like the Heavenly Father who is the universe's great
source of progressive good.
On the practical side, the answer might well be, "Circumspice !" Survey the great names of civilization ; and
in proportion as those names are lastingly great and recognized today as truly worthy of honor, is it not because of
their services to men? Two main paths to greatness have
been found hitherto-that of selfish domination and that
of contribution t o the common good. The path trodden
by Caesar and Constantine, Attila and Jingis Khan,
Frederick and Napoleon, is certainly not to be denied;
but neither is that followed by St. Paul and St. Francis,
Galileo and Newton, Pasteur and Lister, Michael Angelo
and Beethoven, etc. Even among men of arms those are
held highest in Honor by mankind with whom the cause
bulked larger than private ambition-Charlemagne and
Cromwell, Washington and Wellington, and their like.
No doubt there are moralists who find this principle
. distasteful. Men with absolutist theories of morals, and
also those accustomed to identify goodness with altruism,
will declare that social service rendered, not only for the
immediate good done to others, but also in the consciousness that this is the path of one's own highest life and
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joy, is more policy than morality, a kind of "refined
selfishness," a counterfeit goodness.6s But such critics
are unsympathetic, and fail to appreciate the ideal advocated. Egoism is associated in their minds with sensuous
pleasures and display, the love of which as a master
motive is far from the spirit of the Kingdom of God and
is branded by Jesus as a characteristic of the kingdom of
mammon. The man who sounds a trumpet before him in
his ministrations 84 is not seeking t o be like his Father
in heaven, but' like some ostentatious magnate on earth.
In reality he is interested, not in being high-minded and
valuable to society, but in seeming so. The critics in question generally, also, assume the rightful primacy of the
altruistic motive, an assumption which the careful student
will not be able to support from the teachings of Jesus as
a whole, and for which scientific ethics has no place. No
aim of moral endeavor can be put forward equal to that
of the all-round welfare of mankind, which in the last
analysis consists in the development and normal functioning of high grade personalities; and why should a
man's own personality be of less concern t o him than the
personalities of others? ''
The natural correlate of Jesus' doctrine of service as
the condition of the highest individual life would seem to
be mutual service as the organic, collective principle of the
Kingdom itself. How else can good will express itself in
a society where all are animated by it ? S o we are prepared

"
"

56 f. How will such fastidious objecCf. F. H. Bradley,. Etkcal Shcdies,
where mere modest deportment is
tors tolerate the doctnne m Lk. xiv.
recommended as a means to social recognititipn?
Mt. vi. 1-5: Thls practice, now b e c o ~ n grare in religious circles, seems a t
present to be most in vogue among paltticians.
=No doubt the question still remaina whether the development of a man's
o m personality can r p e r l y be made a c o ~ c i o u sfmrfio~ein his life. S y
does not
mtt the ~scussionof this questton here. My own view is that at
be and often is such a pqrpose; and that even tit? life best
can be
praviddd with moral interests will be mqre admirable and more eff&ve ~f lived
under the ascending star of a ersonal rdeal. For the contrary n e w cf. Dewey
and Tufta, Ethks, pp 393 f., f82. 210.
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to hear the Master contrast the Kingdom's organic law of
service, each to each and each to all, with the spirit of
mammon, and mammon's assumption that human intercourse is necessarily predatory. That note is not struck,
however. Mutual service is, indeed, implied in various
passages. Jesus restates the ancient maxim of reciprocity
known as the Golden Rule, and declares that it is the
substance of the "law and the prophets." a remark which
he makes, also, concerning the second part of his law of
love. Again, the idea is, of course, present in his injunction of liberality, "Give and it shall be given unto you;
. for with what measure ye mete it shall be measured
to you again." 67 St. Paul, too, later urges reciprocity of
service as fulfilling what was then recognized as "the law
But the principle is not recognized as the
of Christ."
Kingdom's working law, a law with great potencies for
social welfare and progress, the loom for the weaving of a
higher civilization, as industry and commerce are now
beginning to disclose it.
We may, no doubt, attribute this lack in his teaching to
the character of the Kingdom expectation that he inherited. The awaited Utopia was to come from heaven. Its
power, its organization, its glory, were all from above.
Its king was God, its law the will of God, and its pattern
the way that will is done "in heaven."
The problems of
ordinary society would not exist for it; for its wise and
mighty monarch would solve them in advance; and "the
kindly earth [would] slumber, lapt in [the] universal
law" of God. The task facing its prophet was not the
conduct of the Kingdom after its establishment; but its
initiation, its coming. So this lacking feature of socioindustrial reciprocity seems to be another case (out of

..

"Mt. vii. 12; xxii, 39 f.
Lk. vi. 38,

.

.

Gal. vi. 2.

a Mt. vi. 10, 13.
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many in history) where the magic wand of omnipotence
drugged that useful scout of discovery and achievement,
the constructive imagination. Jesus apparently held the
key of the world problem in his hands, but did not see it,
owing to the glare of the current apocalyptic dream.
6. JESUS NOT A COLLECTIVIST.If we put ourselves
back in Jesus' position, it will not seem strange that in his
thought another principle quite overshadowed that of
mutual service, namely, the prilzciple of personal loyalty.
When the heavenly King or his Vicegerent arrived, he
would surely do as Archelaus had done on his return from
his visit to Caesar-take account of his ~ervants.~'To
make men ready for that accounting and t o fit them to
take advantage of the opportunities of the Kingdom when
once set up-that was the work of the day for him: hence
his emphases upon watchfulness and faithfulness and his
reiterated warning^.^' Loyalty to the heavenly Lord,
rather than a working social arrangement, was the immediate need.
With this principle in mind, it will not surprise us to
find that there is little enough truth in the claim that Jesus
was the "first socialist," He pronounced a blessing upon
the poor, it is true, and a woe upon the rich. Dives is
located in hell, and the beggar in "Abraham's bosom." He
bade one rich man sell his property and distribute to the
poor, and added, "How hardly shall they that have riches
There can be no
enter into the Kingdom of God!"
question that he sympathized deeply with the poor, and
distrusted the effect of private wealth upon character;
but there is no reason to think that collectivism made any
*Men are dowly learning that gain and power and progresa on any large
scale are PssiMe only IU they serve one another. This is the meaning of the
specializat~onaof industry, of the swift-speeding trains and fu-sailing fleets of
commerce. and of all the wonderfdlv extended oraonism of modem business.
n Lk. xix. 11.16 f.
' 8 Mt xxiv. 42-44. xxv. 13' Mk. xiii. 32-37
m ~ k . 'vi. 20 f, 21-26; xvi.'19-31; xviii. 18:~~; xii. 33.
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appeal to him. On the contrary, he stressed the very virtues that modem socialists are wont to disparage-individual foresight, thrift, and fidelity to employers 14-and
he scored severely not a few offences for which the proletariat champions have only a formal disapproval, such
as wilful slacking and sabotage, impudent self-asserti~n,~'
and abuse of power.76 On the other hand, he approved of
payment in proportion to service,77and his broad generalization, "Unto every one that hath shall be given"-a
principle which he found at work in the wide field of life
and showed no disposition to antagonize-is apt to seem
the quintessence of injustice to the modern radical."
No doubt Jesus would have approved the general socialist aim of productive service from every man and a share
in the product for every man ; but he was far enough from
the modern radical doctrines of class rights, group uniformity, and individual claim on society de jure. He had
nothing to say in the direction of a democratic organization of industry. I t is quite possible that, if the issue had
arisen, he might have espoused some cooperative industrial
cause; but actually all his allusions to associated economic
RCf. Lk. xiv. 28-32 (xvi. 1-12); xii. 35-48; xix. 13, 15-26; Mt. xxiv. 45 f ;
u v . 1-13, 24-30.
I6Cf. Mt. xxii. 11-13. To appreciate the force of this feature in the story
one needs to know that it wan the custom then for the host-to prodde these armenb for his guests. This man "was speechless" because he had refuse1 to
attire himself proprlp. Jesus' corrective for slacking, also, indicates how far
he was from collectivtsm. I t waa through appeals to honorable ambition, either
for distinction or for legitimate profit (Cf. Mt. 25 19-30). The iuco*n'giblr
slPcker was npt to be excused and coddled, but to be cart oubapparmtly the
ancient ostractsml
Mt. xxiv. 48-51 xxi. 33.41.
* "Mt. xvi. 27; Lk. xix. 16-19; xii. 48. It has been held (by RuaMn, for
example) that the parablc of the laborers in the vineyard (Mt. xx. 1-16) teach.es
the doctrine of wa e un~formttyr ardless of amount of service; but the clam
is very dubious. +he messianic a 3 apocalyptic background must be considered.
The aim of the story was to show the essentially gracious status of the Kinp
dom's citizens (cf. Mt. xix. 27-30; xx. 16). The spirit of jealousy waa to be
excluded therefrom, because all were to be recipients of heavenly bounty. Thefe
is not a hint of equal claim. The social situation suggested in altogether artstocratic
n Of this utterance Pres. H. C. King remarlrs, "It is really only Jesus' state. ment of the law of growth
and probably means that power tn any line
grows by exercise." (The Ethics of Jesus, p. 61.)

"
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life assume its aristocratic character, with superiors and
subordinates as its personnel. The only claim of the
worker recognized by him as a matter of right is for
faithful service rendered.7s Whatever more he receives
(which may be much) is a matter of favor, although the
bestowal of additional rewards is actually, by the King's
grace, to be proporti ned to the faithfulness and capacity
of the servant. I t se ms evident that Jesus had no social
panacea and no class program. H e was interested in men
rather than in groups. Probably it did not occur to
him that associated ignorances would result in collective
wisdom, or massed passion fuse into collective self control. Even in his compassion for the common people they
were sheep to him, as they have been also to the predatory
classes always, the difference being that t o him they were
sheep to be shepherded while t o the predatory mind they
are sheep to be shorn.
The principle of loyalty thus underlies the economic
system as Jesus conceived it;'?+nd it is this same principle
that furnishes what little he has to say about government.
In the Kingdom public office is t o be, not primarily a public, but a royal trust. Administrative positions are to be
filled by direct appointment of the King and without
reference to popular wish. It is the royal will, however,
that they should go, not to those who have thrust themselves to the front, but to those whose services have proved
that their rule will be for the common good.81 That is,
government is to be by the sccially fit; but the character of
their sway is to be Oriental in type, not Western and democratic. In place of powers limited and duties prescribed
by law, the principle of personal trust with large discretion

1

"Even. then he may be an "unprofitable" servant (Lk. xvii, 7-10)!
aristocrrttc l
W Mt. xx: 23; Lk. xix. 13, 27.
'L Mt.

u l v . 45-47.

How
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-opportunity joined to responsibility-is
relied upon.
"Trade ye herewith till I come," 82 is the only charge
mentioned.
7. RIGOROUSSIDE OF THE GOSPEL. If the Kingdom
was a glorious objective to the Prophet of Nazareth, a
"treasure" to be purchased even at the sacrifice of all else,
it was not viewed by him as an easy achievement. That
there was a price to be paid for it he was fully aware.
The doctrine of vicarious sacrifice, when taken from the
theatre of metaphysics and applied to actual life, is true
enough-tragically true. Doing and suffering in behalf
of others is part of the price of progress exacted by the
brute inheritance and man's immaturity. In a sense the
mocking Sanhedrists were right ;Jesus could not save himself, and he knew i t a S He looked for a "baptism" of
pain, and was "straitened till it be accomplished." His
own life would have to be a "ransom," as would also the
utmost endeavor and endurance of his followers. In truth
he had come "to cast fire upon the earth," fire which was
"already kindledv-"not to send peace but a sword." ''
As a consequence some of Jesus' teachings have a rigor
which is calculated to shock prevalent religious optimism
with its conventional soft figure of a mild and humble
Savior who has most accommodatingly "paid it all."
When he declared that he had not come to destroy the
divine law but to fulfill it18' he was in earnest. The temper
of Yahveh-an Oriental Sovereign-had not been banished by the new stress upon "Our Father which art in
heaven." Divine judgment plays a formidable part in
Jesus' teachings, though it is ethical, not metaphysical.
There is no hint of mercy in the case of the gross and
Lk. xix. 13.
a M t . xxvii. 42; u v i . 39, 42; xx. 22; Jn. xii. 23-27; Lk. xii. 49-53.
86 M t . X. 22, 24 f., 34-39.
8s M t . v. 17 f.
0
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tyrannous servant, nor in that of the impudent and unprofitable servant," while the enemies of tlte returning
Lord are described as suffering execution in truly despotic
fashion." Even for disciples the requirements were strenuous. If Jesus' yoke was easy and his burden light, that
was evidently on the side of the natural cares and sorrows
of life, not on that of the Kingdom's demands. Of the
disciple he demanded a seriousness of purpose, one which
would not balk at self-abnegation and denial, and a sustained strictness and alertness of temper that were essentially soldierly.'' And "he that endureth to the end [the
parousia], the same shall be saved."
His follower must
"see straight, . . . be vigilantly watchful, persistently
earnest, and positively fruitful."

-

an bft xxiv. 48-51; xxv.. 24-30, Nor could the "gmtle Jesus" of current
evangelical imagination posstbly have uttered the stern order, "Depart from me,
ye cursed, into the age-long fire prepared for the devil and his angels" (Mt.
xxv. 41)
"Lk. xix. 27. Due dlowance in these and like passages must be made for
Oriental hyperbole and the influence of historical parallels; but even then we
feel a rigor in Jesus' penology which seems to be at variance m t h the best
thought of today. I n the coming Kingdom days, what was the new society to do
with those who proved unfitted for it--the weak, the persistently heedless, and
the incorrigibly wayward? Appajently they were to be peremptorily excluded.
There rs no provtston for correctton and reform after the $wouA Then, not
only shall the tares and the bad fish be cast "into the furnace of fire" (Mt. xiii.
39-42,47-50), but the idlers and pretenders,. who talked but did not do, will be
excluded (Mt. vii. 21-23) and the foolish vlrgins who meant well but ssl a t
all who did not think and heed &&find
their posts (Mt. xxv. 1-12, 30)-indeed
themselves outside of thekingdom, 4 t h the door "shut" against them; and
"there shall be the weeping and the gnashing of teeth." The procedure is like
the ostracism of primitive communities and the European convict colony system
of a century ago. These uncompromising teachings, with the curtain rung down
on the pignant and ?eernin~~ly
final separahon of the good and the evp, when
joined wttb the apir~tual tnter retatlon of the Kingdom, are responsible for
that nightmare of traditional tgeology, eternal punishment conditioned upon a
terrestrtal probation pitifully brief and difficult. Even with eternal horizons
excluded, the judgments fontold invqlve a confession of God's pa tial failure i n
dealin8 with manlrind. Grievous as la the problem of the d e b a d and ansocial
will, it s e e m better, rather than ~ i e l dto pessimism, to think that under the
stress of his goape! propaganda, wtth the hours of his seed-sowing day so few
and the human 8011 so trawl.beaten and thorn-grown, the seeking and saving
Christ. like other preachers, unconsciously exaggerated the contrasts and the
finality of the mord pictures he drew.
Cf. H. C, King The Ethics of I#-, p. 29 f. Prts. King calls attentipn
to the large proporhon of Jesus' teachtngs that deal wlth "the nmplest prln$ les of the ethical and religious life." Concerning what Burkitt calls the
Boubly attested sayings" of e s w (i.~.
found in both Mark and Q ) , Kinc remarks, *'They disclose an underlying but dominant sense of low r* the J ntd
world
a kind of feeling oa the
t of Jesus that can hardly be caled less
than instinctively scientific" (pp. 49 r 7 3 , 05).
I t . x. 22.

.
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How the rigorous and the kindly attitudes (law and
grace) were reconciled in Jesus' thought is not told us.
Evidently neither he nor the evangelists were occupied
with these theoretical questions.g0 But it is probably significant that his severer teachings occurred when he had to
deal with the froward will of mankind-propensity heedless or defiant of reason, with its ugly manifestations in
the way of greed and tyranny and arrogance, slacking and
impudence and sabotage, etc. Men of this type ("children
of wrath" in the Hebrew idiom) were confronted with
law ; righteousness was put before them as an imperative,
and an inflexible one. Those who in heart and purpose
were opposed to the Kingdom must, unconditionally must,
be born again (that is, "from above") or they shall not
see the K i n g d ~ m .The
~ ~ evil will can by no means enter
it. Of that will are all those "things that offend," and that
shall be cast "into a furnace of fire."
On the other hand, when Jesus had to deal with human
infil.nzity simply (weakness, folly, and even vice) ;04 with
men as ignorant and lacking in the control of natural im* I n particular there. is nothing to indicate that he resorted to the Pauline
method of acconunodahon-presenring law as a sacred form, or ideal order,
and introducing grace as a mediating agency which finds a w a r around the law
(short circuits it!) so as to bless man while still maintaining the commandment's inviolability. Jesus shows no concern about a merely formal or forensic,
justification, if indeed such a thing ever occurred ta h i m I n his picture of
the Messianic judgment the tares are not bound up in fair-seeming wrappers
and labeled wheat; t b are burnrd
(Mt. xiii. 28-30, 39-42). H e did not
come to pononnce men righteous, but to make them righteous, and so eligible
to the Kmgdom (Jn. iii. 3; +. 10).
Nm dld he countenance the conception that the Old Testament is the domain
of law and the New Testament the domain of mercy. R e apptaled to the former
in support of his "words of grace" (Lk,iv. 17-22; Isa. h i . 1 and certainly
with abundant warrant; and he insisted upon the resence of jaw in his own
time. The ophets seem to have had a better insiggt into the relation of these
the 'traditional theologians; for they appeal to mcn as though
antitheses tL
grace ww God's personal attitude toward the repentant sinner's past, or record,
while law represented the divine requirements to which he must conform in
futurc-the
inductable conditions of man's welfare (Isa. i 15-20; Jer. u x i .
31-34).
--

~ p h .ii. 3.
"Jn. iii. 3; Mt. v. 20; vii. 21-27.
*Mt. xiii. 41 f.
He a r r s to have been mare offended by the unbrotherliness of the elder
son than y the coarse dissipation of the prodigal (Lk.xv. 28-32).
a
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pulse s6--especially when the spirit "is willing, but the
words of grace are a t once forthflesh is weak"-then
coming. Men as lost sheep and repentant prodigals call
forth his compassion and his saving desire. It is they who
are sought out by the free grace of God; no doubt because
in them with kindly aid salvation appears t o be possible.
The antithesis of law and grace is not, however, wholly
one of different classes addressed. It finds a rational place
in all human life. Some of Jesus' demands in the name of
the Kingdom-fidelity,
for example *'--are among the
imperative conditions of even tolerable associated life on
the earth. These are laws-to Jesus Christ divine lawsand from their imperatives there is no escape. N o civilized
people, however mild in temper, can allow them t o lapse
with impunity; that way lies anarchy and social destruction. Owing to the lack of an outlook upon life as sane
as that of Jesus, this side of his teaching is not likely ever
to be acceptable to social visionaries.
Other teachings of Jesus, however, are not so urgent.
They may be regarded as counsels of
as t o the
best use of human powers and natural opportunities, so
that men may win happy, progressive life. These may be
neglected, as of course they usually are, and the results,
though deplorable, still not be fatal. The pitiful thingcalling forth the sorrowing sympathy of the prophet of
Nazareth-is that commonly men live so far below their
privilege, and indeed ability. They are foolish sheep,
lacking either a trustworthy shepherd o r the power to
children, craving happiness
recognize his voice '--adult
but thwarted by their persistent childishness. As such
their need is not so much rebuke as sympathy and help.
8. T H E MOTIVESOF JESUS. When we ask what were
m Lk. xii. 42-48.

Cf. Mk. vi. 34.

* Mk, xiv.

38.

What the Greeks called the "inconti~nt."
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the motives of Jesus in espousing the cause of the Kingdom of God, in the main only very general answers can
be found. That one prime motive was, as already stated,
a strong interest in the welfare of men we cannot doubt.
It is evident, also (at least if the fourth evangelist has
reported him correctly), that another motive was that of
divine service-fulfilling his commission as Messiah. "My
meat," he said, "is to do the will of him that sent me, and
to accomplish his work."
Was there a third dynamicconcern for self-realization? In pointing out to his disciples the one legitimate way to personal success he gives
his own case as an i l l u s t r a t i ~ n .Did
~ ~ he feel, then, that in
his career of Messianic service he was winning his own
highest success, realizing his greatest possibilities? There
were disciples of his who afterward construed his life in
that way. St. Paul, in a glowing passage, tells us that
"Christ Jesus" counted the being "on an equality with
God" not a thing to be seized, but won it nevertheless by
stooping to the lowliest service, etc.loOThe Epistle to the
Hebrews, too, refers to Jesus as the great exemplar, "who
for the joy that was set before him endured the cross,
despising shame, and hath sat down a t the right hand of
the throne of God." '01 Was such a thought among those
which swayed Jesus himself? We cannot be sure. It
would be quite reasonable. Certainly he was well aware
of the greatness of his r61e.'02 He does not appear to have
been humble-minded, countless sermons (due to a misconstruction of Mt. xi 29) to the contrary notwithstanding. But that the motive of self-realization actually operated in his case is not clear.
Such in outline appears to have been the kind of life

* Jn.
'0

iv. 34; v. 30; vi. 38; vii. 29; viii. 29, etc.; Mt. xi. 25-27.

Yt. xx. 25-28.

Phil. ii. 5-11.
Heb. xii. 2.
'Og C
.; Mt. ix. 15; xii. 41 f.; xxiiu. 8, 10; Lk. xix. 38-40.
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and character that Jesus looked forward to as a result of
the advent of the Kingdom. Applying his ideal t o the
actual world as it was then, and very largely is still, we
are not surprised that three short years (or less) proved
insufficient to bring Israel to intelligent and appreciative
acceptance of it, and that consequently the intrenched
kingdom of mammon proved too strong for his attack.
We shall appreciate better the odds against him if we
consider more carefully the nature of that opposing king-

dom.

CHAPTER I X
T H E KINGDOM OF THIS WORLD

1. ORIGIN
OF MORAL
DUALISM.That there is a worldforce, or system of forces, unfriendly to man has been the
conviction of most of mankind's religious leaders-zarathustra, St, Peter, St. Paul,' Augustine, Mahomet, Luther,
Milton, etc. The roots of the idea run far back in human
history, to the very beginnings of culture, in fact. The
aboriginal Egyptian, meditating nai'vely upon the antithesis and mysteries of day and night, and the Nile and the
desert, construed them in terms of good and evil. Nature
was his enemy, he felt vaguely, especially the darkness
and the ever encroaching desert. I t was Set-a vast, evil
power, refractory, unreclaimed, mysteripusly threatening.
On the other hand, heaven (Re or Osiris), whether as the
2un or the Nile, was his friend. Between these cosmic
powers was ceaseless war.
On the plains of Iran this nature dualism was reinforced by a sharp cultural antagonism. The agriculturist,
the developing, semi-civilized man, was neighbor to the
nomad, the backward, unprogressive, clannish man; and
as usual the latter, regarding himself as the defender of
the old, and therefore right, ways, resented the prosperity,
the refinements, and the social aims of the former. The
cow-boy counted it a virtue to carry off the animals and
the crops of the rancher and the townsman. His was a
' I Pet. v. 8; Eph. vi. i2; I1 Cor. ii. 11.
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predatory orthodoxy like that of the papal crusaders that
overwhelmed the developing and cultivated Albigenses in
southern France in the thirteenth century. On the other
hand, the townsmen with their cultivated fields, permanent
homes, and progressive aims, regarded the wild clansmen
and the older gods worshipped by them as the minions
and impersonations of a far-reaching Power of evil. Qut
of this combination of natural and cultural antagonisms
arose the religion of Mazda (Zoroastrianism), in which
the distinction of good and evil was raised to cosmic
proportions-a kingdom of darkness and passion (Ahriman's) set over against a kingdom of light and wisdom
(Ahura Mazda's) in eternal opposition.'
The captive Jews in Babylon, oppressed by a hostile
power, found this metaphysical teaching of their Persian
deliverers the key to their own tragic history. They too,
had had experience of the encroaching desert and its barbaric inhabitants, and also with desolating Babylon. How
they applied the new philosophy is dramatically manifested
in the second Isaiah's description of the Jewish conqueror
returning from Edom, the desert stronghold, with garments dyed with the life-blood of Israel's e n e m i e ~ . ~
Jesus did not share in these naYve identifications of
patriotism and righteousness. Nevertheless, his outlook
upon life was dualistic. He accepted the view of his
people that there is a spiritual kingdom of evil arrayed
against the Kingdom of God-a kingdom of Satan or
mammon." When the disciples returned from a missionary tour, rejoicing that in the name of Jesus even the
demoniacs were subject t o them, he exclaimed, "I beheld
(I

*'Iheee kingdoms do not f i ~ h teach other directly.;. but each seeks dominance
by bringing mankind under ~ t scontrol (Cf. Eph. 11. 23; vi. 12). Also p. 79
nrpro.
a 108. lxiii. 1-6; Cf. Ps.c d i . 7-9.
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Satan fallen as lightning from heaven."' Evidently he
regarded the kingdom of darkness as tottering. And he
purposed to follow up their success; for he added: "Behold, I have given you authority t o tread upon serpents
and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy: and
nothing sliall in any wise hurt you."
2. TIIELUKEOF GAIN. A striking allegory of the way
these conflicting kingdoms joined battle in Jesus' consciousness is given us in the accounts of his temptation
in the wilderness.' That in these narratives Satan's supreme offer was worldly success * is significant; for,
nai'vely personal as were the powers of darkness to Jesus,
his chief concern with them was by no means on the
supernatural side. I t was on the practical side, the side of
human life and welfare. It was the campaign of evil in
the world of mankind '--so widely successful, alas!-that
aroused his concern and his devoted opposition. "No
man," he insisted, "can serve two masters . . . ; ye cannot
serve God and mammon." "Mammon" was his term for
two primitive dispositions of mankind that he regarded as
strongholds of evil-acquisitiveness
and display. The
former is evidently the one foremost in the saying just
quoted. The key word in it is "serve." Economic goods
'Cf. Mt. ix. 34; xii. 24, 26; xiii. 38 f.; f.1L X. 18 f Jn. xii. 31; xjv. 30rvl. 11. Cf. the statement of a contemporary of his: #'Xnd then His ~ m g d &
will appear throu hout a11 His creation. And then Srtsn will he no w e "
(A8swmgtlocc of b901cs x. 1). The author's attitude t o w ~ dthe Kingdom was
intermediate between that of the Sanhedrists and that of Jesus.
' Mt. iv. 1-11; Llr. iv. 1-13.
s Mt. iv. 8.10.
Theology
I
has been persistently disposed to construe this campaign in torma
of iMclIcctwl error, w ~ t ha resulting laudation of orthodoxy aqd perseeutians
of "heresy." Even so independent a thinker as Hohbes writes that "the kingdom
of darlmesa
. is nothir.~d w hut a confederacy of deceivers that to obtain
dominion over men in this present world endeavor by dark and erroneous doc
trines to extinguish in them the light both of nature and of the gospel, and so
to disprepare them for the kindom of God to come:" These "erroneous doc
trines" are the "tares of apiritud error" (L&b*,
eh. xliv.).
Mt. vi. 24. It is significant of the strength of Jewish theism (and, dm,
perhaps, of the limitation of his horizons) that esua utters no word of warn.
lng against the all but universal polytheism of tke time. The only alien pma
he feared was "mammon."

..
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("treasures upon earth") are not fitted t o be the main
objective of a human life. The things upon which a man
may profitably set his heart are heavenly: and belong t o
the Kingdom. The true wealth consists in favor with
God. Thus mammon for Jesus stood for Woferty too
highly rated, property regarded as end rather than means
-its acquisition and enjoyment made the prime aim of
life. The "deceitfulness of riches" lo lies in the fact that
their elementary and obvious appeals tend t o invest them
with this false importance.
Quite true, it may be objected; so true that one cannot
be occupied habitually, or largely, with the pursuit of economic goods without being thus deceived. That was not
Jesus' view. H e evidently held that one can-at least most
men '-if
he will. Let a man resolutely regard his acquisitions as means to the ends of the Kingdom, that is, as
goods held in trust, and forthwith property becomes his
servant and not his master. The principle of stewardship12-private property held as a heavenly trust-is
Jesus' "road to freedom" for the man of affairs. Some
may regard this as a principle of little value for present
day use, on the ground that it requires a higher pitch of
religious consciousness and theological belief than most
men possess; but as a matter of fact the principle is not
limited to the religious-minded. It is applicable t o all
moral-minded men, however secular. What Jesus had
in mind was the common good; and the use of possessions for that end is certainly a reasonable demand of all

'

Mt. vi. 19 f 33. The phrase "treasures in heaven" of itself might well sugpert some kind"of other-worldly or postmortem profit, but that meanin docr
not ?cmrd with the m t , of tht, f y a g e , r h i c h ha8 to d o with present be%avior
and Interests apd espeaally w ~ t the Klngdom and righteousness of God. (w.
33) This &ssing phrase may reaaonahl be explained by the fact that ar
obj&tr of present desirr and ho# the go& of the Kingdom, which was looked
for from heaven, were still mostly in heaven (Cf.Mt. vi. 10).
"Mt. xiii. 22; r xix. 23 f Lk. xii. 13-21.
C Mt. xxv. fi-17. ~erh'o'psnot the youth who figures in bit. xix. 16-22.
* C f : Mt. xxiv. 45-91; xxv. 14.30; xxi. 33-43; Lk. xii. 41-46; xvi. 10-15.

"
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who recognize society's part in their production. To the
socialist this arrangement is merely ethical feudalism;
but feudalism must have contained elements of truth and
sound policy to have prevailed so long as it did. T o many
other radicals, also, it is doubtless matter for scorn; but
that may quite possibly indicate only how far Jesus Christ
was from being a doctrinaire. As a matter of fact the
principle is in operation on no small scale today among
men of wealth, and has received high collective approval
in the mandate feature of the League of Nations.
The other major primitive propensity included in Jesus'
term "mammon" was the love of display-also a barbarian inheritance. "Take heed," he said, "that ye do not
your righteousness before men, to be seen of them" Isself-righteousness being a cornman form of display at the
time. "Ye shall not be as the hypocrites, for they love to
stand and pray in the synagogues, and in the corners of
the streets, that they may be seen of menv-a warning
which he proceeded to illustrate, also, in connection with
charity and fasting.
In general terms, mammon appears to have been Jesus'
name for the sum of the dominant aims and ideas of ordinary self-assertive men, the values and objectives of what
St. Paul called the "natural man." l4 Its two leading factors-natural
human dispositions 'manifestly, but full
often ill-regulated and harmful-were, of course, not new
discoveries of Jesus. Isaiah, for instance, knew them well ;
and not long before they had been pointed out by the
Roman Lucretius under the picturesque symbols "gold
and purple." l6 What is distinctive of Jesus' treatment is
the position assigned them as the chief roots of an evil
* Mt.

ri. 1.

"Cf. I Cor. ii. 14:

xv. 44-49; Rom. viii. 4-8, 18.32.
afterward as "mian"and "glory," they were accounted by IIobber tho
mainsprings of man's activity.
16 Long
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social order-the dominion of Satan, which through them
swayed human life in persistent opposition to the Kingdom of God.'"
3. GOODA N D EVILAS ACTUALWORLD-FORCES.
Stript
of their mythological drapery, these two kingdoms a p
pear to be real enough. Plato, in a famous metaphor,
represents reason as a charioteer guiding more or less
perilously the two steeds of man's life, noble passion and
appetite-the one seeking t o climb t o heaven, the other
ever ready to plunge into the abyss. The reflection of
twenty-three centuries and the social sciences of today
corroborate in the main his description. Blind impulse
(instinct, habit, appetite, passion) constitutes far the
greater part of human nature, and when unguided by
reason-and as blindly impulsive it is naturally averse to
guidance-much of it makes for excess and discord, for
deterioration, and low-grade equilibration, and often
enough for destruction.
Socially, also, and as we have seen from the very earliest days, there are factors in opposition to intelligence
and progressive appreciation. Order, civilization, and
improvement have always had to fight to maintain themselves against reactionary and more or less lawless and
criminal groups. T o complicate matters and make a higher
issue more difficult, the distinction between the opposing
parties has often been far from clear. Not only is the
true cause not always evident, but generally there are
men of honest purpose on both sides of contested issues,
the efforts of one group offsetting those of the other.
"The opposition of the two kingdoms was not primarily one of time (present
and future) nor of location (inner and outer), but of moral objcctivea, mimating rpirit, and social relations. I n the literal sense the kingdom of Satan is
sp~ritualenough; for y e e d and ostentation with tpeir envies, their suspicions
and their hatreds, be ong to, the ipner life; whlle on the other hand the
Kingdom of God, however spnltrul In source, is organized good will, and its
aim (the cgmmon good) is in no rmall d e p a external to any one individuals dY#tCm of social vrlations praduung human welfare.
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Full often, too, there are men of intelligence on the wrong
side. At times men of unscrupulous will have capable intellects which they drive to tasks abhorrent to the free
and larger reason. Often has the predatory will through
this cowed servant, this mental Janizary, usurped the
authority of the state, and brazenly clothed itself in the
robes of justice and civilization. Then for long periods
history has been a melancholy succession of attempts,
often pitifully unsuccessful, of the moral reason, to win
lawless will over to the ends of the common good and a
progressive civilization :

?fie Word;

"One death grapple in the darkness, 'twixt old systems and
Truth forever on the scaffold, Wrong forever on the throne.

And the issue is still joined. Still the brute inheritance
and barbarian atavism assert themselves as veritable
kobolds of modern life; still the emancipator has to do
battle with the slave-holder-industrial6
if not politically-and the prophet to sound the clarion against the
exploiter, while recurr&tly among the masses lawless
appetite and ignorant prejudice demand the fruits of reason and civilization without the trouble of becoming
reasonable and civilized. Truly the antagonistic kingdoms
are sufficiently in evidence, even if their boundaries are
a t times obscure. "Ethical nature may count upon having
to reckon with a tenacious and powerful enemy as long
as the world lasts," was the judgment of Professor Huxley.17 In both kingdoms, that of light and that of darkness, happiness and honor, and even greatness, are recognized as legitimate life-objectives; but in one the means of
l~Ewlutionaad Ethics p. 85. Cf. the famous lecture as a whole, and such
passages as the follow in^: "Cosmic nature [which includes primitive hum^
nature] is no school of virtue but the headquarters of the enemy of ethical
nature." "Social progress m e d s a checking of the cosmic process at every step,
and the substitution for it of another, which may be called the ethical process."
"The ethical progress of society depends, not on imitatin the cosmic process,
still less in running away from it, but in mmb@ttingit" (fd. w. 75. 81, 83).
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advancement are services to h u m a n i t p i n philanthropy,
in industry and government, in science and art, while in
the other the means are predatory self aggrandizement
and forceful domination-industrial,
political, international-means so tragically manifest in the bitter years
since that August day when the confident cohorts of imperialism broke over the Belgian frontier.
4. WHYEVIL
IS A KINGDOM.
Be it so; still, it may be
be urged, is this persistent mass of animal and barbarian
impulses, appetites, and ideas well designated by the word
"kingdom"? Why use so imaginative a term, with its
personal suggestions? The answer is, that even for sober
secular thought the metaphor serves t o represent a truth
far too little appreciated, namely, that the foes of man's
welfare are interconnected, and in a sense organized. Not
from the ignorance and error of the individual and the
moment merely, nor indeed, chiefly, do low and hurtful
forms of behavior occur or persist; but rather from
sources reaching far and wide in society and far back into
the past. They are expressions of interests and psychic
dispositions that have been handed down from generation
to generation-the more elemental by biological heredity,
the more complex by social heredity.'' I t is in this concatellation of the individual and the group, the past and
the present, that the persistent power of evil lies. Barbarian ideas, interests, and institutions, incorporated into
the mentality of large social groups and classes, and continuing with a certain immortality from age to age, constitute with their powerful prestige suggestion the matrix
in which the plastic human material of today is shaped.
I t has been a great error of modern individualism t o neglect these shaping factors (although some of them were
-That is, the influence of the family, aud the rest of the social environment,
in infancy and chidhood.
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pointed out by Bacon and Locke long ago), and to supp s e that each human being is an altogether new and
sovereignly free agent. St. Paul felt the contrary. Though
he was not able to describe definitely the nature of the
opposition, he had a veteran's acquaintance with it. "Our
wrestling," he wrote, "is not against flesh and blood [that
is, ordinary individuals] but against the principalities,
against the powers, against the world,rulers of darkness,
against the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly
places." lB And Shakspere, if we may believe Professor
Dowden, was impressed in much the same way. The
malignant weird sisters in Macbeth stood for forces of
"evil which are independent of the will of each individual
man and woman."
Assuredly the group functions in the individual, and
the past in the present. In a real sense harmful influences
are, or may be, organized groups, self-perpetuating systems, and collectively a kingdom."
5. THE EVILOF MAMMON.IS it asked what is so
amiss in our present social order that Jesus should stigmatize it as the kingdom of Satan? Without attempting

"

Eph. vi. 12.
mEdw. Dowden, Shakspere-His Mind and Art, p. 219. To tbe suggestion
that the witches are simply the embodiment of inward temptation," Dowden
There is an apocalypse of
replies, "They are surely much more than this.
The history of the race and the social medium in
power auxiliary to vice.
which we live and breathe have created forces of ood and evil which arc independent of the will of each individual man an% woman. The aim of past
centuries taint the atmosphere of today. W e move through the world subject
to accumulated forces of evil and of good outside ourselvq
And between
the w i l within and the evil without subsists a terrible sympathy and reaprocity."
=Indeed, it may he argued $lausibly that it is chiefly aa organized that
he single factors in themselves, especially the
world-forces are good or evil.
particular impulses and appetitea, ray, of the brute inheritancet are never immoral but only unmoral. They must be good i n some ntuahms, or natural
selectfon would never have incorporated tbun in human nature. So they may
he constituent factors of either good o r e v ~ llives. Why, then, are they so often
accounted evil? Either, it would appear because they have run to excess, or
because they were dominant factors in that barbarian order of life in which
inversion of the right order of
reason w h m resent at all was a slave-an
things.' I t is $en, the barbirian system holding over in a better world in which
reason has &st claims to sovereignty-& is that that constitutes evil in society.

. ..
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to recite all the counts against it, certain charges seem to
be sustained :
(1) It is bad because it gives the position of advantage
to animal and barbarian desires. It exalts the lower at the
expense of the higher. The rule of "gain" and "glory"
leaves scant room for refinement and sympathy, and it
hears with impatience and often with scorn the claims of
justice and liberty. If, as must no doubt be allowed, acquisitiveness, self assertion, etc., have their place in life,
that place is by no means the first. T o make it that is to
enthrone an insatiable craving. As Hobbes said long ago,
"Felicity [in this direction] is a continual progress of the
desire from one object to another, the attainment of the
former being still but the way to the latter, . . . a perpetual and restless desire of power after power, that
ceaseth only in death." " It is an evil system that gives
these primitive interests the right of way, and recognizes
them as the supreme ends of life.
(2) It is bad, because it is naturally predatory, and so
productive-in so far as the influence of good will does not
mitigate its effects-of anger and suspicion, hatred and
war.28 Its goods, "gold and purple," are exclusive. Owing
to their nature they can never be shared to satisfaction
by all who crave them. Not only are they limited in quantity, but often their value is due very largely tb their
scarcity, the glory of having what most persons desire
but lack being precisely the end sought.24 Competitive
strife of man with man is the inevitable result, a strife in

'

"L&t.kon, ch. xi. Hobhes is a good witnws as well as a keen thinker, for
few writers have bem less sentimental.
"Competition of riches honour, command, and other power," Hobbes wrote
three hundred yearn ago, "indineth to coatcation, enmity, and war; because the
way of one urmpetitm, tq the attainin of hi8 desire, is to kill, subdue, supplant,
.
or re I the other" jkaedw, ~ h xi!.
tbr end ess dev~ouu, the way of attire, pleuurc, etc.. reaotted to by
m u y rich men m d women in thdr cineusing eflort to difference themrdvea from
the purrcring crowd af imitatmsl

"gPaa
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which more or less failure and bitterness of spirit must
always be the lot of the majority. The biological struggle
for existence is carried up into the social field; and then
at intervals the barbarian spirit reverts to barbarian methods, and the brutalities and desolations of war f o l l ~ w . ~ '
And this is its natural outcome; for mammon's clashing
greeds are ever present Jasons sowing the highways of
the world with dragon's teeth. And patriotism so-called
(really truculent tribal prejudice and collective greed)
broods over the new crop of fighters and chants'paeans
over the desolators, while mammon's captains rail at the
friends of humanity as sentimentalists and internationalists.
( 3 ) The system, furthermore, is strzlcturally unstable.
Its equilibriums, even when seemingly most firmly established-as by the two treaties of Versailles-are necessarily temporary. The very forces which produced them are
soon at work sapping the edifice they have built. This is
an ominous feature. I n the past it has caused endless
bloodshed and a long succession of revolutions, from,
say, Absolom and his experienced adviser, Ahithophel,2'
down to this first quarter of the twentieth century; and its
promise for the future is no better. The dominion won by
force may with equal propriety be overthrown by force.
Often enough "they that take the sword," or their successors, "perish with the sword." '' And so the system's logical outcome is not orderly progress, but turmoil. The
kingdom of mammon does not in itself include any synthetic, any progressively organizing and stabilizing factors,
such as the developing sympathies and the expanding re-

=

Cf. the appeal issued by the W&&i Alliance for Imtcmatiaal Friendshi#,
and signed by a hundred and sixty prominent Americans, in opposition to what
it terms the rum system, a system "which rests upon the assumption that the
welfare of one people involves the ruin of mother, and plans far ahead to
wmpass that ruin."
I1 Sam. xvii. 1-3.
Yt. u v i . 52.

'
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ciprocal interests which play such a constructive part in the
Kingdom of light; nor has it any large, endlessly potential
objective like that of a progressive common good.
Hitherto the perennial destructiveness of the kingdom of
mammon has had some bounds set to it, not only by the
efforts of good will, but by the limits of human power;
but now the superhuman powers of nature are coming
under the control of destructive men, who Samson-like
are threatening to pull down the whole temple of civilization-all the more need for good will!
(4) The kingdom of "gold and purple" is bad, once
more, because its predatory pofit, whether in war, industry, or finance, causes work to be avoided and despised as
the occupation of inferiors; and work is at once the great
source of ecoilomic good, and a major component of
human happiness. Poverty, too, is co~zdemned as the
badge of the unsuccessful or the slavishly submissive.
Caste follows naturally, the unavoidable stratification of
society being exaggerated and hardened, with stronghanded, law-fortified, haughty possessors on one side, and
various servile or hostile groups on the other. This is a
social situation as unfavorable to true economic welfare
and a progressive civilization as it is morally obnoxious.28
That these evil features are not even more in evidence in
modern civilization is due to the fact that the Kingdom
of good will, though roundly scorned by the unscrupulous, and much neglected by the church, has nevertheless
maintained a real, if desultory, existence, and worked for
the true ends of life.
Now, the desperate feature of mankind's situation, and
the one which gives a certain excuse to the scorner, is
that usually the individual has no power to change it. H e
'SCf. I1 Tim. iii. 1-9 for the rule of nummon .s viewed by S t Paul. '*For
7 shall ba lovers of self, +vers of money, boastful, h p b t y , rrileis,
impkcable, slanderers . traltmr, headstrong, M o d up, etc.

. .
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has scarcely more control over it than the Asiatic has had
heretofore over the despotism under which he was born
and has lived. I n greater or less degree the kingdom of
this world has been a major agent in his making. It was
shaping him before he could walk. In adolescence is impressed his immature mind through the masterfulness of
its representatives, and it dazzled him with their seeming
successes. I n maturity it continually suggests its own
ends to him, confronts him with its age-old standards, and
demands of him conformity as a matter of course. Its
sway is present in all his social contacts. It is intrenched
in the economic life of his time and in the very institutions of his country. Manifestly, as Jesus was fully convinced, deliverance from it can come only through more
than individual effort-through
another, a righteous,
Kingdom, contending with mammon and overthrowing it.
I n that overthrow, not in any weak, defeatist divisions of
the field of life, such as that between the secular and the
religious, the present life and the life to come-in that at
first the coming of the Kingdom of God must largely
wn~ist.'~

a So John the Baptist evidently thought; far of the Messiah he deqlared
"Whoue fm is in hls hand md he d l 1 thoroughly cl-se
his threshing dm;
. . . the chaff be will burn'ap with unqumchable 6re" (Cf. Mt. iii. 10-12; also,
the parable of the tares, Mt. xiii, 24-30, 36-43).

CHAPTER X
THE APOSTLES AND THE KINGDOM

1. TIIE TRADITIONAL
VIEW UNJUSTIFIED.
What Was
the aim of the original disciples? l Did the tragic death of
their Lord lead them to revise their ideas and set up a
new objective? Not at first certainly. I n an interview
with the risen Jesus their inquiry is still, "Lord, dost thou
at this time restore the Kingdom to Israel?" *-manifestly
the Kingdom of Messianic prophecy. The traditional
Christian view is that this was a last naiive expression of
their Jewish messianism, holding over after its time because the Holy Spirit had not yet been bestowed. At, and
after, the ensuing Day of Pentecost, it is said, the baptism of the Holy Ghost so spiritualized and universalized
their minds that all apocalyptic interests and expectations
fell away and a new religion appeared in the world. Do
the facts support this theory? Quite the contrary.
On the Day of Pentecost itself we find Simon Peter
summarizing the argument of his sermon as follows:
"Let all the house of Israel therefore know assuredly, that
God hath made him both Lord and Christ, this Jesus
whom ye crucified." "Lord" and "Christ" are distinctly
At first the disciples called t?,eir movement simply "the way " of which
"that way," "the way of the Lord and "the way whreh they call sect," were
variations. The phrase sypgests ;hem Master's saylng that "strattened is the
way that leadeth unto life and the Baptist's revival of Isaiah's call, "Make ye
ready the way of the ~ o r d . " I t appears to have been a common religious metaphcr of the time, and to have meant nothing novel or radical, but simply the
ri ht kind of thinking and living religmusly viewed. C Acts u 2 - xviii.
2 f f . : xix. 9, 23; xxiv. 14, 22; Mt. vii. 14; Lk. iii. 4: cf. di. xxii. 16; ~ ; t sxvi.
17; I1 Mace. vi. 7.
Actr I. 6-8.
Acts ii. 36.

;
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Messianic terms, and indicate no change in religious outlook. Nor does the appeal which follows, to repent and be
baptized "in the name of Jesus Christ unto the remission
of your sins;" for the summons is substantially identical
with that of John the Baptist." Still less does the reason
given for the appeal, "For unto you is the promise, and to
your children;" for to his hearers the promise could be
only that of the prophets-"the hope of Israel." A few
days go by, during which there must have been ample
opportunity for reflection; but Saint Peter in speaking to
the people again uses the language of Messianism as readily and nai'vely as ever. H e urges repentance, partly, that
the hearer's "sins may be blotted out" ' and ecstacies enjoyed, and partly that God "may send the Christ7 . . .
even Jesus, whom the heavens must receive until the times
of restoration of all things, whereof God spake by the
mouth of his holy prophets." * "Repent ye, therefore,
. . . that he may send the Christ" !-a plain appeal to the
parousia as an incentive.
And this is characteristic of the apostolic preaching.
JesusJ Messianic return at the imminent "day of Yahveh"
is its unfailing assumption and frequent declaration.
"Every day," we are told, "in the Temple and at home,
they ceased not to teach and to preach Jesus as the
Christ." ' Confidence in Jesus as the Messianic Lord was
the prime dynamic of the apostles. Repeatedly believers
are exhorted to faith and patient endurance by the thought
of "a salvation r e d y to be revealed in the h t time," with
4 Mt. iii. 2, 6 f.. 13 f.; Acts x u . 1-5.
'Cf.E f i . ii. 12.
This connection of forgiveness with the mssianic expectation appears again
in St. Peter's address to Cornelius (Cf..Acts x. 42 f.). I t is apt to seem a
strange conjunction to minds swayed by the traditional interpretation; but it is
by no means illogical, for according to the Messianism of J u u s (and the Bap
tist) no unrepentant man waa fit for the Kingdom of God.
? T h e title Christ is, of course, the Greek form of the Hebrew "Messiah."
The presence of the article (the Christ) indicates the Messianic theme,
*Acts iii. 19-21.
'Acts v. 42; cf. ii. 16-21, 34-36; iii. 21-24; v. 31, 41.
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"glory and honor at the revelation of Jesus Christ." " T k
end of all things is at hand," it is declared; to which is
added, "Insomuch as ye are partakers of Christ's sufferings, rejoice; that at the revelation of his glory, also, ye
may rejoice with exceeding joy." lo he Epistle to the
the ground that,
Hebrews urges patient endurance
"yet a little while, and he that comet11 shall come, and shall
not tarry," and James calls upon his readers to "establish"
their "hearts; for the coming of the Lord is at hand." l1
Naturally the Apocalypse is full of the idea.'*
Evidently the Pentecostal experience was mystical, not
theological. It kindled enthusiasm, but made no great
change in ideas and purposes. In the Master's absence
and until his glorious return the disciples felt it to be their
mission to extend the company of believers l3 and so
secure a worthy constituency for the coming Kingdom,
or, as it came to be known, an "elect" company, or
"church."
2. ST. PAULA MESSIANIST. With the appearance of
Saul of Tarsus in the apostolic company new ideas and
to some extent new interests are in evidence, but not as
regards the fundamental aim and mission of believers, At
Damascus, soon after his conversion, St. Paul contended
for the Messianic faith, "proving that this is the Chm'st."
And such continued to be his message, albeit with certain
personal additions." Well on in his second missionary
tour we find him arguing in the synagogue at Thessalonica16 "that this Jesus . . . is the Christ," and again at

2

'01 Pet. i. 5, 7, 13; iv. 7, 13; v. 1, 10; 11 Pet. iii. 10, 12.

UHeb. x. 35-37; Jas. v. 7 f:
*Rev. i. 1, 3, 7; iii. 11; xlx. 10-16; xx. 1-5; xxi. 1-3; xxii. 7, 12. Cf. also,

Jn. xxi. 20-23.
Cf. Ads x. 42.

*

UActs ix. 22. Cf. the legalistic scruple in Acts xiii. 39, etc.
*Acts xvii. 3. It may be urged that St. Paul stressed the theological side
only a few days before at Philippi, bidding the jailor believe on the Cord Jesus
be "sav.ed." It m y
Christ, and arsuring him that then he and his house -Id
be, indeed, that St. Paul's redemptxon metaphysics is tn evidence m this utter.
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Corinth testifying t o the Jews "that Jesus was the Christ."
I t appears, too, to have been from his teaching indirectly
that the Alexandrian Jew, Apollos, showed "publicly by
the Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ.'" Even his
famous address to the Gentiles in the Atheniqn Areopagus
has "the day of Yahveh" and the Messianic judgment as
its c~lmination.'~
The like is true in his epistles : the parousia is depicted
as a near and vivid reality. "We that are alive," he says,
"that are left unto the coming of the Lord, shall in nowise
precede them that are fallen asleep," but "shall together
with them be caught up in the clouds, to meet the Lord in
the air." For him, as nayvely as for Peter or James, the
great incentive of believers is the expectation of "the
revelation of the Lord Jesus Christ from heaven with the
angels of his power in flaming fire . . . when he shall
come to be glorified in his saints, and to be marvelled at
. . . in that day." l7 T o the Corinthians he writes of his
pleasure that they "come behind in no gift, waiting for
the revelation of our Lord Jesus Christ," l8 and bids them
"judge n o t h i ~ gbefore the time, until the Lord come."
H e warns them that the time is shortened . . . for the
fashion of this world passeth away." lo Concerning the
ance; for he was stron ly affected by the sense of sin then common in the
Mediterranean world. 'fhere is nothing in the account, however that requires
that interpretation. The jailor is not represented as affected with a sense of
sin but rathed with a fear of supernatural power. It. is most likely, therefore,
th& the asaur ce of salvation as a consequence of falth in Christ meant, as it
meant for ~ e s and
x the twelve, inclusion in the expected Kingdom.
'=Acts xviii. 5, 25-28; xvii. 31; cf. Phil. i. 6 .
1 7 1 Tbess. iv. 13-17; I1 Thess. i. 5-10. Cf. his "to which end we also pray
always for you" (vs. 11). also, I1 Ti.iv. 8.
18 His form of address is, "Unto the church of Cod which ir a t Corinth, them
that a r c mctified in Christ esus, called to be saints." As the epistle itself
reveals plainly enou h, the Eorinthians were not men of superior character.
The terms "eanctjfie~" and "saints" meant simply consecrated in
rpascdevoted to a high a m . Of course, that aim might be ethical perfectcn, but the
texts cited above, and many others, shpw that the aim was primarily the Kingdom, and waa ethical chiefly because rl~hteouunesswas a n e c w a r y candition of
entrance into the Kingdom. The earhest churches were g r o u p of men called
"saints" who were united. in expectation of the Kingdom and In persqnal prep
aration for it. I t was thelr att~tudeto ~t that marked them off as dlstlnct from
the world. Cf. I Tim. vi, 14; I1 Tim. iv. 1, 8; Titus ii. 11-15; I Pet. i. 5-7.
-1 Cor, iv, 5; vii. 29, 31.
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Lord's supper he explains, "As often as ye eat this bread
and drink the cup, ye proclaim the Lord's death ti41 he
corn." '# Deceased believers are to be "raised to life again
at [Jesus'] coming," but in changed form;21 for "as is
the heavenly [i.e. the risen Christ] such are they [believers at the parousia], also, that are heavenly. . . Behold,
I tell you a mystery: We shall not all sleep [i.e. in death],
but we shall all be changed, in the twinkling of an eye," "
etc. For this apocalyptic change the apostle himself
groaned, "longing to be clothed upon with our habitation
which is from heavenJJP8-not, be it noted, in heaven.
It thus appears that Jesus' moralized conception of the
prophetic Kingdom of God was the unquestioned assumption and dominating thought " of the first generation of
Christian believers, and its realization their highest aim.
Even at the end of the first century the author (or Christian reviser) of the Apocalypse represents the Christ of
his vision as declaring finally, "I, Jesus, have sent mine
angels to testify unto you these things for the churches.
. . . Yea, I come quickly;" and then the writer adds in
fervent response, "Amen : come, Lord Jesus !"

.

I Cor. xi. 26. Does some reader ur e that in this passage St. Paul has in
mind, not Jesus' heroic devotion to the dngdom but his suhstutionar). mcrffice
for the rim of mankind? But has he, in fact? 'what, then is the meaning of
the words, "till he comC"? And why should not the apwtl; inatead of cmphasizing the remembran~efactor, have indicated that the rite r y a symbol of the
participant's puridcation from ain?
=This ap arr to be a Pauline addition to the apostolic message, but there
were not s K w precedents for ft in Jewish apocalyptrc rpeculatiw.
I COI. x ~ n
. r., 48 f 50.~3.
'11 Cor. v 2. Rom ;iii. 22 11. With this int
dive idea excluded the
gowing passaie {n r v . 16-25 becomes dark and cry:
Note the u n l nowpD
W.

a.

"1 Pet. iv. 7. 13.

CHAPTER XI
THE HELLENIZING O F THE GOSPEL

Probably no reader needs to be told that the Christian
expectation sketched in the last chapter has long since
ceased. Were it not for certain small prernillennarian sects
and parties, the New Testament Messianic hope would be
about as obsolete as the worship of Isis or Jupiter. In the
Gentile churches the New Testament Messianism did not
long outlast the first generation of believers. It seems to
have faded out. More or less unconsciously the church
came to construe the Kingdom in other-worldly and mystical terms. Metaphysical salvation, conceived as effected
by Jesus on Calvary, and a supernatural blessedness to be
realized in a world to come, replaced salvation regarded
as admission to a divine institution on earth.' In that
so-called "Kingdom" Jesus Christ figured as a divine
being ( a metaphysical "culture hero") who had been sent
to earth to deliver men, not from the actual woes of life,
but from the speculative guilt of sin, which guilt was held
to be the barrier between man and God, and man and
heaven.
1. DIFFERENTVIEW-POINTOF THE APOSTLE'SCREED.
This shift from practical to social concerns, from the
Jewish to the Greek outlook, is illustrated for us strikingly in the church's most ancient summary of belief, the
so-called Apostle's Creed. If the articles of this docu1 Cf. p. 78 su_Pro.
'This creed has, of course, no claim to apostolic authorship. It was a cumulative controversial statement of what the church, in the course of four cmturies or more, came to insist upon as the apostolic belief. It was used as a kind
of test oath of candidatea for baptism.
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ment are examined with reference to their historicoliterary sources, it is instructive to note that only one of
them, the second major division, and, one clause e~cepted,~
only the historical part of that, is traceable in any distinctive way to the original gospels.' The remaining statements have to do either with beliefs which the church
shared with orthodox Judaism (in opposition to radical
Gnosticism) or with doctrines adopted after the death of
Jesus. Any devout Jew of those early centuries would
have joined heartily enough in affirming the almighty
Fatherhood of God, the social character of life after
death, "the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the
body, and the life everlasting." Indeed, the devout Jew
might well have phrased the first article more acceptably
to Jesus than does the creed, which represents God as
"Father" merely in the sense of Source or Creator-a
kind of cosmic Patriarch, not the ever near and gracious
supreme Personality which was such a reality to Jesus
Christ. The doctrine of Jesus as a supernatural person in
the second article, with its virgin birth (a theological
miracle), its ascription to him of sole divine sonship, and
its account of his descent into Hades and future judgeship
of "the quick and the dead"-this is the chief distinctively
Christian part of the creed ; and it is azm. I t is not found
in, nor justified by, the original gospels," though its roots
are traceable in the teachings of the apostles.
The most remarkable feature of the creed, however, is
8

Namely,

--- -

thr dead

the prophecy, "From then-

he shall come to judge the quick and

!t'
may be urged that the doctrine of the virgin birth, also, is found in the
orimnal ype!s; but the clalm is a weak one. The paseges relating it (Mt.
I. 18-25.
k. I. 26 6.1 have auite the look of Iatm narrattves mefixed aa intro1s. I n each case the body of-the PGSf &&I
ductitmi to their respictive
no acquaintance with them ( ~ f ? ~ t . iii. 21, 31. Jn. vii. 3-6).
Nor are the doctrines of the Holy Ghost ahd the Catholic chtlrch, in their
earlier f o r m necesuril in conflict with Judaism.
@Cf. the r'emark of Hesegger, guoted by Fopter (Finality, etc., p. 407):
"The teachin of esus is one thing, the doctnnc concerning Jeaus another.
There have keen tfmes when the church was the moat dangerous foe of the
wpd, and the gospel the most dangerow foe of the church."
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its omissions--especially two. One of these * is the Kingdom of God. With all its ascriptions of supernatural dignity and power to Jesus, it has nothing to say about his
supreme interest and aim! When we consider that the
animus of the creed was conservative, that it was the
matured expression of the beliefs insisted upon by ancient
Catholicism in opposition to the pushing heresies of the
times, this omission is very significant. Evidently the
Kingdom of God (proper) was not a doctrine which the
Patristic church felt called upon to defend; and this, not
because it was unchallenged, but because it was no longer
important.
2. CAUSESOF THE CHANGED
VIEWS. For two reasons
Messianism had died out in the church at large: The
course of events seemed to deny it, and the intellectad
environment was unfavorable. Despite the confident
assurance of the Epistle to the Hebrews,* the expected
Christ had not come, but had tarried. Meanwhile a multitude of believers had passed away without witnessing the
parousia and its world-filling events. What place had these
dead Christians in the gospel scheme? ' As time went on
and their number increased, this question became more
and more difficult to answer. Under the pressure of such
sobering facts, it is not strange that the Messianic program
fell out of ~ r s p e c t i v eand became merely a remote possibility, an occasional dream. Nor is it strange that in the
desire to save Christian faith and hope, new meanings,
other than apocalyptic, were found for the New Testament Messianic teachings.'' This theological change was
'The other-St. Paul's atonement doctrine-will be referred to later.
@ "Yet a little while, He that cometh shall come, and shaU not tarry (Heb.
Cf: Hab. ii. 3.
*This sltuatron had bcpn to appear in St. Paul's time. Cf. I Thcrr. iv. 13
ff.; v. 1 ff., 10. I1 Peter rii. 3 f.. 9 f.
-It should Lot be for otten that from the m y days of esus in Hellenistic
circles the influence .of Ailo of Alexandria had supported t i e alkgorcial interpretation of the Scrrptures.
x. 31.
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quite natural, not wilful or heedless. On the contrary, the
temper of the rising Catholicism was distinctly conservative. Rather did the new theology seek to be a deeper
interpretation, rendering prophetic teaching credible in
the light of new facts. No new divine order of things
having issued from the heavens and established itself
upon the earth, faith seemed shut up to the conclusion that
the Kingdom must be either in heaven (that is, otherworldly) rather than from heaven, o r else be of a character permitting its existence upon the earth unseen, that is,
spiritual only, not institutional. In time both of these
views established themselves in the church, the former
becoming the ecclesiastical doctrine, the latter the mystic.
A critical modern in making such a transition in belief
would face the fact that his new view was different from
the old one; but the church of the first five centuries, like
humanity in general then and now, was not critical. Its
method was to construe the New Testament teachings in
what seemed the needful way, and to accept the result as
their origiml and true meaning-a naYve course which
probably a very large majority of Christian believers
today would pursue under like circumstances.
This striking
3. ST. PAUL'SATONEMENT
TEACHING.
change of view was facilitated by a leading teaching of
St. Paul's, the doctrine of the atonement." This famous
theory turned the attention of his Gentile readers strongly
in another direction. Saul of Tarsus was a foreign Jew
of wider culture than his colleagues. On the one hand, he
had been carefully trained in the Scriptures and the legalism of the rabbis ; on the other, he had grown up in contact with the rigorism of the Stoics. Law for him was an
eternal and inflexible thing. The prophetic view of divine
forgiveness (so fully shared by Jesus) as primarily a mat11 Thin

is the other notable omisrion fmm the

&.
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ter of persotuzl attitude, did not satisfy his exacting
juristic mind. Not only God and man were involved, but
the eternal order of the universe. Before God could forgive, the divine law must be publicly vindicated by being
executed punitively at some one's expense. If the wrongdoer was to escape punishment and yet the law not be dishonored, it c o u l d o ~ l vbe after a substitute had been found
to expiate his sin fbr him. Paul found peace of mind
himself in the thought that God had found such a substitute in the Derson of his divine Son.12 Unfortunatelv he
regarded this inner experience of his as a norm for "all
them that believe, for there is no distinction; for all have
familiar
sinned and fall short of the glory of God" -'a
Stoic idea. So for St. Paul the vicarious satisfaction of
the divine law effected by Christ became a condition o f
sdvatiolz itz addition to the repentance and allegiance
required by the original gospel proclamation.
This is evidently a very extensive modification of the
original gospel invitation, one challenging scrutiny all the
more because the added demand did not spring
- - from the
apostle's ancestral faith. The Jewish religion was not one
of self-condemnation and self-abasement before a remote
and offended Deitv. I t was one of iovous communim
with a near and gracious Heavenly ~ a i h e r - o n eof feasts,
not penances. Although consciousness of wrong-doing

* Cf: Gal. iii. 13; XI Cor. v. 14, .18, 19, 2! ("All things aresot God, who
reconc~ledus to hlmself through Chrlst . . . Hrm who knew no sm he made to
he sin on our hehalf"). Cf. 0130, .Ram. iii. 24-26; .iv. 24 f.: v. 1-18. viii. 3:
Eph. ii. 16. This doctrine was evldentl of great 1mwrtPncc to St. Paul. I t
war the part of his theology that c l e a r J the way for his religion-a means of
removing an intellectual obstacle. His religion itself was essentially mystical as
we see rndicakd in the fifth chapter of Roman.. After a reference to his j h i fieation doctrine in verse me, we, find in verses two to five what religiqn reall
meant to htm-not a mere acqu~ttal,but a new life lived in commnn~on& t i
God C f . also, viii. 2-4, 9 f., 14-17, 35-39. I n the next chapter
communion
takes on a cqmpldely mystical form-a dying with Christ and nsmng with him
to **newnessof life" (Rom. vi. 3-13).
18 Rom. iii. 22 f.
l4 It is toebe
that St. Paul did not srbstitntr this metaph sical doctrine
for the ormn+l vlew that sdvatmn conslsts in admisston to the Angdom No
he held that dew himself (cf. Rom. viii. .11-2!; I Cor. v..S): This is k t & ;
condLon of admtrnon to tk Ksngdmn whlch hrs smse of am imposed upbn him.

.
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was not wanting-witness
its great fast, the Day of
Atonement, with its impressive solemnities-yet not one
of its great annual celebrations was predominantly penitential.'= Israel's sorrow for sin was never a sense of
alienation of nature from God. but of concrete particular
disobedience and disloyalty. Even for the sternest
prophets all that was needful to bring God and man together was true repentance on the part of the latter."
There appears to have been in Judaism no notion of a
God who himself makes a sin-offering for mankind or
exacts it from "his only begotten Son." ''
Nor did Paul derive his doctrine from the teaching of
Jesus, according to whom God is more than ready to receive the repentant offender, and to rejoice over him
regardless of any "satisfaction." One cannot insert Paul's
atonement theory into the parable of the prodigal son
without contradicting its teaching as well as destroying
its beauty.18 Jesus was far from increasing the rigor of
the Old Testament's demands upon penitent men. S o far
as he departs from Jewish religious thought it is in the
direction of divine grace, not of divine stringency.
4. HELLENISTIC
l e PHILOSOPHICAL
SOURCES
OF REDEMPTIONISM, Shall we say, then, that St. Paul's atonement doctrine was a new and direct revelation t o himself?
"They were as distinctly festive as the American Thanksgivina
.
- and Christmas and Easter.
"Cf. Isa. i. 10 f 16-19. Jer. iv. 14' Ps. xxxiv. 11-14, 18' Ii. 16 f. Much the
same is to be said A
' f the 'remple worihip. Most of ifs off;riags ryere non:penitential. Even in the sin offerings it is doubtful d the ~ d ofa vtcarious explation
was resent
'vfn. iii.'l6. A phrase of Philo's long antedating the Fourth +pel. .If it
be thou ht that the fift third chapter of Isalah 1s opposed to thla clalm, it
crlttersm is now agreed that the suffering servant
should ge remembered
of Yahveh described in that chapter is not any individual, still leas a auwrnatural man, but is the "remnant" of I s r a d itself. which was then e n d u r i n ~
the consequences of national transgression. Vicarious suffering is in mind
plainly enough. but it is of the kind so often exhibited i n this tragic world.
for the wrong-doing of others.
the suffering 01the relativelyflilt!esa
*Lk. xv. 1-32. vi. 35 f,;
t. vl 12 14' xvm. 21-35.
The term ~kllenistic1s to be hist&gui&ed from its sister word Hellenic.
The latter means Greek in the ori 'nal racial and natlonal sense. Hellenistic
Greek culture and M, is a term npplrcabl;
on the other hand, means affected
more or less to most of the ancient Iands around the Mediterranean.

teat
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That is not a tenable hypothesis. As we have seen,'O historical criticism cannot recognize a supernatural explanation of an event until all other explanations fail, and
indeed, continue t o faiLZ1 This is by no means the case as
regards this doctrine. On the contrary, a natural explanais at hand in St. Paul's intellectual situation. He acquired
the idea by living in an environment strongly imbued with
the Hellenistic (or Mediterranean) thought of the time,
which was then deeply religious. By that environment
Paul's vigorous mind, at once speculative and devout,
could hardly fail t o be greatly affected.
If the apostle, roaming through the streets of Athens,
found occasion t o pronounce that philosophical center
"somewhat religious," the like could be said in much
stronger terms of the other cities around the eastern Mediterranean, and not least certainly of the Greek city of
Tarsus, with its philosophical schools and its Hellenistic
religions. The serious thought of the time was quick
with a sense of divine alienation and craving for atonement ;" and those philosophies and religions, old and new,
which ministered to that craving had wide hearings and
large followings. Since Aristotle's death the main interest
in philosophy had been, not nature, but man-his true
pplicy, his destiny, and his escape from the evils of life.
For many generations the problem of the successful conduct of life through wise self-guidance had occupied the
ethical schools of the Epicureans, Stoics, and Skeptics.
Their success was very limited on the popular side; for
their schemes of life were much too intellectual, and
Cf. c h a p I supto.

too remote from ordinary experience and capability.
n Furthermore it would be strange indeed if such a remarkable function pr
metaph sical SoAor of the world were not revealed to the agent himself (Jesus).
but o n 6 to one wbo became his disciple after his death.
*The key to this word lies in ita structure. It is either a stpte of et-ow-nwr~
with God, or a mocess toward that state.
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Avowedly they were intended for wise men, or those
capable of wisdom, and in every generation these are few.
Then in the first century before Christ the longing for
escape from evil, both physical and metaphysical, took the
channel of religious hope; and naturally enough. When
ordinary life is burdensome and its outlook dark, shall not
man grope about for help from the unseen? The age
was one of submission for most men-unavoidable submission to the all powerful military empires and t o nature
and fortune. The self abasing, not the self assertive, instinct was in control ; and is it not better t o submit t o God
than to man ?
As a consequence thought, philosophy included, had
been religious for two generations or more before the
time of St. Paul. Platonism, for example, which was
then regarded as the religious philosophy par ex~ellence,~'
had long familiarized men with the idea that God is far
removed from them, so exalted, indeed, as t o be "beyond
existence" and "above knowing." On the other hand, the
human soul, by becoming embodied in "this muddy vesture
of decay," 26 had fallen much below the state of true
Reality, although of its knowledge thereof in a former
existence it had dim and fleeting remiiliscences. Man's salvation consisted, on the metaphysical side, in deliverance
from the body, and, on the ethical side, in the victorious
dominance of the spirit, and consequent union with God.
Stoicism had likewise become in large measure a re-

"

This change in attitude and interest has been called "the failure of nerve,''
by Prof. Gilbert Murra (Four Stages of Greek R#li#iar, p. 103 .f.)
'Says Prof. G. F. Hoore, *'plato
la the founder of thttstre philo
and all the theologies of the Western world, Jewish and Modern as
C h r i s b derrve in the rnd from him" (History of R e l i p i o ~1:499). Indeed,
I1 Ccr. Iv. 18 might well he called the core of Platonism
a Corn re with this phrrrse of Plato's St. Paul's terms "bod of our hamifiationP(Fhil. iii. 21) 'WJ
of this death" ( R o m vii. 24) r n d b i s f r e ~ u m t
dlspsragtments of "the hesh" (Rom. vii. 25: viii. 12 f.: xi;;. '14; Gal, r. 1 6 - l t
ttc.).

.. .
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ligious system of thought,ae and many parallels to its
teachings may be found in St. Paul's writings." It, too,
stressed, while it deplored, the gap between God and man,
and regarded the soul's confinement in the body as a separation from God. Indeed, death was a deliverance,
though salvation was not to be secured short of full ethical
union with God. T o reach this high goal a heavenly
Mediator was necessary, a Mediator which the Stoic
theologians found in Hermes, the mythical messenger of
the Gods.2e
New philosophies, also, were in the field in St. Paul's
day, which were even more pronouncedly religious, philosophies which crystalized various theological ideas then
in quasi-suspension throughout the Empire, the idea of
some kind of atonement being usually included. One of
these, PhiJonism, arose within the Jewish "dispersion."
About the time that Jesus in Palestine was talking about
God as a near and personal Friend, Philo of Alexandria
was expounding to his Hellenistic fellow countrymen the
remoteness and ineffability of the Deity, a remoteness so
great and a holiness so complete that all contact with
matter, including man in the flesh, was impossible. "The
divine realm," said he, "is truly untrodden and unapproachable." Yet indirectly this fastidiously holy Being
had created the world, that is, through his Agent, the
* A s represented, say, by St. Paul's contemporary, Smecp. Plutarch repre-

sents much of tke religious.Platonism of the time.
*Not only did Paul in h ~ sAreopa~usaddress quote from the Stoic Cleanthes'

Hymn to Zws (Acts xvii. 28) but we find him expiessing many Stoic crmtiments. Compare, r.p. Rom. vii.' 14-25 with Seneca's 'I am a higher being, md
born to higher things tban to be a slave to my body, which I look on or n a u ~ h r
else tban a shackle !,aid upon my freedom . in ro miserable a habitat~on

. .

dwells the free sou!.
Prof. Pfltiderer in his Prim'fivc Ckn'&anity (i. 42-53)
presents an impressive survey of these parallels.
The seem to have regarded Hermes as the Philonic Logos personified, much
u the $ourth Evancelist afterward regarded Jesus. Cf. Aliston. Storc &
ChristMn it tJy Seceml Century. Says Prof. Murray, "In a!most all the
[Hermesl liturgta that I have read the need is felt for a Medlator betwem
the r e e k after Gad find his rod." The l t d itself is a ~ n bm atie: "I in
thee, md thaa in me ra the ecstatic cry of m e af the Pfrcimes l&u*er*) (G.
Murray, Four ~ t w r ~ ' Gseek
of
Rdkim, p. 131). Cf. Jn. xvii. 21-23.
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Logos "-an expression, or emanation, of Himself. Other
names applied by the philosopher to this heavenly Mediator were "Second God," "Son of God," and "First Born."
Salvation, for Philo, consisted in escaping the snare of
the material body-what St. Paul called "the flesh"--and
coming, through "hungering and thirsting after the pure
and noble," to share in the purity and elevation of God, as
revealed by the Logos. This seems to be essentially the
moral mysticism of St. Paul." Philo agrees with Paul in
stressing faith and love, but in place of hope he exalts
mystic insight as the greatest and most beatific of spiritual
function^.^'
Neo-Pythagoreanism, the other new philosophy, was
the Gentile counterpart of Philonism. Its best known
teacher was Apollonius of Tyana, a Cappadocian contemporary of Philo and Jesus, who was regarded as inspired and as a worker of miracles. His image, along with
fhe images of Christ, Abraham, and Orpheus, was placed
by the Emperor Alexander Severus in his private temple.
It thus appears that in the first century of our era the
dominant philosophies in the Gentile world contained
many ideas akin to the atonement doctrine of St. Paul.
Other elements of the doctrine, such as the hopeless debasement of the human will ( original sin) ,'a the perpetual
mediation of life by death," and the vicarious expiation of
man's sin as the necessary condition of his salvation 84Logos is the Greek term for "word," and so meant rimarily an expression
of thought; then, by an easy metonymy, the thought itsell Throu h Stoic influence it came to lrtand for cosmic r e a m a s manifested in the work. Cf. Jn. i.
1-5. Accordin to Hatch the Stoics conceived the Platonic Ideas as self-operative causes, eating them Lo&, and then came to vlew them "as the manrfold
I t is at this point that the writings of Philo
expressions of a smfle Logos.
become of speculat~ve importance. They gather t0getb.e~ the two dominant
theories of the past (Platonic and Stoic), and they eontarn the seeds of nearly
d l that afterwards rew up on Christian soil" (The Iu~Tuenceof Greek Ideas 8-d
Usage8 u p m the Clfn'm'au Church, p. 182).
* C f . Phi). iii..S14.
P
C f . I Cor. xr11. 13.
Cf. R a iii. 9, 19 23; v. 12: vii. 13-24. Gal. v. 17.
=Ram. 6.3-11 : viii: 17 f.: I CM. XV. 54;'11 Tim. ii. 11 f.
NRom. iii. 24.26; v. 1, 2, 9: Heh. IX. 22.

...
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these were also at hand and plentifully in evidence in St.
Paul's mental environment, though more in the popular
religions and theologies than in the accredited philosophies.
5. HELLENISTIC
RELIGIOUS
SOURCES.Orphism, for
example, the theology of the Dionysus, or Bacchus, religion, and largely also of such kindred cults as those of
Cybele '' and Isis-Orphism is a case in point. The worship of Dionysus (mythical son of Zeus and Semele)
originated in Thrace as an orgiastic nature cult, the
productiveness and self renewals of life, at first mostly
vegetable life, being its main object of veneration-the
undying life of nature persisting through all seeming
deaths. The wandering Orpheus was the minstrel and
prophet of the cult, and at length its martyr, being torn to
pieces by frenzied Bacchantes. For Orphism the bull was
at once a sacred and a sacrificial object. It was slaughtered
by its worshipers and its flesh and blood eaten while still
warm, in the belief that the god incarnate in the animal
(Dionysus) would thus enter into them." A similar idea
prompted their copious wine drinking, the stimulus of the
liquor being identified with the presence of the god."
Nor was Orphism the only theology of the first century
'

-

*The "Diana of the Ephesiaw" acclaimed in Acta xix. 24-28. 34.
'The cult was well known in Asia, alw. It is referred to in the Apochrypha
(I1 Mace. vi 7). it flourished at Caesare9 Damaecus, and in t h Hanran.
~
.ad
it enjoyed the fiver of the Ptokmies.
he Syrian general Ntcanor actually
threatened to ull down the temple at Jerusalem and rear on? to Dionysus on
its rite. At &exandria.0rphisrn merged with kindred Egyptran elemmts. and
in Greece h mns exprcsstng it were used in the Eleustnian
well as the Or hic
mysteries. Indeed, its vogue was immense, from the ~ u p r r a t e sto the ~ilfars
of Hercula
W C f Jn 'vi 35 48-58. I t should be remembered that to the original readers
of thts' paisa& tbe rites referred to above were quite familiar. They were
vehemently condemned however, by orthodox Judatsm.
Or hism's leading'philosophical teachings were four: (1) the homogeneity
of all gving thin-men,
beasts, and plants; (2) the heredttary character of
moral evil; (3) the transmigration of souls, each incarnation being in the nature
of an imprisonment. and (4) ultimate perfection a s the result of the fang
series of incarnatiods, each of .which had it# sacrtficiJ side. The first and
second of these ideas have atandtn in modern thou ht; the third made as little
a k e a l to the early church qs tt lees to the thous%t of today- but the fund*
mental conapticn that man ts under an agelong sparitual thrafdom from which
escape is peaaibis only throu h great sacrifice evidently impressed earl
Chr~stiansstronply and St. pat!
not least. Cf. doom. v. 12-19; vii. 5, 8-25;
Car. xv. 21 f.; Gal. v. 17.
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that stood for the idea of a metaphysical salvation to be
achieved through sacrifice, or shed blood. The rdigion of
Mithra had a like theme.3g Originally a Zoroastrian divinity-the god of the day-time sky, or heavenly lightMithra, through western Asian influence, came to be regarded as the Mediator between the far-withdrawn Ahura
Mazda and the human captives of Ahriman. In the course
of its Western movement Mithraism came into contact
with the Greek mystery cults and the Orphic theology.
From them it received a rite of which it made much, the
taurobolium, or mystic sacrifice of the bull--the symbol
of the renewal of life through suffering and death. The
bull was slaughtered upon a perforated platform through
which its blood streamed down upon the religious devotee
who stood naked underneath. When the latter came forth,
bathed in blood from head to foot, the witnesses saluted
him as "born againv--a new man. In the course of time
the rite was, theologized. It was held that the victory of
the good in the age-long cosmic struggle with evil was
possible only through perpetual trial and suffering; that'
Mithra himself participated in the sacrificial process; and
that all seekers for salvation must share in his task. Only
thus was escape and union with God possible."
Now, not only was the vogue of Mithraism great in St.
So had.the religi? of Aek, a fair young god associated with Cyhele. Attis
l i e Or hcur, met a violent death. Is Rome the twentpfourth of March (the
"day p! blood" w I celehrated with frenzied mourning for him; and the day
followtng (the
cning of spring) b ecstatic rejoid
for Atti. had rrwn
from the dead. &is nature myth, under the fashionin %d
of the thcologi
became an allcgor of the soul r victo over d b t h an% entrance into new
happy life. St. $a111 seems to have %en familiar with theae teachings. Cf.
Rom. vi. 4 f.; Col. ii. 11-13, ZO;.iii. 1-4:
Another of these nature reli ions m t h mystical interpretations waa thrt of
Adonis (the Hebrew Tammuz; jf. Eztk. viii. 14 , which prevailed in S ria and
Cyprua UI early times. Still another a a ? the I ! ! worship of Egypt,. k g the
leading fareign faith in Rome. It, too, witnessed to a god who had risen from
the dead, and disclosed to men >he way to a ha uy immortality.
"The cult oRered many strihog parallels to &ristirq cust??,
? m e of them
ro a h that church fathers denounced thCm as demoatc antictpahonr of their
own rites. Says Prof. G. P. Moore "There were ba 'sms in water which not
only purified the body but removed sins. Mithraa seole$fhir s q l d b r sa Chridipa
were *led
with the ai
of the crosd; there was an oblrtron of bread wluch
correrponded to the ~ u c g r i r t " (Hist. of RsliUhz, I, 596).
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Paul's time, but for a century prior thereto Tarsus had
been one of its leading centers. Is it strange that, with the
Gentile environment quick with these ideas of Mithraism
and Orphism, and the like, that a vigorous and original
thinker like Paul of Tarsus should have been influenced
by them? I t would have been passing strange, had it been
otherwise. As a matter of fact before the advent of the
gospel 41 a process of mutual assimilation of religious
views had been going on in the Hellenistic world, an eclectic theological movement, seeking t o combine the most
promising speculations in a satisfactory system of belief.
This was known later as Gnostici~rn,'~
and was a natural
product of the combination of eclectic philosophy and
another major factor in the Hellenistic consciousness,
namely, mysticism. That mystic (often called "spiritual")
experiences are perfectly real in many cases, it seems unreasonable to doubt;4a but their explanation is another
matter.44 T o what are they due, and what do they signify?
C G. Murray, Four Stages, etc. p 143
U r f ; Greek wzrd "gnoetic" waa a h n ' t o t i e older term "sophist."
I t meant
"one who knows.
Cf. Wm. James Varieties of ReIigioms Ex erionce "Lects. 16 17." RCCjae
Borsr of Mystic ~ & w l e d ~.eand
: E. ~ n d e r h i l.f .~rstihrn
and th; ~;sentidr 01
Mysticism, ctc.
*For the purposes of this inquiry mystic experiences may be defined as qctud
experrences that are due (apparently, a t leaat) to o t k than snuory stmuli.
They are independent of the percrprent's w 1 1 k . e . cocrcrvtand yet their source
i s purely conjecturala for they cannot be reprodyced a t will and tested out
experimentall like Gienhfic phenomena nor verlfied by appeal to other observers like historical facts. They are 'a natural form of human functioning,
but-private, like loye, and grief, and artistic appreciation, or indeed an o w
cration. Dramatic instances of mystic experience are doubtless to be round tn
Jesus' "temptations" in the wjlderness, in the three figures. on the mount of
transfiguration in Jesus' wdlung upon the water, and in ks resurrection a p
p r a n c e s . Usual1 however, mystic consciousness is much more vague-sr
elusxve often as d r d s w o r t h ' s ':felt" "presence,"

...

"Whose dwell~ng1s the light of setting suns.
A motion and a spirit that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things."

I t haa vindicated itself in the persons of the propheC and e i n t s (and in the
hrpln books) of all .faith! ap a rrme factor, perham the prime factor in reIrmon; but r t is an rntoxicatlng fraught for unstable minds. The most'scrious
count a ainst it for n e n of wber judgment is its pronenear to self-repetiti~
(be?np. %igh!y enjoyable. Cf. Lk. ix. 33) through use of artificial means, In
which case rt may be mere auto-suggestion and se1f.delusion. Though St. Paul
was apparently a. natural mystic,. be was J i v e to this danger, a d warned his
converts against it. Cf. I Cor. xiv. 1-5, 18 f.; I 1 Cor. xii. 1-6.
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T o the subject himself, especially when they are strong
emotionally but vague intellectually, they are apt t o seem
cases of conscious contact with an invisible and higher
person-usually God. In the first century Gnosticism took
that explanation for granted, and made it the initial spring
of winged speculation. Thus gnosticism was a kind of
rorona around the mystic sun.
In its more intellectual and respectable forms gnosticism
is found in the writings of Philo, in the "inspired sayings"
of Apollonius, in the course of time in the Neo-Platonic
philosophy, whose chief teacher, Plotinus, was accounted
an incarnation of the divine, in several epistles of St.
Paul, in the Fourth Gospel, and in the works of those
noted early fathers of the church, Clement of Alexandria
and Origin. Clement explicitly avowed the title of gnostic,
regarding it as the mark of Christian knowledge and insight. Christian gnosticism at that stage was essentially
"systematic theology," and needed only the approval of
the church to become orth~doxy.'~
Another stage ensued, however. Less trustworthy
minds took to speculation, also, and before long a wide
variety of "winds and doctrine" '' came t o blow in the
churches, raising clouds of theories made up of far-fetched
inferences, remote analogies, and fantastic combinations
-a kind of Christian mythology.4r From this extreme
gnosticism the more serious and ethical part of the church
withdrew itself, thereby stigmatizing it as heresy and
"Other names for it have been "phiioaophy" (a New Testament we)
"dogma" and ",sound doctrine." The term in vogue at present IS s'fundamentaI
truth."

=

;g";s i:ie14~eld that the God of the Old Testament ( G h r r h f war identical
with Platp's 6emtuge. He made the world and then m an a e long cosrme
aonflid dlsputed ita control with the heathenydemons. I n the fuqlness of time
the highest God-far above Yahveh-a
cared tn the person of Jesus Christ, and
ovcrume both partieel The object of
theophany was the salvation of mank i d . Thii appears to have been the arpt attempt at a philoqophy of history1
A common cla~mwtb them wan that Chrtst's body was an tllust~n.
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initiating the age-long movement known as Catholicism.
Our review must now have made it plain that the causes
of St. Paul's atonement theology, and of the early church's
radical shift in interest and outlook in general, are t o be
found in the intellectual and religious environment on the
time, and not in any natural development of JesusJ teachings. Not that Paul deliberately borrowed from pagan
sources; he was at once too original a thinker and too
sturdy a Jew for that. But his active mind in its theological construction found, more or less unconsciously,
many suggestions in Hellenistic religious thought.
One question remains unanswered-the omission of his
atonement doctrine from the Apostle's Creed. This at
first seems surprising in view of the fact that the doctrine
so early became dominant, and remains a bulwark of
orthodoxy t o this day. On reflection, however, that fact
itself offers an explanation, and a very significant one,
namely, the absence of any opposition to the doctrine in
the creed's formative period. That document arose in the
post-apostolic centuries, not at all as a comprehensive confession of faith, but as the Catholic witness against the
"heresies," as one after another these appeared in early
Christianity. Differ as the fathers might, and did, on
other points, there appears to have been no sect of importance that denied the "spiritual" character of salvation and
the metaphysical mediatorship of Jesus; so there was no
call to include these doctrines in Catholicism's test oath.
The objective of Jesus Christ had actually been forgotten,
so great was the change of theatre after the disappearance
or radical disfellowship of the Jewish-Christian churches !
Thus, by natural human causes, it came about that the
gospel was Hellenized, and became a Hellenistic rather
than a Jewish message--no longer the proclamation of a
movement toward an actual ideal Kingdom in the vivid

1
!
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world of present reality, but a scheme of private salvation
in an unseen future world of speculative faith. The "day
of Yahveh" had ceased to be "at hand." It was t o come
(if at all) only at the far-off end of time; and in the long
intervening ages the church had other affairs t o occupy it.
6. HELLENISTICIDEAS
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT.
It
was a part of the same process of progressive accommodation of the gospel to its Hellenistic environment that
new titles, corresponding t o the new Hellenistic functions
and dignities discovered, came to be assigned t o Jesus.
One of the earliest of these was "Son of God." St. Paul
writes to the Galatians, "When the fullness of time came,
God sent forth his Son," etc. Again, he refers to "Jesus
Christ, our Lord," as God's "Son . . . who was declared
to be the Son of God with power . . . by the resurrection
of the dead." '' This new phraseology was doubtless due
to the fact that the term "Son of God" was as familiar to
his Gentile converts 6 0 as the term "Messiah" was unfamiliar. The idea proved a fertile seed. In the next century the Fourth Evangelist represents Martha of Bethany
as saying to Jesus, "Yea, Lord, I have believed that thou
art the Christ, the Son of God," where the latter term
seems to be an explanation of the former. Such uses of
the term occur repeatedly in the Johannist writings."
a Gal. iv 4 6
YRom. i: 3'f ' 9 . Cf. Heb. i. 2 5 f 8; v. 5 8.
'It appears '&ljwhen the en$rongent of {he speaker is foreign. C Acts
viii. 37; ix. 20; xiil. 33, etc. The conception itself-of a ru erior man o f divine
paternity and a human motha7was an old one in Greek tg&t.
It may well
account for the storhs of the olr in birth* prcdxed to the first and tbird gorpab
(Mt.. i. 18-25; Lk. 1. 26-35). d r was ~t confined to Greece. Belref in snnb
dem~gods (the "culture heroes" of the anthrppologist) is quite common among
primitive peo les. Compare the many and independent myths of Prometheus
Wris, Gqt d a u i , Yohl, $c Of the North Amerlcan Indians A. T. ~ha+l.i;
says " ~ ~ d e s p r e oISd the Idea of a culture hero or dem~%od
. who 1s born
of ;
human virgin, often by divine secret fecundatiop, and qmwinv up frecr
the earth from monsters and evil beings, or refash~onr ~t In vartous ways,
improves the bread and perfects the institutions of inankind, then retiru to
watch over the world from some remote restlng place*' (Eneye. Bnt., art. "In-

.

..

n. xi. 27.
16 35 f v. 23 25. vi. 40. x. 36; xii. 45; xiv. 6 f.; xv. 26; u.28.
iv. d; i. i,'7; iii.'23: iv. 14 i.;v. 20.

.
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A companion new title for Jesus was that of "Lord,"
or "the Lord." " This word in Jewish usage was a divine 4
'
name-a substitute for the covenant word, Yahveh, which
had become tabu. In the Hellenistic religions it was a I
common title for a manlike divinity. Largely parallel
is the use of the term "Savior." Jesus did not assume it, 1
nor does it appear in the earlier epistles. I t was a title d
of many Hellenistic di~inities,~'
however, and a t length
found its way into the New Testament-"our
Lord and
Savior, Jesus Christ."
In the course of time extensive new ideas became associated with these titles. As the figure of the actual Jesus
receded into a past more and more dim, and was supplanted by that of the theological Christ, it was not hard
'
(as we see in the preface to the fourth g ~ s p e l ) , ~for
speculative theologians (lovers of "gnosis") to connect
the Christian "Son of God" with the Philonic "Word of
God," and so reach the doctrine of the incarnation-what
more natural than that the Son of God should express
God?-whereupon the vast structure of Catholic dogma
was well begun. Thereafter the theology building went
on apace, with Hellenistic religious metaphysics as the
structural material. I n the later epistles we find the "Son
. . . through whom God made the worlds," becoming
"the image of the invisible God, the first born of all creation," and are assured that "in him dwelleth all the ful1

.

.;:

-Acts ii. 36; Rpm i. 3; 11 Cor. iv. 5. 'i'. 16-18; I Cor. i. 2; vii. 25, 39;
viii, 5 f x: 21; XI. 26 f I1 Pet. i. 2; ii[
M ~ a G~lbert
g
bfurray;"~here were Gnostic sects scattered over the Hellenistic world before Christianity as well as after. . . . Their Savior, like the
ewish Messiah, was established in men's minds before the Savior of the
kristians 'It we look close,' says Professor Bousset, 'the m u l t emerge, with
great c1e;rness that the figure of thc Redeemer as such did not wait for
Christianity to force its wa? into the religion of Gnosis, but was @ready prcsrnt
there under var~ousforms. He occurs notably In two reChnstlan doculnenta
. and tbe sermon of t i e Nmrenes in Hi
the Poimandres revelation
lytus . which is comb~nedwit6 Attir worship." F w Stager, etc., p. 1 4 E
I1 Pet. i. 1 1 ; ii. 20.
Jn. i. 1-5, 9-14.

.
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ness 67 of the Godhead bodily." H e is the mystical "head"
of the church; and at the same time, as the "effulgence"
of the divine "glory and the very image of his [God's]
substance," he is the ethical good, or personal ideal for all
true believers-the type of character towards which they
aspire.68

""Fullness" (Cf. also Eph. i. 23 iii. 19; iv. 13; Jn. i. 16) was likewise then
a familiar term in ~ e l h n i r t i cphilirophy. I t arose from- the tbeor); stressed
so much by Neo-Platonism, that perfection was a matter of qwnfity of being
rather than of quefdty.
* C f . Heb. i. 1.4; Cd. i. 15-19; ii. 9; Eph. iv. 13; Phil. ii. 5-11; iii. 8-15: I
Jn. iii. 2, 3.

CHAPTER XI1
ORIGIN O F THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION

1. RECEPTIONOF THE GOSPELBY THE WORLD. It
would be a mistake to infer from the gospel's early accommodations to Hellenism that its missionaries were more
interested in philosophy than in human life and welfare.
The accommodations seemed to them the true development
of the gospel. Looking backward now, the Hellenization
seems the church's first important aberration, its great historic loss of nerve; but it did not look so at the time. It
came about through two motives, each proper enough in its
place-the Christian preacher's own craving to rationalize
his faith and religious experience, and the need of making
the gospel intelligible to the critical Gentile world. I t was
natural enough when, in the second century, rising Christianity was assailed by Greek culture as a superstition-it
was natural that Justin Martyr should defend it, not as the
fulfillment of the hopes of Israel, but as the true pltilosophy, or simply the Truth,' and cite noted philosophersPlato, Philo, etc.-in support of his claim. It was by no
means strange that he should seek to meet his opponents
with weapons which they would respect. That this course
would breed a habit of interpreting their essentially Jewish
message in Greek terms and would also exalt far too much
the theoretical side of Christianity-these were outcomes
1 This term *'Truthw in Hellenistic philosophy meant much the same as the
older Greek word *'Reason" in the cosmic senae. It occurr with characteristic
Gpoetic v a ~ e q e r snpearedl in the !?ruth ([ol 1. Cf. Jn. i, 14, 17: viii. 32.
XI".
6, 17; x v ~ .13; xmr. I$, 19; xvln. 37.
Roman Pilate's question (vr:
38) hw quite a modern sound, and reem reasonable enough.

TK
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which probably no one in their day could have foreseen.
The Christian-Hellenistic rapprochement was facilitated
by the fact that the intellectual opposition t o the gospel,
while real enough for a time, was not truly radical. There
was much in Christianity to appeal to the Hellenistic mind.
Serious men then were longing for some evidence of
Divine interest, or at least of Divine accessibility and for
some assurance of life's ascendancy over death. When,
therefore, a new religion appeared promising these great
consummations and offering mystic experiences for the
human heart and high ideals for the human conscience,
and withal advocated by devoted men of transparent sincerity, it is no wonder, no miracle, that it won its way
steadily, and penetrated the Empire more and more deeply.
No doubt the "offence of the cross" was very real. That
Christianity's Savior of men should be a Jew, and should
have died a criminal's death at the hands of all-dominating
Rome, was a heavy handicap, indeed. But the Hellenized
gospel itself-that God in his grace had provided a Mediator, "who gave himself a ransom for all," and that "death
is swallowed up in victory . . . through our Lord Jesus
Christu-that in the first two centuries was very welcome
tidings to multitudes of religiously minded men.
Even the organization of the early churches was suited
to Hellenistic ideas and ways. Under the pressure of misrepresentation and danger it passed from the original
Jewish synagogue type to that of a semi-secret,
esoteric body, that is, to the type of the familiar Greek
As such it was
organization known as a "mystery."
'It waa a natural consequence of the craving for mystic experience whi~h
characterized andent reiigious philoeophy that long befofe our era many scctches
with distinctive cults were formed for the purpoae of mdacin them, especially
visions and ecstasies Prominent among these were the ~ k w j n i a nand the
Orphie mpterier of
A "my~terf @ .this eonFete, insUtuhonal sense
w u a secret reli&m organiutian with mihat~ons,purifications, r s cirl rule
of life mymbols, oacta-tl,
and acriptqrcr .Uegd to. be Inspired.
aim of
aU whkh r a a the ~ttalnment of irmaeQatc contact *nth Dmni
Two w i n
#ages in tb& p m ~ mwere recognized: *'The a i m of God
nun," up

rea ace.

%Z
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comprehensible and interesting to Gentile observers. "It
was, indeed, only in its guise of a mystery that Christianity
could present itself in that age as a universal personal
religion. Its success . . . was due to the fact that it thus
offered men the highest good they could conceive-the
assurance of immortality-in the form they could best
understand-by union with divinity. Not that Christianity borrowed its ideas and rites from the mysteries,
Gentile Christians necessarily conceived the gospel and
the distinctive observances they received from the missionaries as a "mystery." s And a mystery it became virtually, and a mystery more or less it remains, especially
in the Catholic churches, to this day; that is, a self-perpetuating organization for the cultivation of character and
the solace of the heart by means of Gnostic beliefs. Its
sacraments became Hellenistic mystic rites; and the
Pseudo-Dionysius, who in the fifth century identified
them with Neo-Platonism's exercises for liberation and
uplift of spirit did little more than describe and rationalize
what had already taken place.
Christianity was thus a religion river that rose in Palestine, but received large confluents from the pagan world
into which it issued. From these two cultural sources it
has derived, on the one hand, its concern for human welProf. Murray, "came regularly through eksta-he
soul must get elear of the
mthyasmos-the
god must enter and dwell inside the worshipet"
body-d
(0. c. p. 130). 'The r e l i o n s which professed to have the secret of a blessed
immortality all made salvation depend on initiation ipto a cult of a particular
saving divinity and the Christian churches 8 n d to GentQn to be rnystaies
of his kind" (6.F Moore History of RRr[igions 11, 121).
1 G. F. Moore story
Religions I1 128. "The reasonableness of this identification is pointed out also: " p a d e&ls his gospel a mystery
Q Tim.
iii. 16. I Cor. i i 7-10;'iv. 1; E h. iii. 3 f. 912; v. 32; Col. .i 24-27; ix. 2 f:)
it had its sacred legend of a div~nebun who met upon earth a tragtc
fate, and by his tri.-ph.
over d$ath .opened t f e way of immortality to men.
Salvation was by unlon with him In his
sion and h ~ sresurrection, and could
he achieved only by those who confessed g r i s t as Lord and became members of
his church The form of initiation baptism, was common in the mysteries.
The sacraAenta1 eating of the hody 'and b l d of the Lard which made men
partakers of the divine nature and so insured them immortality also had analogies there" (ibid.). , As ta epokric doctrines, cf. also, Ram. xvi. 25 f.;
I Cor. xv. 51; Eph. v l 19; Col. IV. 3.
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fare and its ethical conception of God; on the other its
ideas of spiritual salvation through a divine Mediator and
its mystic interests.'
2. JESUSNOT TIIE FOUNDER
OF THE CHURCH.This
conclusion forbids our regarding Jesus Christ as the
founder of the Christian church. No doubt he was the
initiator of the movement which later became Christianity; but that he was the author of the teachings and institutions of which in its history the church has made most
is quite evidently not the case. Indeed, were he to return
to earth with no more knowledge of mundane affairs than
he possessed at his death, the church called by his name
and its theology would probably be as foreign a system to
him as, say, Buddhism is to the ordinary Anglo-Saxon.
Religiously Jesus seems to have been a true Jew, and
brought
his religion the higher Judaism '-prophetism
down to the first century. One searches his accredited
sayings in vain for any indication of an important doctrinal departure from the best thought of his people,' or
for any suggestion that he had founded, or was about to
found, a new religion. No doubt on one occasion (for* If any reader ts loath to think that pagan ideas were so potent in shapin
earl7 Christian beliefs let him picture to himself the situation of the origin3
Christian groupsamafl, completely immersed in Gentile society and in touch
m s t a n t l y with systems of thought of imme?se.voyte and authority. That individual men are large1 the creatures of thew ttme and place-their
environment
-is today a wmmonpfacc; and the intellectual environment of the early churches
war Hellenism, the philosophy of which had a presti.ge equal to that of science
now. Moreover, after the destructton of erusalem tn the year 70 the ~ h u r ~ h ' s
new adherents were almost entirely of dellentsttc antecdents, whose tnhertted
p q a n idc naturally cantinucd t o sway them when not in clear conflict wtth
their ncwafrith. Even in St. Paul's day these factors were at work, a s we see
in his first letter to the Corinthians; and his reaction to them .was essentially
a fallrng back upon the ortgrnal evmgeltcal
that of the a logrsts later-not
sources but t e teachings of a higher " w ~ d o m " (i.s philosophy); "the wtsdom
of God 'ina myztery"! Cf. I Cor. ii. 6 7, !2, 13; 'Col.. ii. 8 f. Eyidentl the
awstlc h~mself war not reared tn a ~ e l i e n ~ s shiloso~hrc
t~c
center mthout L i n g
akected thereby.
5 As, indeed, appears to be more or less the case with many Chri~tiansstill.
Witness, for example, the large place in Christian worshtp occupted by the
Psalms.
'His theoretical agreement with the rabbis, whom he regarded a s sitting "on
Masts's seat," has been referred to already. Cf. also, Mt. Miii. 23; v. 17-19.
It is significant that his opponents did not accuse him of heresy, though they
were on the watch for points of attack. Cf. Mt. xxii. 15 f., 23 f., 34 ff.
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tunately for the ecclesiastical dominion seated by the
Tiber) he made an obscure remark about building his
church (ecclesia) on something connected with Simon
Peter '-rocklike loyalty probably. The Greek word ecclesia, however, means simply congregation, assembly, or
company,' and so in this case naturally suggests the body
of Messianic adherents whom he was to leave behind him.
These he doubtless did expect to carry on his Messianic
propaganda during the interval preceding the parousia;
but to infer from that expectation that he regarded himself as in the act of founding a new religion is to import
into a common Greek word a meaning which there is no
good reason t o assign t o it, and t o convert the Master into
a speaker of riddles.
The common notion that Jesus was the founder of the
church appears to rest entirely upon vague inference and
traditional assumption. Of course, Christianity must
have had a founder, and who so likely as Jesus himself,
after whom it was named? ' But it is not at all difficult to
suggest other and more probable founders,-men
who
actually did talk about the church. The apostles, for
example, were manifestly engaged in founding the church.
S o were the other original missionaries, and the apologists,
and the early "fathers," though perhaps they were little
aware of all the work they did, building more largely than
they knew,
The process was a gradual one. At first Christianity for
them was simply a "Way" of life which would realize the
great hopes of Israel. If Gentiles wished to share in that
realization, it was incumbent upon them to become Jewish
proselytes. St. Peter was led to a broader view, and

*

Mt. xvi. 18.
0 The word is used by Jesus but twice, the other time (Mt. xviil. 17) quite
obviously in the ordinary sense of company,, .or organized (lqcal) congregation.
@Thename, by the way, snms to have or~gmatedas a Gent~lenickname. Cf.
Acts xi. 26.
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succeeded in bringing his fellow apostles over to it," at
least in substance, it being agreed that Jewish initiation
and the ceremonial law were not to be required of Gentile
converts. With this decision-soon used on a wide scale
by St. Paul--Christianity as a separate movement, and
at length an organized religion, may be said to have begun.
Other steps in the gradual emergence of the new faith
us n m are conservative Judaism's persistent rejection of
Jesus' Messiahship, the increasing success of the gospel
propaganda among the Gentiles," so that ere long the
church came to be recruited chiefly from foreign sources,
the tragic fall of Jerusalem, embittering orthodox Jews
against their Christian compatriots, and of course the
increasing accommodation, outlined above, of Christian
thought to religious Hellenism. '
3. DISTINCTIVE
FEATURE
OF CHRISTIANITY.
If the
primitive church became an extended body of "mysteries,"
that was by no means its sole or most important character.
I t was, also, a. brothrhood of hero-worshipers. I f Jesus
was not its founder, none the less was it properly named
for him; for he was its acknowledged Lord, its ideal, its
hero. At its best Christianity has always been an ethicomystical hero-worship. The distinctive thing about it as
it emerged from Judaism was not its rites nor its metaphysical doctrines-none
of these was novel or truly
essential-but the personality of its Lord. He was its
inspiration from the first, and in the course of time the
core of its gospel. Its vital doctrines have always been
conceived, in one way or another, as teachings about Jesus.
St. Paul, quite as truly as the most unphilosophical disciple, has but one essential message-"Jesus
Christ and
him crucified."
The noble dynamic personality of the
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Master has dominated the feelings and ideals of all earnest
believers even when their ideas have strayed far from his. 1
However mythically or metaphysically conceived, his figure has been the object of their worship, the theme of their
hymns, and often the recipient of their prayers." Far too
often has their idealizing reflection wandered through
dubious domains of speculation; but even so the disposition to honor Jesus has rarely failed.
At times, especially in the Middle Ages, this devout
personal lbyalty has taken the form of devotion to a divine
and captivating Friend who was to be known immediately
in mystic experience." At other times the hero-worship
4
1
has been more ethical, Jesus dominating the horizon as
spiritual liege Lord and glorious Leoder-an embodied
personal ideal. St. Paul conspicuously illustrates both
types of loyalty, as in an inchoate, adolescent way chivalry
often did also. Protestantism's devotion has generally
taken the ethical form. I t has the distinction of producing
the greatest number of high-minded men who do homage
to Jesus Christ as their personal ideal, and the natural
ii
9
leader of all human progress.
4
4. ORIGINOF THE CHRIST-FEALTY.
At the beginning
i
;
this hero-worship was evidently the reappearance of the
,
disciples' Messianic faith and loyalty.'' When at the Pentecost following Christ's death, Simon Peter in the name
of his consenting fellow disciples declared the mission
and dignity of the crucified Jesus, it was still Messianism
which was speaking, though Messianism with a new inclusiveness and time-outlook. But how did Messianistic
devotion manage to survive the ignominy and ruin of the

I
4

1

'Warly in the second centur the younger Pliny in Bithynia found them singing antiphons to Christ as a G%d (Ep, x. 97; cf. Jn. ii. 28).
'1 Cf. for example, the an+?>
F'alestinian hymn of Stephen of St. Sabas "Art
thou weary art thou Ian urd the mediaeval "Crusaders Hymn," m d ?hanun
a Kempir' jm'botbrr of ~Rrisr'.
* A c t s ii. 36; viii. 5, 35; ix. 20.
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Messiah's public execution ? The answer is written on the
face of the New Testament: to the disciples the crucified
Jesus was not dead. They had seen hiin and heard him
since his entombment.'' "This Jesus," St. Peter declared,
"did God raise up, whereof we all are witnesses. . . .
Let dl the house of Israel therefore know assuredly that
God hath made him both Lord and Christ." l7 A living,
not a dead, Christ was proclaimed.18 That Peter was able
to make this proclamation within ten days after seeing his
Master die on the cross is certainly remarkable. The age
was uncriticaI, of course, but the first disciples do not
seem to have been men of easy credulity. They were
charged with being "slow of heart to believe." lo We can
hardly doubt that a prime cause of their revived faith was
the commanding personality of Jesus. With the figure of
the Master, so admirable and so dynamic, vividly in mind,
the disciples not only could not think of him as nonexistent (few then went to that extreme), but they
found it hard to think of him as separated from his life
work, the initiation of the Kingdom. S o far as they were
not mentally stunned by the crushing disaster of Golgotha,
their inner attitude in the hours of strain following the
crucifixion was probably one of amazed expectancyWhat next? When the "next" proved t o be accounts by
some of their number of actual face t o face meetings with
Jesus still alive, and when soon they, too, had such encounters, doubt naturally was swept away as darkness
before a flood of light. Thus the new Messianic expectation, and later the Christian church itself, was founded,
These resurrection encounters yere vey real to them, and Yet evidently they
were not the same as those of ord~narylire. Non-believers when present were
not aware of them, and in some cases even disciples doubted. Cf. Acts xxii. 9 ;
Lk. xxiv. 33-37,49-51; Mt. . u v i i i . 17.
lTA+ ir. 24, 31 f., 36; 111. 15, 26; iv. 10: xxii. 6-10; I Car. XV. 5-8, 20;
I n.l.lf.
iq. 1; xvii. 31: I COT.xr. 12-20:I Pet. is 3.
18 U.
xmv.,25, 11: Mk. x n , 11. 14.
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not on any metaphysical doctrine, still less on any rite
(such as the Eucharist), but on a sigltd experience event
-Jesus' survival of death. Independently of all historic
accretions, theological and ecclesiastical, Christianity at
its best is the impress made upon the world of a high
dynamic persona1ity-a prophet of spiritual insight, of
mighty faith f o r man, and of unfailing devotion to man's
cause.

CHAPTER XI11
CAN A MODERNIST BE A CHRISTIAN ?

1. THEERRORS
I N JESUS'MESSIANISM
NATURAL.Can
critical thought follow the developing faith of the centuries in that idealization of Jesus just outlined? The
Christ of intelligent faith today may be an elevated and
helpful ideal; but can we connect it rationally with the
actual Jesus of Palestine? Can we put our tfust in a man
who made such an error of chronology, who cherished
confidently an expectation which history has so tragically
and persistently disappointed? The Kingdom of God "at
handH?--alas! At hand, with Annas and Pontius Pilate
awaiting developments in grim disdain, and with the long
and evil line of the Caesars already intrenched by the
Tiber? Did the Prophet of Nazareth, as orthodoxy
claims, visualize the future? Did he see the bloody barbarians of the Middle Ages (from northern forests and
southern deserts), the religious tyrants and desolators
(Torquemada and Alva and their ilk), the unfailing line
of self-aggrandizing and man-destroying war-lords, and
that latest apocalypse of evil, the World W a r ? Today
Jesus' proclamation of the Kingdom seems so n a h e and
his Messianic expectation so baseless that we scarcely
wonder that his followers have sought some meaning of
his words other than the natural and historical.' And then
"He cometh not, a king to reign;
The world's long hope is dim," etc.
1 Cf.

Whittier's O w Mostcr:
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his naive supernaturalism! How can a man speak with
authority to the modern mind, with its Copernican and
Darwinian horizons, who believed that he was to be sent
down through the sky as heaven's earthly lieutenant in the
pomp of an Oriental potentate ?
The question is a serious one. From a purely historical
point of view the easiest way would seem to be to leave
him in the first century, in which he lived and died, and
make no attempt t o connect him with our own time. But
the easiest way is by no means always the best way. As
it happens, the fortunes of intelligent religion are largely
bound up with the standing of Jesus Christ in modern
life. Yet one thing seems clear : the traditional doctrine of
Jesus as an infallible authority in religion and ethics cannot stand before sober criticism. Of course, he never made
such a claim on his own part. I t should no longer be made
for him. With this concession made unreservedly, tlfe
way is open for the appreciation of certain considerations
going to show that Jesus' (few) mistaken ideas affect
but little his main message and service to mankind, which
were those of a prophet for all time:
(1) Confident and matter of fact as Jesus' apocalyptic
beliefs were, there is no reason to think that (apart from
the secondary inference as to his own second coming) they
arose from original insight and reflection on his part.
They appear to have been a religious and patriotic heritage. They were integral parts of "the hope of Israel,"
and were virtually inevitable in a pious Israelite of the
first century. That is, they were not erroneous insights on
his part, but prevailing beliefs uncritically accepted. In
the course of his short life Jesus had no occasion to challenge them ; and it is hard t o see why he should not have
acted upon them in default of that superhuman prevision
which he was far from claiming. Not even the best
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prophet can detect all the errors of his time; as to some
things even he sees "in a mirror darkly." * This fact
should not discredit his seeing when it appears t o have
been clear and true. Jesus' picture of the Kingdom as a
social ideal may be admirable and trustworthy even if its
apocalyptic frame proves to be tinsel.
(2) What is known as the imperfect "perspective of
prophecy" is also to be taken into account. The prophet
sees things pictorially and vividly, but not analytically.
Often vistas are foreshortened and time gaps as little perceived as spatial gaps in the scenery of arid countries.
Conceivably Jesus was right in looking for a real Kingdom
of God on earth, and yet quite mistaken in thinking that it
was "at hand." If "the world's long hope is dim," it need
not therefore be vain.
(3) Jesus' messianism may have had a deeper logic
than appears to most of us moderns. He is reported to
have told Nicodemus that "except a man be born from
above," he cannot see the Kingdom of God." Generalizing
this statement it seems to mean that men are dependent
upon agencies higher than themselves for development and
progress. That this is a widely prevailing law, or principle, in the domain of life will hardly be disputed, especially by those at home in the field of education. The
higher potencies of mankind do indeed require the stimulating and guiding influence of more developed personalities and forms of society for their release and successful
development. W e cannot, and need not, attribute t o Jesus
any knowledge of social psychology; but he may have
divined the trtith involved. He may well have seen little
prospect of social improvement in any melioristic factors
then in the field. I t may have appeared to him, as it cerMk. xiii. 32- I Car. xiii. 12.
''Cf.
Jn. iii. 3 ; m a r g i h a d literal rendering.
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tainly appears to the present writer, that so long as the
most impressive life factors, whether men or institutions,
known to the people are those of mammon, so long will
the masses of men be its subjects, even if discontentedly.
T o them the Kingdom of God can be only a fond dream
until it actually appears in prevailing power and shining
superiority. Only the elect can really believe in it in
advance.
If this was his thought, we can see how his inherited
messianism might have seemed t o meet man's need. The
Kingdom must first come, and with heavenly prestige,
before men could know it and believe in it enough to support it. And if this was his thought, there appears to be
an important truth in it, despite the erroneous supernaturalism associated with it. It is well, no doubt, to urge
men to "fly the reeling faun, the sensual feast ;" to "move
upward, working out the beast, and let the ape and tiger
die ;" but the ape and tiger do not die, as every generation
gives sorrowful witness. S o far as men actually do "move
upward" and escape "the beast," it still appears to be by
influences "from above"-superior
personalities, great
shaping institutions, and world movements, and (in the
case of the elect) ideals visioned and trusted. And still the
need (as will appear in the concluding chapter) is of
some convincing disclosure of the power and value of the
Kingdom.
2. THEHISTORICCONTINUITY
OF CHRISTIANITY.
The
difficulty of connecting Jesus dynamically with our own
time is only partly met by what has been said above.
There remains the fact that the church has abandoned his
aim, substituted ancther of its own choosing, and ascribed
to Jesus r6les that are metaphysical or mystic more
often than ethical. Can the Hellenistic "Son of God" be
identified with the prophet of the Kingdom? Can evan
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the ethical hero of Protestantism be connected with the
herald of a higher social order? How, too, is a unitary
conception of Christianity, with its very diverse racial and
cultural sources, possible? If it is not possible, what has
the church of today to do with the actual Jesus of Nazareth? Has he not really been left behind in the first century, and must he not be allowed to remain there?
I think not. The religious figure and the historical figure are not necessarily incompatible. The issue is clouded
by the traditional bias-which
may unconsciously be
shared by the critic-in favor of Scriptural as opposed to
pagan sources. The former enjoy an undue prestige owing
to the traditional belief in their inspiration. Greek conceptions, not being credited with a heavenly origin, are
full often disparaged as either false or mere speculationas though all gnosticism were not that! Often more or
less Jewish nationalistic prejudice is absorbed by Western
readers of the Bible, and ancient Gentiles are regarded as
inferior. In fact, however, in the first century there were
Hellenists who were quite as earnest in seeking the truth
of life as the better sort of Jews, and quite as capable of
recognizing it and evaluating it; and not a few of their
teachings have won age-long approval. If we free our
minds from a priori and immature bias, and recognize
that the real test of a religious or ethical teaching is the
way it works in human experience, not any marvels related of its proclaimer, it will soon cease to be a disconcerting feature that historical Christianity has drawn its ideas
from more than one racial source. Perchance it is all the
richer on that account.
Moreover, the wrong kind of unity is apt to be looked
'That is Schweitzer's conclusion in his Quert of the Histon'cd J e w . The
ospel story then, of course, becomes a pitifullj ineffective historical episode that
faded out and died in a single eneration.
GPIutarch, for example, and Een,
and, somewhat later, Epictetus.
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for. The unity of a historic religion is of the vital kind,
not artistic o r formal, and still less mere identity. The
unity of living things-which assuredly Christianity has
proved itself to be-consists primarily in dynamic continuity and a flexible, self-accommodating persistence of
type. I t permits, and commonly includes, extensive
changes of interest and objective." As suggested in the
last chapter, such a dynamic unity with underlying persistence of type is to be found in historical Christianity in
its undying loyalty to Jesus-a reverence and love and
service that has not only united believers with him, but
bound the generations together through the centuries, that
accounts for the first disciplesJ jubilant belief in their
Lord's resurrection, and that later made the Gnostic doctrine of the incarnation plausible. In our own day it is
Jesus as a higher personality that is still the believer's
object of loving contemplation, the goal of his aspiration,
and his unceasing incentive to social service.
As just remarked, a vital unity does not require the
dominance of a sole single interest. Assuredly a human
being is an organized unity, a true individual; yet his
life is not only partly physical and partly mental, partly
social and partly individual, but is swayed by both the
major interests affecting historic Christianity-collective
betterment and other-worldly salvation. In his everyday
life his terrestrial fortunes naturally occupy most of his
thoughts and energies. These fortunes are inextricably
interwoven with those of his fellows, so that, generally
from early in life, he becomes interested in social affairs,
also. The more rational he is, the more social welfare
interests him and social ideals appeal to him. At the same
time he cannot forget, at least not for any very long
'Often it is far from obvious externally, as in the successive sta s of the
ontogeny of any animal (of insects most of all), or in the transitions
childhood to youth and then to maturity.

Ern
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period, that he is a sojourner on the earth; that one day
he will pass on, and cross that "bourn" from which "no
traveler returns." S o far as his situation goes, it matters
not an iota what his metaphysical view is-spiritualistic,
materialistic, or agnostic. H e is one of a procession the
forefront of which is continually falling and vanishing.
If he reflects at all, he cannot but have some concern as to
what will happen to him when he reaches that vanishing
line. The religion that can bring him assurances on that
point that seem credible has, as a matter of course, a
message of interest for him, and it may be a message of
power. Is it a defect in Christianity that it has recognized
this natural interest, and sought t o meet both of man's
needs, the present and the future, the ethical and the
religious ?
Nor can religion afford to neglect either of these objectives; for neither can be adequately secured without the
other. Much, often very much, self-sacrifice is needful for
real social reconstruction; and this is rarely available in
the absence' of personal refigion. If, as Lowell said, it is
"only for great stakes" that men can "be sublime," a
religion that in some way offers personal salvation appears
to be in the long run the sole source of adequate "stakes."
On the other hand, the melancholy history of nineteen
centuries is witness to the fact that a religion which appeals to men in an unsocial way will sooner or later stand
impeached before the conscience of the world. Thus the
course of true religion seems to be elliptical, with social
welfare and individual salvation-a better opportunity in
the present life and a continued and enlarged opportunity
in a life to come-as its foci.
3. THEREALITY
OF THE UNSEEN.
This brings us to a
further difficulty in the Christian message. The whole
question of the supernatural is involved. If on full reflec-
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tion the issue a s to miracles is not very important, the
like is not to be said of the doctrine of immortality. As
we have seen, this was the key-note of the apostolic proclamation; but now it is gravely challenged, not infrequently with disdain. Some critics today are as little
disposed to take it seriously as the ancient philosophers
who listened to St. Paul in Athens.' What, it is demanded,
are its proofs? Is it the resurrection of Jesus? But what
is the proof of that? Nothing but the testimony of uncritical witnesses who have been dead nearly two millenniums! That is no proof for the modern mind. No, it is
not, it must be admitted; yet it is evidence, and real and
honest as far as it goes. It also opens the way to larger
grounds of faith which may well be sufficient for minds
at once open and earnest.
In other fields (the administration of justice, for example) acceptance of the testimony of honest and intelligent witnesses as to the facts * does not involve belief in
the witnesses' interpretation of the facts. Why should it
in religious history? May not the original followers of
Jesus have had experiences which they construed in a
naYve way impossible t o critical thinkers, but which experiences were nevertheless genuine and in a way disclosures
of objective realities? Such a view of the events of the
first Easter is suggested to us by the records themselves;
for even among the original witnesses ideas as to the
nature of Jesus' resurrection appear to have varied not a
little. With some it was as completely a resurrection of
the "flesh" as the circumstances permitted; with others it
was evidently a mystic o r spiritual return. St. Paul, for
example-apparently quite as a matter of course-classes
Cf. Ads xvii. 31 f.
@Thisword is used here in the common scientific sense of erperhms as g p
posed to ideas of any kind-inferences, theories, laws, etc,
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his vision of Jesus on the road to Damascus with the
appearances to the other apostles; and the evidence certainly seems to justify him. That is to say, all the resurrection appearances of Jesus are to be regarded as mystic,
not physical.
T o those who regard "mystic" as synonymous with
"illusory" this conclusion amounts to pronouncing the resurrection appearances unreal; but that is a faith (or unfaith) judgment, not an intellectual one. On the other
hand, to one who admits that mystic experience may have
objective validity, it will be evident psychologically that if
the first disciples did come into actual, albeit non-physical,
contact with a risen Jesus, their minds would automatically in those unpsychological days construe, or image, his
presence in the familiar forms of prior experience. They
would naturally think that they saw and and heard their
Master in the physical body. It follows that t o individual
(and reasonable) faith the risen Christ, if not a historical
fact, may be in a sense more than a historical fact; he may
be a religious fact-a reality to be accepted on another
ground than the results of expert inquiry governed by
purely historical canons---the ground, namely, of a mystic
experience repeated generation after generation ; as actual
for, say, St. Catharine, George Fox, or Whittier,'' as he
was to St. Paul on the Damascus road.
It is easy, no doubt, for a modern critic with interests
0 Cf. I Cor. xv. 4-8. That he regarded .this as mystic is evident from his
reference to it as a revelation of God's "Son tn me," not to me. Cf. Gal. i. 11 f.,
IS f.; I Car. xv. 8; ix. 1.

" "NoNot
fable old nor mythic lor$,
drea& of bards and deers,

No dead fact stranded on the ahore
Of the oblivious years;

"But warm sweet, tender, even yet
A present help !a he.
And faith ha* stdl ~dOlivet
And love its ~olilee."-dhittier:

"Our Muter."
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mostly intellectual to shrug his shoulders over these possibilities. They lie outside the field of his concerns. Not
so is it with one who has the welfare of mankind deeply
at heart; for apparently it is only such an instrumental, or
moral, mysticism, one in which inner awareness of supraphysical facts is the dynamic of high ethical endeavor and
endurance, that can enable any religion to function effectively in this stormy world. N o Christianity of mere
creed and cult, even though supplemented with esthetic
emotions, can hold the allegiance of reflective thought and
guide the achieving will. The need is for an ethico-mystic
hero-worship-an organized devotion to an ideal that is
felt to be a living personality, a Christ with whom unity
is secured, not by a surrender of individuality," but by a
free and admiring identification with him in interest and
purpose. Indeed, ethical Christianity at its best might be
described as the religious response of morally minded men
with yystic susceptibilities t o the personality of Jesus
Christ.
4. BASESOF RELIGION.
It does not lie within the province of this inquiry to discuss the sufficiency of the
U Such surrender is the ideal of metaphysical mysticism, which is to be die.
tinguished carefully from moral m sticism. Originally-befpre the f o g q winds
of Gnosticism came to prevail in t i e church-approved Chrlstran mysttclsm was
moral. I t served an .ethical purpose, confirming faith in Christ and desire for
the wmin of the Kmgdom. I t s usual servlce was to bring the believer into
worshipfur and enthusiastic a prehensron of the gospel, in whrch cases ~t was
known as the g ~ f tof the HOPY Ghost. C f . Acts x. 44-47. Occasionally at a
heightened sta e it produced vivid concrete "appearances," especially of the risen
Christ. C f . 1k Cor. xii. 1 f. Such experiences were mea1(s to eth~calends (i.e.
instrumental), not ends in themselves. C f . Acts vii.,!5
f: x. 44-48;xi. 15-18;
Eph, i. 13 f. Note the "earnest of our inheritance
w h e n not thus moral1
serviceable, they were to be suppressed. C f . I or.' xi? 1-6, 19 f 23, 33, 41$
Hellenistic mysticism, on the contrary, was nrota hyacal. I t s &m was the
beatific merging of self in the Deity. With Philo,. A r example the mystic state
(ecstasy), was not a means to a larger good, but ttself the orcf, the culmrnatim
of existence. Righteousness was merely one of the means or stages of approach
to it. Not so with St. Paul; with him the end was an ideal state of things at
the parousia. C f . I Thrss. i 5 f 10. ii,,j9 f.; iii. 13; iv. 3, J5-17; v. 23;
Phjl. ii. 1 f 5-12,15 f cf.'i. 10"f., i7; 111. 20 f iv. 5, 8. Thts moral mystrctsm was :he apstle's"most original contributtk'to Christianity. I t was the
essence of his reltgion his theology serving chiefly to clear the way for it. To
share with the Son df God in suffering, and achievement, and ultimate glory
was his life ideal. Cf. Rom. viii: 10.18; I Cor. xv. 47-53. m i l . iii. 8-14' Col.
ii 6 f 12; 111. 1-4,9 f.; Eph. I?. I?, 15, 24, etc. I t w6s self-realinti& ins h r e d '8nd guided by a subl~mcbtstprtcal figure.

.
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grounds of Christian faith-a matter which will always
depend largely upon the personality and experience of the
inquirer-and yet some indication of the quarter in which
the real Christian evidences are to be sought seems in
place.
Regardless of their sources, Jewish or Greek, ancient or
modern, religious beliefs are essentially hypothe~es-interpretations of life and the world that may be true and may
not be. Certainly they are not all true; for not a few of
them conflict with one another. As hypotheses their only
adequate justification is their superior usefulness in explaining the world and guiding life successfully; that is,
their working value. They differ from scientific hypotheses chiefly in that their experimental tests are ethical and
mystic rather than physical.12 If it is urged that such
inner verifications do not yield certainty in the scientific
sense, the point must be frankly conceded. That is nothing
new, however. The great religious leaders in all ages are
a unit virtually in recognizing that religion is a matter of
faith,not of (scientific) knowledge.'' Is this its condemnation? By no means, for most of our life is guided by
faith rather than knowledge, practical faith with its implied venture, that is, by assumptions that cannot be
proved in advance of the events to which they refer. Life
is a Columbus-like voyage of discovery. The only way to
prove our great practical beliecfs is to live by them and so
test them.
Certainly no religion was ever founded (nor greatly
furthered) by rational conviction alone. Religion springs
from deep inner experiences issuing in a strong urge
=Of course, this is not the view of traditional theology, which will have it
that a religion to be true must be ~ndepeudentof earthly causes, and come down
from heaven duly stamped with miraculous certifications. If such was indeed
the heaven1 ' plan, Providence seems to have been careless in the choice of its
witnesses. h o t one of them was of critical temper, or in any degree n historial
ex rt.
11 cot. v. 7; I tor. xiii, 12 f.

Fc~.
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toward a vaguely conceived goal. Only after the mystically initiated movement has won a channel for itself and
gathered momentum does the common-sense believer, and
finally the traditional and conventional adherent, have
part in its maintenance. Not in any reported magical
occurrences in ancient Galilee or modern Lourdes, not in
the word of tradition or the conventions of respectability,
nor yet in the tenuous results of a priori metaphysics has
religion hitherto found its true authority and persisting
dynamic, but in the appeal and urge of empirical facts of
the day. Such facts appeal to us in three ways (at least),
and largely according t o the field in which they belong.
(1) The oldest and most elementary way is that of
mystic experience. This was present in primitive man as
he stood awed by the sublime processes of nature-the
rising of the sun, the sweep of the starry heavens, the
rage of the storm," etc. It may be equally present in the
modern philosopher, poet, or man of science, as we see in
Spinoza's Intellectual Love of God, Wordsworth's Tintern
Abbey, and Tyndall's "Belfast Address." The natural
~utcomeof this appeal in a mature mind, as the intellect
awakes to construe and the will t o act, is a new inner attitude toward the universe, and a new interest in it as the
dwelling-place of a mind greater than ours. Job's escape
from a ruthless External Power to an internally manifested God, in communion with whom all life's tragedies
and cruel antinomies are diFsolved in trustful submission,
has been repeated by religious minds times without number. Today believers, Protestants especially, are less mystically inclined than the Christians of former times ; partly,
no doubt, because science has pushed nature's awe-inspiring features back farther from common life, or rather
"Note the emotional response of the Hebrew psalmist as he watches a thunderstorm sweep down the gorge of the Jordan (Ps.xviii. 7-15; cf. also, xix. 1-6).
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from every day appreciation ; partly because the prevailing
religious motive now is less one of fear than formerly and
more one of craving for ethical harmony with God. The
Protestant mind seems to be coming around to the very
practical view (essentially the view of Jesus) that the
higher morality is itself spiritual salvation, and that he
who loyally espouses the ethical program of Jesus Christ
need not worry about his soul. None the less is presentday religion, if real, mystically based ; for one of the main
roots is a feeling of inner harmony with what is best in
the universe and trust in it-a Pid attitwle toward s o w thing conceived as divine. If any man lacks this feeling, it
is to be feared that at best he has a philosophy, not a
religion.
(2) The second form of appeal is intellectual. This is
the one oftenest considered; but is doubtless the weakest
of the three, religion being a matter of the heart rather
than the head. Nevertheless, the hypothesis that, beneath
and beyond a11 the amazing complexities, the sheer impulsiveness, and the distressing discords of the world,
there is somehow an Agency of order and harmony, beauty
and joy, is one that meets a deep need of the intellect,
which is too much impressed with the manifold eivdences
of reason in the universe to believe readily that the fundamental cosmic fact is blind impulse. No doubt Darwinism,
by sapping the bulwarks of the argument from design, has
left the old theism exposed to the attacks of unfaith-a
kind of broken mediaeval stronghold of theology. But
when one makes a sober survey of faith's situation after
the long strife of theories, the victory won by the evolutionary view appears to be metaphysical rather than religious. Doubtless with good will but not with good judgment, the traditional theologian built his credal edifice on
much too scanty acquaintance with nature and life. The
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interests of faith are not bound up with his metaphysical
theism, which after all depends more upon Aristotle than
the Bible. If its failure leaves God shrouded in mystery,
that is nothing new for religion, nor even for philosophy.
Meanwhile, as the cloud envelopes Mount Sinai, faith
may justifiably pursue its course, amidst the awe-inspiring
mystery round about, on the working hypothesis t h t religious ideas are synzbolicd, not descriptive. They are
provisional conceptions standing for what appear to be
realities, but not disclosing much of the character of those
realities. One may well believe, for example, that there is
a supreme Being corresponding to the term God ; for the
belief accords with our conviction-whether intuitive or
generalized from our total experience-that somehow the
universe is an organized system, and organized more or
less morally as well as physically; but as to the nature of
that Being metaphysically, although private speculation
may surmise, only dogmatism at present can declare with
confidence.
( 3 ) Religion's third form of appeal is ethical. For the
man of moral interests ethical religion, and especially the
Jewish-Christian, has strong claims arising from mankind's age-long practical situation. No doubt Confucius,
Aristotle, and the Stoics made notable contributions to
ethics; but these sources were all philosophies. They furnished ideas, not forces and working agencies. When one
looks for an agency actually seeking to make ethics control
life on anything like a world-wide scale, he cannot overlook ethical religion. And this is true however discontented he may be with it. Indeed, the greater part of the
criticism of the Christian church appears to be based
upon the recognition of its ethical leadership. The critic
assumes that it has in hand the moralization of mankind,
and b1af;les it for not getting better results. Nor is this
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situation peculiar to Christianity. The alliance between
religion and ethics is a very ancient one, though it is not
inevitable. Many low forms of religion have existed with
no interest in ethics, and of course non-religious systems
of ethics have been numerous enough; but for the best
interests of the two-for ethical effectiveness and religious
dignity and refinement-the alliance between them has
been needful and natural. If ethics is light, religion is
power; and neither can afford to dispense with the other.
No doubt there are thoughtful men who will dispute these
claims, but their dissent is based on the shortcomings of
organized religion, not on the satisfactory working of
unorganized moralism. If ethical religion ceased to be,
these very objectors would be faced with the need of
organizing new ethical movements, and finding new
dynamics for the huge task of the world's moral salvation.
Meanwhile, be the church's defects what they may beand the present writer will probably not be charged with
minimizing them-Christianity
offers mankind moral
teachings of the highest order, and fine moral examples,
culminating in that "unfinished life that sways the world,"
and a world-wide and largely flexible organization. It
would be the height of doctrinaire folly t o scrap this
deeply rooted, evolutionary product of the centuries in
favor of some untried new and artificial device.
The ethical appeal of Christianity is thus in its intimate
organic relation to human welfare. Representative of that
appeal stands the inspiring figure of its greatest prophet,
who strove so devotedly for a high ethical civilization.
That figure has but t o be known better by men of social
interests to be revered more. Its message is far from being
out of date; for it was precisely in the field of mankind's
persistent problem of social welfare that the hero of the
gospels led his forlorn hope.
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Can a man with modern standards of thought, then, be
a Christian? Yes, if one is a Christian who recognizes in
Jesus Christ two forms of high leadership:
( i ) The persisting historical witness to, and inspirational source of, the true objective of humanity's "elect"
-namely, the Kingdom of human weal with its necessary
foundation and structure of social righteousness-the
prophetic leader who first visioned the goal clearly and
adequately, who initiated the chief organized movement
toward it, and who remains its dramatic symbol.
(ii) The evidence (for those with mystical corroborations), and the most signal instance, of the persistence of
life after death and the reality of a higher order of existence-the high-souled servant of God who in his own victory over,death most vividly disclosed the power and possibilities of the human personality, and who as the risen
Christ is logically the foundation, though not the founder,
of the Christian rgligion.''

%This was manifestly the view of the first disci Ics St. Paul by no means
excepted C Acts ii 24 32 f 36; xvii. 30 f.; I &r.'xv. 20, 49; Eph. ii. 20
etc. ~ i a f;susl
t
fuictioh as Gundatio? of the. church was distinct from hl;
mission a s conceived by him prlor to hls death IS shown, not only by the lack
of evidence of i t in the gospel aocounts and espeoally in the teach~ngsof Jesus
but also by the fact that St. Paul is all but indifferent to the wurk and teach'
ings of the actual Jesus of Nazareth, declaring expl!cttly, "Even though we have
known Christ after the f l ~ s h ,yet now .we know h ~ mso no.moreV (I1 Cor. v.
16 f.; Rom. i. 3 f.). Wlth the exception of the reference 1u A a s u. 35, the
Jesus that Paul talked about was not the human figure of the cpspel story (Cf.
Gal. i. 16-18), but the risen a d aacended Chnst of h ~ amysttc experience-a
thealogicrl rather than a hlstoricd person.

CHAPTER XIV
THE NEGLECTED EUCHARIST

A generation ago, before a great international religious
gathering, a prominent American divine raised the question, What was the duty of his denominational body. His
answer was-to stand where it has always stood. A rabbi
in the year 30 might well have said the same of the Jewish
church, and with an approval of the governing classes
quite as general. "Where it has always stood!" The
speaker doubtless did not refer to the church's age-long
position as dispenser of mystic magic by creed and sacrament and ritual; for he was a Protestant. Rather was he
thinking of it as a quasi-insurance concern, issuing, after
satisfactory theological examinations, policies of salvation
payable after death-a magic of juristic metaphysics replacing that of cult. Bu can the church any longer be
content with such an artificial policy and such a supine
motto? Has the religious mind learned nothing through
the swelling centuries? I t would seem that it has, else
would it be vain to pen these pages. In not a few churches
today the presence of the twentieth century is conceded,
and the main stress is laid upon the life and conduct of
their members. I t is still, however, generally simply as
i d i v i d u a l s dea.ling with individuals. Does this more ethical course measure up to the church's real obligation? Is
its duty to society and the world merely incidental?
1. NEEDOF RETURNTO THE HISTORICAL
CHRIST. Still
the Lord's Supper is celebrated with careful regulgrity,
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and in Protestantism celebrated as a personal memorial,
not a magic rite; but a memorial of what? "In remembrance of me," was Jesus' parting request, as he distributed the Passover bread and wine. Whatever of ancient
national deliverance the simple rite might symbolize to the
twelve thereafter, its main significance was to be their
slain leader and his cause; for, as St. Paul afterward explained, "as often as ye eat this bread and drink the cup
ye proclaim the Lord's death tiU he come." ' Should these
familiar eucharistic words mean no more to us than i f
they were mumbled in Latin at the miracle of the mass?
What are we but superstitious traditionalists if we keep
repeating these words and ignore their meaning, the meaning they had for the departing Lord himself? What is it
but to confess that Jesus Christ was a failure when a
church is willing to remember him only in a sentimental
way-usually some Gnostic way-and persists in ignoring
the cause for which he laid down his life? T o do "this1'i.e. keep the new feast-"in remembrance" of Jesus would
seem to mean returning in sympathetic personal interest
to the Master's thought and purpose when he spoke the
words, expanding and enriching his aim withal with whatever trustworthy insights and values Christian experience
and the Christian consciousness have discovered since.
Just this is the contention of the present volume. Christianity is at best but groping its way, and not truly conscious of its mission in the world, until it gets into real
appreciative and dynamic contact with its great leader, the
Prophet of Nazareth.
Is such a return to the actual Jesus possible? There
are those who deny it. Schweitzer, in concluding his book,
The Quest of the Historical Jesus, insists that the results
of that quest are mostly negative, and that scholarship's
I Cor. xi. 26.
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effort to bring Christ "straight into our time as a Teacher
and Savior" must prove vain. The historical Jesus,
though at first he may seem to be coming toward us, "does
not stay; he passes by our time and returns t o his own."
Whetherathis pessimistic conclusion holds true or not will
evidently depend upon whether the churches which call
themselves by the name of Jesus are willing t o go back to
him for their ideal. Have they in their theological wanderings found a goal of life so superior t o that of the
historical Jesus that they can afford to sacrifice dynamic
contact and continuity with him?
I am far from believing such a return to the faith of the
first eucharist impossible. Already there is a movement in
the churches wide and strong setting in this d i r e ~ t i o n , ~
the movement that on its theoretical side is called modernism and on its practical side humanitarianism. As a matter of fact loyalty to Jesus Christ, however unintelligent
in many'cases, is one of the great world forces of the day,
and the one with most promise of saving progress.
The implication of Schweitzer's statement is that the
issues of the first century, and Jesus' treatment of them,
are so different from those of the twentieth as to make his
aim anachronistic for our day; but, apart from the apocalyptic features, this assumption has no warrant. Wherein
has man's fundamental life problem changed? I t is still
the problem of social welfare, and still the necessary foundation is social justice; and the issue now is by no means
less grave. If Jesus' ideal is vain, how cheerless is man's
outlook! John Morley has somewhere said that since the
war the world is like a black, shapeless hulk drifting
When not long since the pastor of a large city church prayed at the communion table that all present might "have the spirit of J e s y Christ and be
ready to do whatever is necessary to make this a better world he. was'sptaking
in the spirit of the first eucharist and introducing into that &adittonal preserve
of mystic interests a social factor which wauld hardly have been understood, or
perhaps tolerated a meration or two ago.
a In which ~ d f &sopp
.
Lake concurs. Cf.Hibbept Journd, Oct., 1924.
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through the night without a steersman! Shortly before
his death Frederic Harrison, despite his Positivist faith,
avowed himself a pessimist, adding, "the immediate future
of this kingdom-nay, of Western civilization-is in real
peril of collapse," with "revolution, anarchy, and famine"
threatening. Professor Huxley pronounced history the
most disheartening of all fields of inquiry, because it laid
bare man's undying disposition to thwart and even destroy
his saviors, a disposition which was not hidden from Jesus
Christ.' Truly
"Careless seems the great Avenger; history's pages but record
One death grapple in the darkness 'twixt old systems and the Word."

And who shall dispute the record? Through the weary
centuries the evil survivals of barbarian times--selfish
passions, brutish and blind, prejudices and hatreds, individual and tribal-relentlessly dog the steps of groping,
climbing humanity, and with senseless divisions and wars
pull down full often man's works before they are completed;' and still after four years of world destruction new
Annases and Pilates and Caesars rise in hostile array
against counsels of peace and plans of world-brotherhood
and sow dragon's teeth for fruitage in the next generation.
Indeed, no experience of adversity seems sufficient to
teach the restless will of man any permanent lesson-no,
not even the well disposed will. Still unhappily it is true
that "the sons of this world are for their own generation
wiser than the sons of lightw-as when the idealist is more
concerned to keep his rainbow visions intact than to put
4C
Mt. xxiii. 37.
&w far from cheering is it to learn that forgery in its various forms costs
this country a bundred million dollars a year, and to discover from newly
unqrthed tablets that in Nippur some 5000 years ago tbere were social replations some of which were more reasonable and humane thaq $ 9 *at~ obtuned
in tbir wuntry within the memory of mcp nqv livin6,

.
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them into effect at all." Manifestly the urgent problem of
our time is the same as that of Jesus' time, namely, t o find
a just (and happy) way to live with one another and with
the rest of the world.
Did space permit, it would be interesting to sketch
imaginatively the very different and much better world
which would now exist, had the ancient church but held
loyally to the aim of its Lord; had it, for instance, persistently placed its bans where Jesus placed them, upon
inhumanity and oppression, disloyalty and slacking, rather
than upon doubt respecting metaphysical statements of the
creeds.' We cannot ravel the web of history and reweave it; but it is probable that then the ruin of ihe ancient
world and civilization's thousand years of medieval eclipse
would have been averted. Certainly it is incredible that
then a rational order of society and life-a higher civilization-would have been so far to seek as it is now, and the
actual world such a sorry welter of warring prejudices
and competing greeds as today affronts our eyes.
Of course, our proper concern is not with an opportunity lost long ago, but with the opportunity before us in
our own day. As we consider it we are doubtless unlikely
enough to become religious adventists, absorbed in apocalyptic dreams; byt is it much better to be social doctrinaires, offering nostrums to society, and with them as criteria condemning sweepingly, not only other plans of
progress, but the whole social fabric produced by the
8 T h e distrusts and divisions and dogmatisms of doctrinaire reform constitute
a field too large for description in these pages. Nor is there s ace to ten of thc
general indifference to the common good m city and nation anB world the dominance of gain and glory in national counsels, and the consuming. popufar appetite
for pleasure (the mod rn "bread and circuses"), the readiness o ublic men to
play the politician r a k e r than the statesman, the stren h of o h , intrenched
wrong8 the ruthlessness of tbe prtdatow classes high a$ low, and the foolish
disposiiion of ordinary Americans to ignore dire per116 when these do not a t the
moment tower so as to shut out the run.
7 Cf. the anathemas annexed to the Athanasian creed, one of which declares
"which faith except everx one do keep whole and undefiled, without doubt h:
shall penah everlastingly.
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humw forces of the centuries, or, still worse, to join the
ranks of the disillusioned, find only despair in the tragedy
of the past, and resort t o "the seat of the scornful"? Is
it not rather in the modern disciple the dictate of reascm
to recognize that "new occasions [do] teach new duties,
time makes ancient good uncouth," and conclude that not
only the preparation for the Kingdom but the initiation
of it is the task of the elect through the generations? As
we follow the actual devoted course of that outstanding
figure in ancient Palestine and ponder his conservative but
flexible ethics, surely the conviction must arise that to
carry on his movement is to act the part of the sane idealistic opportunist, espousing the cause of human good in
every way that opens, working persistently toward a nobler
civilization, and showing a deep enthusiasm for humanity
guided withal by scientific respect for the facts of life.
In the tragic war days Mr. Bernard Shaw was quoted
as saying, "I am ready to admit that, after contemplating
the world of human nature for nearly sixty years, I see
no way out of the world's misery but the way that would
have been found by Christ's will if he had undertaken the
work of a modern practical statesman." This confession
of faith by the noted satirist may be taken as the theme of
our concluding chapter, with the natural corollary that it
is the duty of the church-the imperative of life laid upon
it as the great historic institution in unbroken continuity
with Jesus Christ-to adopt the aim and take up the task
bequeathed to it by its Lord, and so long scandalously
neglected. What the world needs above everything else is
a new and real triumphal entry of Jesus, resulting in the
Kingdom for which he died. Now this ideal is not to be
reached b y mere abstract principles. The world shows no
signs of drifting into the Kingdom. On the contrary, the
great consummation waits upon highly intelligent and con-
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certed leadership and adequate institutional furtheran*
an organized movement for its effectuation.
2. OPPOSINGVIEWS. The obstacles t o such a movement are not to be ignored, of a truth. I n the main traditionalism still holds the field in the churches. Gnosticism,
though no longer a matter of interest in the pews, is still
identified with the gospel, and Jesus' social ideal is retired
to the remote sunset days of mankind.
Idealistic philosophy, too, is unfavorable t o concrete
social goals. Its bias is for the universal and the abstract.
Its religion is Stoic, and in its interpretations of Christianity it repeats perpetually the ancient shift of interest .
from the ethical to the metaphysical.*
Perhaps the most adverse of all to the Kingdom ideal
is the easy-going optimism O prevalent in so many religious
circles, an optimism which assures us that the Kingdom, or
so much of it as is to be expected in the present life, is on
the way already, and in course of time-no doubt a remote
time-will prevail through the operation of impersonal
social forces, supplemented by "the preaching of the gospel." A rising tide of human betterment is setting in, we
are to believe, a tide pushing steadily toward "one far-off,
divine event," namely, an ideal civilization. Despite the
evils of the time, despite the black menace of many a postwar situation, the world is really improving. All the spiritual side of our civilization, religious and educational,
literary and artistic, has, it is claimed, the inner uplift of
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humanity and a just and happy social order as its logical
outcome ; and in time it must prevail. As men with ideals
multiply, they constitute a widespread leaven, which will
yet permeate and transform the world. It d l because it
must! "God's in his heaven, all's right with the world."
This theory springs from the wishes of its proponents
rather than the facts of life. It conduces, no doubt, to
mental ease; for the task of the world's salvation is turned
over to God, and the "divine event" is made so remote
that the comfort of the possessing classes is not disturbed
nor vested interests threatened. I t would doubtless have
been popular among the Pharisees of Jesus' day, if they
had had any interest in the rest of the world. The doctrine
has little enough bearing upon conduct, however, and little
enough relation to the world as it actually is. Do men of
ideals multiply? What is the rate of increase of the selfish,
the sordid, and the brutish? And what about society's
inveterate habit of dying a t the top?
Against such sentimental optimism serious thinkers lift
their voices in protest; but full often in vain. It is rooted,
not in reason, but in man's childish hopefulness, renewed
with each new generation. Facts affect it little. Europe's
headlong plunge toward ruin under the victorious recrudescence of the brute inheritance is a shocking accident,
of course, but an exceptional thing, to be forgotten as
soon as possible. The present reign of ignorance and
brutishness in the main seats of ancient culture and the
appalling fact that on a former occasion civilization suffered eclipse for a thousand years, are things dim and
unreal; why think of them? Doubtless some optimist will
urge that at least it is better to cherish hope than despair.
Be it so, it is better still t o find one's way to a reasonable
rather than a foolish hope, t o one consonant with experience rather than with mere childish wish.
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The ideas underlying sentimental optimism, so far as
there are any, are chiefly two: First, the notion that "if
God is for us, who is against us?" lo True enough; but
is it needless to inquire whether in a given, self-chosen
course God is for us? Have we a right to choose the path
of least resistance, and then claim that we are the agents of
Providence and covered with a divine guarantee? Was
God with the ancient church when, under the influepce of
an other-worldly and ascetic philosophy, it abandoned all
effort toward a terrestrial Kingdom of God, and devoted
itself to metaphysical soul saving? Let the devastating
inroads of Goths and Vandals and Huns and a thousand
years of barbarian passion and turmoil make reply. Was
He with the churches of the nineteenth century as, in one
way or another, they acquiesced in the enthronement in the
state of the principles of tribalism and mammon? The
years since 1914 seem to answer sufficiently.
The other supporting idea is less juvenile, and is true
enough in its proper field. I t is the conception of the
leaven1'-the
transformation of an organized whole
through a multitude of like changes in the constituent
parts. It is far from new, and not distinctively Christian.
Thus in the sixth century B.c., Confucius declared, "When
the father is father, the son is son, . . . the husband is
husband and the wife is wife, then the family is in proper
order. When all families are in proper order, all will be
right with the world."
Can we trust this principle as a sufficient guide for
moral progress? Assuredly not. Although it has often
vindicated itself when the task was the increase of popular
interest in a cause, it comes short, often grievously short,12

"

"

Rom. viii. 31.
Cf. Mt. xiii. ?3.
u C f . the eacq propyndas of the century preceding 1914. Nor dtd Jesus
rely upon it !or the eata lishment of the Kmgdom, but only for the preparatory
wmk.
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when constructive achievement is demanded. It is easy to
apply it fallaciously. What is true of mast, or possibly
all, of the parts of an organized whole may not be true of
the whole itself.15 Each soldier in an army is a conscious
being, but the army is not a conscious being-nor is a
nation. A mass of leavened dough is not as a mass organized any differently from what it was originally; and as it
was weak and shapeless then, it is weak and shapeless
still. Slavery is still slqvery and despotism is despotism
even after the individuals involved are morally improved.
N o doubt the evils of slavery would be greatly lessened in
the most unlikely event that all masters and all slaves
became truly good men; but even then it would be a bad
system. It would still remaill fruitful soil for the tares of
elemental passion. What is required for any adequate
social betterment is much more than the mitigation of
evils. It is, on the one hand, the removal of the causes of
the evils, and, on the other, scope for hunzan activity and
development. For such great advantages not only individual improvement of citizens is needful, but also a new and
better organization of society, an organization with institutions and laws favorable to developed character and self
exkession and conducive to economic and cultural welfare.
Nor does the leaven theory of world salvation take into
account the disheartening and paralyzing postponement of
the better day which it involves. If nineteen centuries of
Christian propaganda preceded by seven centuries of
prophetism, could produce no more improvement in man's
social condition than is in evidence today, what ground
have we t o expect a materially better world within, say,
the next five thousand years? Enthusiasm for humanity
-This is, of course, the fallacy of composition, well known to students of

logic.
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sinks and fails and faith itself droops before such a prospect.
3. T H E NEEDOF ADEQUATE
ORGANIZATION
FOR PROGRESS. For the establishment of the Kingdom of God a
more comprehensive and a more constructive program is
demanded. Reflection, reenforced increasingly by the
social sciences, urges that though the human world does
change through the interplay of natural forces, it by no
means always improves. For improvement actual and adequate melieristic forces must be a t work; and these must
be supported by suitable economic arrangements and intrenched in wise laws and institutions. That is, social
progress is conditioned upon social organization.
There are very real obstacles to the sway ,of wen the
best principles when merely individually seated. Full often
high-principled interests are checked, offset, and frustrated
by lack of mutual acquaintance, lack of a common objective, and a consequent absence of massed force-a
truth
with which astute politicians are well acquainted. Who
can believe, for example, that the policies of this country,
federal, state, and urban, are the net expression of the
intelligence and preferences of American citizens in general? And, if the contrary is so often the case, who can
doubt that the reason is that American intelligence and
conscience are less organized politically than American
self seeking? More than two thousand years ago wisdom
was depicted as standing "where the paths meet" and "crying aloud in the street," l4 expostulating with passion and
folly, but with all too little success. S o it has usually been.
In the popular forum wisdom is commonly at a disadvantage in any contest with primitive impulse and prejudice, as the persistent dominance of the demagogue makes
pkiin. And so it is likely still to be, so long as wisdom is

" Prov. viii. 2; i.

20.
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unorganized and folly is supported, not only by natural
appetite, but by time-organized social suggestion and the
systematized pressures of an unethical social system.
Then, unfortunately, the complexity of the problems of
civilization increases much faster than individual enlightenment and competence. More and more society finds
itself obliged to trust to experts rather than to popular
judgment. What is the rational value of individual opinion and individual propaganda-the vehicles of the leavening process-when most persons cannot comprehend the
facts and situations involved ?
Another great and persistent obstacle to social progress
on the leaven plan is that individual moral opportunity is
brief at best. When, in the slow school of experience, men
do acquire some measure of wisdom, their capacity for
effective action has usually become impaired, if not lost.
They have become elderly, and the personal dynamic surplus, which is the power source of social progress, has
become depleted. A new generation, too, has arisen, eager
to push the elders aside, a generation freshly endowed
with just those elementary appetites and impulses of which
the kingdom of mammon is the outcome. The new arrivals
on the scene, being adolescents, are naturally more impressed by the self assertion of the exponents of will than
by the temperate counsels of reason, whose experienced
exponents easily seem to them slow and timid, even when
intelligible. Reason is cautious, at times self distrustful,
given t o seeking and waiting for facts, and prone to qualify its statements-all of which is most tiresome to eager
immaturity.
No wonder, then, that Jesus Christ looked to divine
intervention, rather than to any natural increase of popular enlightenment, for the coming of the Kingdom. To
have trusted t o the latter would have been to leave the
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kingdom of this world meanwhile in control of the very
factors-social relations and political institutions--which
are most potent in shaping the ideas and interests of men.''
T o recognize the far-reaching effectiveness of these
obstructive factors, articulated as they are with the forces
of mammon, is to discover that the metaphor, "kingdom
of this world" is a very apt one, and at the same time to
confront a very sobering prospect. Are the brute inheritance and primitive barbarism kobolds that are sure to
assert themselves in a new place when suppressed in an
old one ? Is social progress indeed an "irridescent dream" ?
Is an easy-going pessimism, flavored with private cyni*
cism, the true philosophy for one who faces life's facts
without blinking, and Stoic acquiescence the utmost
rational attainment for a "tender-minded" observer?
Not so; as little as blind optimism is pessimism a rational
interpretation of life. I t ignores the prime biological fact
that nzan is an educable being. His plastic nature is not
in itself depraved. The so-called heredity which plays so
potent a part in his moral shaping is not chiefly biological,
but social. That is, it is really early elzvironment, and
therefore within the power of society t o change for the
better. This most important truth is quite neglected by
pessimists and apologists for world evils. The evil kingdom is powerful indeed; it is most strongly entrenched in
custom and prejudice and superficial philosophy; but it is
not impregnable. On the contrary, it is the despairing
feeling (moral unbelief) that it is so; that at bottom it is
man's essential nature-this is one of the chief sources of
its strength.
If Jesus Christ did not trust t o undirected social forces
for the coming of the Kingdom, quite as little was the
actual historic course of Christianity on the horizons of
Cf. p. 117 f. rupm.
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his thought. Not for him was the Kingdom of God to
meander dubiously through the centuries, hiding mostly in
the timid longings of the pious. It was to overcome and
destroy the kingdom of darkness, and to do it speedily
and dramatically. Social support would follow rather than
precede its institution. When once manifestly sanctioned
by heaven, it would have no difficulty in securing the willing submission and support of mankind-a conclusion
which may be justified in modern terms by the consideration that its evident services in lines of just and helpful
government, fraternal industry, and generous human fellowship, would win for it power and permanence.
For the pious Israelite of that day this eschatological
program was a reasonable one,'' a divine intervention
being the accepted national expectation. Now, after the
relentless denial of the centuries, it is no longer reasonable. What, then, for us is the Kingdom ideal for which
Jesus gave his life? Are we necessarily out of all dynamic
connection with it? If we cannot believe in the parousia,
now so long overdue, must we conclude that the Kingdom
itself is hopelessly lodged in the world's long limbo of lost
causes-another case of the futility of imaginative longing? Not yet; for we have not inquired whether there is
not possibly some other external sanction, one credible to
the modern mind-some
feasible system or movement,
which when substituted for the apocalyptic "coming" may
win sufficient support among men to enable an actual
Kingdom of God, a new social order progressively righteous and beneficent, to appear upon the earth, and then by
its works justify its claims.
The weakness of Jewish messianism was its visionary
="It should be added however that even at best apocalyptic belief is an
anodyne to thought. It 'offers no held of in uirr. The believer can do nothing
but wait. Sometimes, no doubt, that is pll t%?t is possib!e on any view; but it
should not be taken for granted. D~vtne atd is a lee~timab
- - how
---- in
--- man1*
---**"
extremity, but not in his indolence ar mCrq prpltqity. '
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character. Deduced at first from a few patriotic and ethical intuitions or visions, it was reenforced as time went on
by deep national longings and confirmed by iteration generation after generation. Today such a basis is far from
sufficient for intelligent faith, which requires that the
Kingdom of human welfare be based upon critically tested
experience. It must justify itself by its fruits as it goes
along and as the time of its sway extends-a test which
Jesus himself would have been quick to accept.'? The
sound and lasting support of a better order of society will
thus be the general recognition by mankind that it is
better.
But how can a provisional sanction for the initiation of
such a higher order be secured? A generation o r more
may be needed to demonstrate its superiority. I n that
experimental period whence shall it draw authority sufficient for a genuine trial? Not from ordinary popular
approval. In the case of any broad and rational reconstruction the most that can be hoped for is that popular
approval will follow the trial, not precede and accompany
it. The foes of the new order, we may be sure, will represent it as the quintessence of greed or tyranny or folly;
and the undeveloped (the young, the ruder classes, and
the uncivilized), ignorant ordinarily of their own true
welfare, are more likely t o heed such unscrupulous abuse
than the reflective arguments of its advocates.
Often in the past this seeming impasse has been avoided
by the aristocratic path, the capable few imposing their
more enlightened will upon the many by force-sometimes
the force of swords and bayonets,'' sometimes of fear of
the supernatural-and by the pomp of courts and pre17Cf Mt vii 15-20. xii. 33.
1n' the 'sutimn of '1914 the noted chemist, W. Ostwald, publicly prpelrimed
this as Germany's European pro ram. Of course, by means of economic force,
the like is done at times in the teld of industry.

I
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lates. Whatever the possibilities of this policy at this late
day, one radical defect is evident, the promise of m o r d
progress is not in it. If still able possibly to control the
brute inheritance, it cannot redeem that inheritance and
convert it into true good will. S o Jesus perceived evidently in his prolonged wilderness meditations. H e saw
that to resort to force and display was in effect to do
obeisance to the kingdom of Satan, since that would be to
adopt its methods.'@
Yet that the enlightened will of the few (the elect)
should prevail is the very thing needful for progress. Why
should it not prevail by persuasion, however, persuasion
joined to prestige suggestion? The influence of a large,
widely extended organization of men is great. If the hundreds of millions of the Christian church united in determined organized demand for a certain social improvement,
-say, the abolition of war-it is most unlikely that they
would fail to secure a fair trial of their plan. Indeed, if
there are only enough men of good will and ability seriously devoted to a forward movement toward an improved
industrial, political, and cultural system, it does not appear
why, supposing the system t o be well conceived, they may
not establish it lastingly in all but universal popular support, through the increased benefits to all concerned that
it would confer. The American people seem to have
effected such a result in the case of the federative principle
of government, and Washngton to have acted upon the
kind of faith required when he said to his colleagues in
the constitutional convention, "Let us raise a standard to
which the wise and the honest can repair. The event is in
the hands of God."
In some cases, no doubt, "the common sense of most"
would at first have to "hold a fretfuI realm in awe;" but
Cf. Mt, iv, 8-10.
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in time the dissenters and objectors would dwindle to a
negligible minority.z0 Ultimately it is not too much to
hope that under the brooding impressiveness of the higher
order so established and approved, children should grow
up with as little disposition t o overreach and prey upon
their fellows, o r upon neighbor peoples, as most of them
now have to pick pockets or lie in wait with bludgeons.
The requirements for the realization of these great possibilities are chiefly two: a sufficient body of capable men
of high and persistent purpose, and a suitable continuing
organization as their bond of union and means of operation. Of these the former is probably present, or procurable, already; it is the latter that is lacking.
4. "FOLLOWME.'' Be it so, it may be replied; is not
that sort of thing, that is, a rational progressive civilization to be achieved by enlightened experimentation, already
precisely the goal and the policy of moral idealism? What
is there about it that calls for a return t o Jesus of Nazareth or the Kingdom of God? The answer is that such a
civilization is the Kingdom, the Kingdom realized under
modern conditions. The general aims of intelligent moral
idealists are not under criticism in this discussion. It is
assumed that those aims are good, or capable of being
made so by advancing experience. The need is that they
should be made more commanding to men in common life
and be more systematically, more widely, and more impressively supported.
If the higher civilization is ever to come, it must be
"Where now are the successors of Patrick Henry and the other eighteenth
century opponents of the Unit+ States constitution? Another illustration of
such self-iustification in mllectlve life is afforded bv the wnular surrrr. nf
physical siiunce. The common man is not by natur; a@ f r i & d - t ~ - i i & ~ " ~ i i
sustained thinking. Few terms convey to hrm more of reproach than the epithet
"high-brow."
Nevertheless, the practical sermces rendered by thinkers in the
natural sciences--especially the new powers they have conferred upon mankind
-have won his rer ect for that part of the realm of thou ht. Campared with
this position of . w d f u r n e d hanor the situation of the sacid sciences in popular
esteem ir poor, mdeed, Jmost abject.
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through the whole-hearted coiipcration of the "elect," the
men of good will and breadth of view, in the church and
outside of it. These men, in preparing the way of the
Kingdom and making the rough places smooth,21 must
assuredly be men of faith-faith in man a t least; preferably faith in God, also. No mere observers of human
affairs, whether scientific or literary, will possess the hope
and zeal, and contribute the patient effort, needed for the
demonstration of the Kingdom's possibility and superiority. And they must share Jesus' breadth of interest, his
enthusiasm for humanity. No social programs rooted
merely in class o r tribal interests, however cdperative in
type, will bring in the Kingdom and realize mankind's dim
hope. I n other words, they must be men of far-seeing
yet practical organizing idealism-a
type of mankind
found most often in organized Judaism and Christianity.
The movement for a higher civilization must be religiously
based ; for only in the religious mind can a dynamic sufficient for its needs be found.
Especially must the appeal of the better day be brought
home to that world-wide company which logically constitutes the great body of its advocates, namely, the convinced adherents of Christianity, the men who feel the
spell of Jesus' personality and Jesus' ideal, and respond to
his call. At present they furnish much the greatest contingent of disinterested servants of human welfare; yet
full often the larger aspects and conditions of that welfare are hidden from their eyes. The Christian philanthropist often shows little enough concern about removing
the causes of man's woe. H e may be a good Samaritan,
but is rarely an apostle of the Kingdom. He may give
m Cf.

Lk. iii. 4-6.
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generously for the relief of sufferers from war, and yet
not lift hand or voice to deter tribal leaders from setting
the stage for a new Armageddon. H e knows the pity of
Jesus, but not the socially constructive purpose of Jesus.
Other Christians of wider outlook feel the need of improving the conditions of life, but not as a primary obligation of their faith. It is a secondary matter with them.
Their salvation philosophy does not look in the direction
of world-betterment and uplift. They see, at least a t times,
that the obstacles to human progress are now ethical far
more than physical; that it is prejudice, predatory impulse,
and vindictive passion that misplace the switches and tear
up the track in humanity's course; but what has that t o do
with trusting Christ to save their souls? Although society
as an organism is becoming a reality t o them, religiously
they remain extreme individualists. Indeed, but for natural sociability and the requirements of public worship,
most Protestant Christians hight well be as unknown to
each other as the members of an insurance company.
In that crisis in human affairs which persists so tragically from generation t o generation it is of utmost consequence that all believers, from statesman t o day laborer,
should understand that their Master's supreme interest
was in saving the world, in transforming it into an ideal
home for man-a Kingdom'of God; and that the believer
cannot consciously sidetrack this supreme interest without
proving recreant in his allegiance. They need t o face the
historical fact that the movement of Jesus early left the
channel of his purpose, and through long centuries has
been pushing, often deviously and sluggishly enough,
through the alien regions of supernatural self-seeking,
metaphysical speculation, and ecclesiastical dominion ; and
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that the prime Christian duty P2 of OUF time is to return to
the aim of Jesus Christ, and seek to realize the opening
petitions of the Lord's Prayer.
The result of this inquiry is already evident, namely, the
present need that the Christian church address itself wholeheartedly to the task bequeathed to it by its dying Lord.
Still the Master's figure commands, "Follow me." It is
not for the church to reply, Yes, if you are going our way.
They shall never travel together thus. Rather must it
make his way its way. Upon its response to that high
call depends in large measure the future of the world, and
in still larger measure its own position among men, its
historical dignity-whether it shall carry the standard in
the van of human progress, or be but a "hospital for
superannuate forms and mumping shams," or a "parlor
where men issue policies of life assurance on the Eternal
Mind," or, at best, an "ambulance t o fetch life's wounded
and malingerers in, scorned by the strong." 23
Is it asked, What of the parozisia? is there any truth in
it? Yes, or there well may be; but in an ethical, not a
supernatural, sense. Let the church turn from her traditionalism and gnosticism, and resolutely espouse the cause
of humanity ilz the present world, and the Kingdom, as it
is put into effect, and increasingly proved t o be a develop
ing and beneficent reality-that will constitute a virtual
return of the Master in power and glory; and if the
"clouds" and the trumpets of the sky are lacking, only
the immature will miss them in the "tumult of acclaim"
which the tribes of men will raise in honor of the supreme
prophet of the new order.
An old hymn inquires and answers as follows:
- I t is not meant that this is the pnly duty of the church. The importnee pf
the functions of public worship, religious instruct~on, and private $onwhtlon IS
recognized. But these functions are in no way incons~stent with ~ t schampionshi of the Kln dom On th:, contrary, they may well all be reciprocally helpful.
g~owell:
cathedral.
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''When shall the voice of singing
Flow joyfully along?When, hill and valley ringing
With one triumphant song,
Proclaim the contest ended,
And him who once was slain,
Again to earth descended,
In righteousness to reign."

Even so, provided the descending is of the wind of Jesus
Christ-his interests, his aim, his social ideals realized in
social practice.
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CONCLUSION

Let Plato be precedent far a.mythical ending:
Dr. Moderate in his handsomely appointed study meditated over his theme for the coming Sunday. Doubtless
most of his parishioners would approve if he criticized the
Modernists again; but he thought that sort of thing had
gone far enough. The popular rector of All Saints was
no bigot. An inviting subject was still to seek when a
caller was ushered in. As the visitor seated himself at his
invitation, the clergyman found his indifferent glance
arrested. This was no ordinary caller; and yet it was
hard to tell in just what his air of distinction residedperhaps in the look of intelligent self-command and repose, perhaps in the calm penetration of the earnest eyes.
"I was in your congregation yesterday morning," said
the stranger; "and, hearing your invitation to inquirers,
I thought I might venture to ask you a few questions."
"Oh, certainly, certainly; what can I do for you?"
"I was struck by your text and your treatment of it'When the Son of man cometh, shall he find faith on the
earth?' You contended that he would, if he came today;
because Christianity is the most numerous and widespread
of all religions, and is still extending itself year by year,
and further because, with all its doctrinal divisions, there
was almost universal belief that Jesus was in some sense
the Son of God."
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The clergyman bowed his head, and said smiling, "You
are a good listener, I see."
"May I ask why the Son of man should regard this
prevalence of Christianity-and
many evil things are
prevalent, you know-as constituting faith in the meaning
of the text?"
"Why should he not ?" was the somewhat startled reply.
"Faith-Christian
faith, at any rate-is belief in Jesus
Christ."
"Perhaps; but belief in him in what way? Your text
was part of certain remarks of his about social justice and
the near approach of the Kingdom of God for its vindication and establishment. But there is nothing in the doctrine of Jesus' divinity that bears upon social justice."
"Oh, my dear Sir! I can't agree with that. Surely if
men believe that Jesus is the Son of God, they will do
what he enjoins."
"No, I cannot discover that that is true. I do not find
that, say, sixteen centuries of orthodoxy have had much
effect in the way of practical working acceptance of Jesus'
social teachings-the kind of faith he doubted about in
your text. Wherein have the orthodox shown more concern for social justic than the heterodox?"
"Well, of course I can't cite instances right on the spur
of the moment; but I certainly believe they have."
"I see." After a pause the stranger continued, "May
I ask what grounds you have for your severe condemnation of the ancient Pharisees? Of course, I see certain
shortcomings in them, and why in the first century they
were fit subjects for rebuke. They virtually held the fate
of Israel in their hands, and yet were too much concerned
with worldly matters and petty ceremonial to see that a
world crisis had come, and a great opportunity faced the
nation. But why rebuke them nineteen centuries after
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their decease when there are so many Pharisees today in
the church doing precisely the same thing?"
"Ah, now, really, I can't admit that. Now it is your
turn to justify your words."
"Very well. Recently I asked a certain manufacturer
if a Mr. Blank had a mortgage on his works. He replied
in the affirmative, adding, 'And the devil's got a mortgage
on him.' " Now the speaker was a church member of
prominence, as is Mr. Blank, also. Indeed, the latter has
an almost saintly reputation in his own tabernacle; his
phylacteries are very broad. What is your own observation, Doctor Moderate? You live on the edge of the cornmercial currents of this great city. Do you find that social
justice is a live interest with most church members in the
business world? Are they careful to place their neighbor's
interests on a par with their own, or are they disposed to
sit comfortably among the economic 'ins' and oppose any
modification of the social order in favor of the 'outs'?
Are they any more concerned about an early coming of the
Kingdom of God than were the Pharisees of old?"
"Yes, I know ; there are defects in our church members,
sometimes serious ones. I have often deplored them; but
really in this imperfect world one must expect more or less
of such things."
"Alas, yes. Until the 'imperfect world' is greatly improved the predatory impulses will dispute every inch of
ground with the humane impulses. But it hardly looks as
though the 'faith' the Prophet of Nazareth had in mind
were greater now than in the first century."
"Oh, well, it's all very fine to criticize; but how would
you better things? You can't make human nature over.
The days of miracles are past."
A twinkle showed in the stranger's eyes as he replied,
"I'm afraid you are tinctured with Modernism, Doctor.

%
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It is usual for men in your position to claim that miracles
of that kind are common occurrences in the churches.
How would I better things? Perhaps by preaching a crusade, not for the recovery of the Holy Sepulchre, but for
the recovery of the aim of Jesus Christ.
"I have visited many churches in many lands--of late
those in this country; and, I am glad to say, not without
finding many things to approve. In the main they seem to
be really seeking to deepen men's spiritual life, which is
doubtless a prime duty of true religion of whatever kind.
Then, their teaching is becoming more ethical; systematic
theology, too, is being retired from the pulpit to the study,
which is well; and in the more enlightened Protestant
churches other-worldliness is perhaps reduced to proper
proportions. What I have looked for largely in ,vain is
any adequate recognition of the church's duty in furthering social welfare and progress, without which individual
improvement is at best a continually repeated task of
doubtful issue. I did find such a recognition, however, this
past week among one of your neighbors. Have you seen
the confessional statement of the Church of All Souls?"
"I think so--something radical, as I recall."
"Jesus would not have found it over radical. It holds
forth as part of the mission of the church, the laboring
'for the progress of knowledge, the promotion of justice,
the reign of peace, and the realization of human brotherhood;' adding, 'We work and pray for the transformation
of the world into the Kingdom of God.' "
"Oh, well, you know that sort of thing is impossible,
that is, practically-as anything more than a high-sounding sentiment. Can't you see that our membership has not
been recruited on a basis of social reform, but of individual salvation, and that the moment we put social welfare to the front, our church members will fall away f r m

-
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us? I can hear now what they will say-'Give us the old,
simple gospel.' "
Slowly the visitor inclined his head.
"Yes, I can see that you are right-in part. What is
not clear as yet is how large a proportion of your people
would react in that way, and how long it would take to
build up a new constituency of genuine believers-with
less childish ideas and a higher type of interest."
"Ah, one must be an optimist, indeed, to believe in that
program."
"No doubt," said the other thoughtfully; "but optimism
may be cautious and sane, and then it is what Jesus meant
by faith. Your skepticism recalls to me the views of an
interesting but depressing acquaintance that I made recently in the national capitol. We happened to be seated
side by side in one of the galleries. At my request he
pointed out to me a prominent senator; and when I remarked that the senator had recently pronounced a correspondent an 'internationalist' on the sole ground that
the latter had urged the application of the Golden Rule in
international affairs, he replied,
"Oh, of course; the tribal god demanded that." As I
looked at him inquiringly, he went on, "Don't you know
the tribal god?-just the golden image of Nebuchadnezzar, the effigy of Caesar, and, yet, Moloch, too, brought
down to date. All of us, high and low, ancients and moderns, reify and deify our tribal interests and prejudices,
and make the service of them the greatest of virtues. We
are very like the Romans of old; patriotism, tribal patriotism, is our real religion."
"And yet," I returned, "I am told that nearly all the
members of Congress are church members."
"Oh, heavens, yes ; that has nothing to do with it. Politics is politics, just as business is business; and religion-
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well, if you mean the religion of the common run of practical men, that is just the sentimental fringe of life."
"Pardon me," said I, "but how can you know that about
these Congressmen ?ll
"Oh, I know well enough. I was a senator myself for
many years, and had any number of church members
among my constituents."
"We left the chamber together, and then he continued,
"I fear I have scandalized you; but you can take it from
me that the whole notion that the Ten Commandments and
the Sermon on the Mount have anything to do with the
great affairs of life is fantastic-mere popular humbug.
The purification of politics is an irridescent dream. The
yoke of the beast is on us all, and not least when we are
pluming ourselves on our high principles and purposes.
At most, reform movements but change men from one
kind of beast into another; and all the Utopias of prophets, philosophers, ahd poets are mere rainbow gold. Nothing more than a makeshift civilization is possible. The
Christian church has generally had dreams of being a
moral power in the world; but they are perfectly vain. It
is an accidental product itself-named for an ancient fanatical reformer whose ideas it soon abandoned, but whose
figure it continues to exalt in the usual blunderihg human
way. Its successes have come from pagan and secular
factors which joined up with it in very early times; and
whatever the outward guise of these factors, their inner
reality has always been just primitive, barbarian impulse
and appetite-"
"What abominable unbelief !" exclaimed Doctor Moderate, breaking in. "Why the man must have been blind.
What was his name?"
"That he declined to say. He laughed, and said I might
call him Mephistopheles. Yes, he was blind enough on one
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side; but on the other he saw things in their naked truth.
Sir, is it worthy of intelligent men in this age to go on
masking facts with pretences, and viewing a tragic world
through colored spectacles ?"
There was an imperious ring iq these words Which made
the clergyman stare at his guest, whose upright form
seemed to dilate and glow as he spoke. Then, with an
authoritative look he added, "Why call ye me Lord, Lord,
and do not the things which I say?"
A moment later the minister found himself gazing a t
an empty chair, and naturally concluded that he had been
dreaming, but in his deepened seriousness thereafter he
was never sure that that was the whole story.

[ FINIS ]

APPENDIX

APPENDIX
SURVEY O F T H E R E M A I N I N G SAYINGS O F JESUS ABOUT THE
KINGDOM

Jesus' Kingdom-teachings have been examined many times,
and with various and often conflicting results. Commonly
these inquiries have been so selective-so occupied with the
evidence favorable to the idea in mind-and so neglectful of
what the man of science calls the negative cases, that they fail
to convince real inquirers. So it seems worth while to examine all of JesusJ statements about the Kingdom that have come
down to us. It will be convenient to follow the order of
Matthew first, with the exception of those already considered
in Chapter V, and then to add such other sayings as are recorded only elsewhere, classifying them all according as, (a)
their meaning is indeterminate, or (b) appears to require the
institutional view, or (c) points to a purely spiritual interpretation.
fn the first group-the indeterminate sayings-will naturallly be placed Jesus' original proclamation, "The Kingdom
of God is at hand," and the enjoined prayer, "Thy Kingdom
come." Since nothing is to be learned from this group as to
the question before us, it will be sufficient to mention them
and leave them for private examinati0n.l
In the second group-those indicating an institutional situation of some kind-must be placed the following:
The beatitude pronounced upon the meek 2-long a hard
saying for spiritualizing interpreters. The meek are to "inherit the earth," not heaven, and how, pray, if not in some
institutional or political sense?

* Cf. Mt. iv. 17, 23; vi. ,lo; Mk. i, 15; Lk. iv. 43. The remaining Kingdom
references of Jesus that wtll general1 be regarded as Indeterminate appear to
be the following: Mt. v. 3, 10 19
vi. 10, 33: ix. 35:,xi. 11 f.: xiii. 11,
19 52: xvt. 19: xviii. 23-35; xix. 12 23 f.: u. 1-16; u t . 31: Mk. xii. 34;
vi. 20. ix. 11, 62. The very numhcr of these, however, suggests th?t Jesus
was in th; habit of using the term in a sense that re uired no wrplanat~on,the
sense current at the time, the ordinary prophetic and yewish rneanlng.
* Mt. v. 5.
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The warning against being mere professors of loyalty, and
the association of his own rejection of such men with the
apocalypticS "that day." The judgment referred to is evidently a matter of a particular time and place, a place from
which in that day the workers of iniquity shall depart.
Jesus' encomium on the c e n t ~ r i o n ,and
~ prediction "that
many shall come from the east and the west, and shall sit
down . . . in the Kingdom of heaven; but the Sons of the
Kingdom shall be cast forth," etc. Who are these sons of the
Kingdom if not the Jews? And how on the spiritual view can
such "sons" be cast forth?
The charge to the twelve (and also the s e ~ e n t y as
) ~ Jesus
sends them forth to heal and to proclaim the imminence of
the Kingdom. Here the usual apocalyptic viewpoint is taken,
and quite as a matter of course. Of any place refusing to receive them it is declared that "it shall be more tolerable for
Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of judgmmt than for that
city." Again the apocalyptic "day" appears. And why did
he pronounce such a severe judgment for refusing to receive
missionaries, especially as the unfriendly populace might come
to a better mind later? Evidently because there was to be no
later opportunity. The case was like that of Sodom and
Gomorrah. The day of judgment and of the Kingdom's
coming was "at hand." In this case an apocalyptic and institutional background is necessary to make Jesus' charge and
prophecy coherent and ethically justifiable.
Jesus' claims, in reply to Pharisaic criticism, that his cure
of demoniacs is evidence that the Kingdom of God had "come
upon" them? The argument means little to the modern
reader. Not so was it then. The demented were then universally regarded as under the power of Satan. The argument
that in curing them he wielded a greater power than Satan's
was unanswerable in those days. The significant thing is that
Jesus identified his manifestation of it with the actual presence of the Kingdom-in a small way, of course. How, then,
could the Kingdom have meant for him a state of mind?
Whose state of mind was the victorious agency? Not the
recipients', for their recovered sanity was evidently the e ect
of the Kingdom's coming upon them; not the triump nt
power itself.

%

8

Mt. pi!:

* Yt.

21-23.
vxl. 16.12.

* MMtt..XI,.X: 1d8.7-15,

23;

Lk. X.

1-12.
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The parable of the tares.? The apocalyptic reference here
is obscured in the English version by a misleading translation.
The word "world" in vv. 38 and 39 is used to represent two
different Greek words, kosmos and aion--correctly in the first
case, incorrectly in the second. Aion does not mean world in
the cosmic sense, nor yet the inhabited earth ; it means age or
time or order of things. So vs. 39 should read, "And the
enemy that sowed them is the devil: and the harvest is the
consummation of the age,* and the reapers are angels." With
this correction Jesus' interpretation of his parable becomes
apocalyptic and Messianistic throughout. Such a distinction
of the time that then was from the Messianic time (by no
means so remote as our "end of the world") when God's
purpose was to be fulfilled, and such a separation of the good
from the evil upon the advent of the Kingdom. were entirely
in accord with the Jewish Kingdom expectation.
The briefer parable of the net,O which calls for much the
same comment.
The dark passage in which St. Peter is promised the "keys
of the Kingdom of heaven." lo This suggests some external
or official function, if anything at all; while, of course, the
concluding verses of the chapter about "some of them that
stand here 'not tasting' of death till they see the Son of man
coming in his Kingdom" l1 is altogether Messianistic.
The discourse in the eighteenth chapter concerning greatness in the Kingdom and the childlike attitude.12 This is,
of course, primarily ethical, and metaphysically indeterminate,
yet references to apocalyptic features appear, and in such an
incidental, matter of fact way as to suggest that those features had an unchallenged place in Jesus' thought. Evidently
even for the twelve entrance into the Kingdom was still a
future event, and while entering "into life maimed or
halt" may be figuratively construed, its natpral suggestion is
of an earthly, not a heavenly, nor yet a purely spiritual
situation.
The promise in the nineteenth chapter that the apostolic
group "shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve,
tribes of Israel," and receive "an hundred-fold" reward of
xiii.
:* CMt.rn?r&m
of
xlii.

24-30, 36.43.

,

adt.

the

41-50.

Cf. p. 59 sufira.

R. V.

10 Mt. xvi. 19.
*,Mt. xvi. 21 f.
WMt. xviii. 1-10.
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houses," etc., "in the regeneration when the Son of man shall
sit upon the throne of his glory." l 8
The parable of the laborers in the vineyard.14 This is evidehtly meant to teach that the Kingdom is so entirely a
divine gift that the efforts of men in connection with it are
a minor and virtually negligible matter; but if the Kingdom is
an inner religious and ethical attitude, is it good ethical
teaching? In that case it would seem that man's part-his
high striving and patient endeavor-should be stressed, not
minimized.
Jesus' acceptance of the title "Son of David" from the
two blind men, as related in the close of the twentieth chapter.
Also, his acceptance of the Davidic acclaim of the highway
throng and the children in the Temple?=
The parables of the vineyard and of the marriage of the
king's son-evidently both moralized applications of the current Messianic expectation.la The Sanhedrists are to be condemned and deposed by the interposing King because they
have been unfaithful in their trust. But what trust had they
as husbadmen of the vineyard other than the care of God's
people, which was an oficial and collective, not a private,
matter? Again they are condemned in the story of the feast;
and for what? For putting their private affairs before those
of the Kingdom-a collective, not a spiritual, reference.
Jesus' impeachment of the Pharisees as "shutting the
Kingdom of heaven against men," neither entering themselves
nor sufering others to do
In this incident only 8 politicoinstitutional reference will fit. How could they hinder men
from entering a better spiritual state? Only, it would seem,
by false teaching; and of this possible charge he expressly
acquits them.18 Israel should do what these men enjoined,
but not imitate their practice--especially their lack of the
social righteousness which was to characterize the Kingdom
and their opposition to the popular hopes of its early coming.
The prophetic discourses of the twenty-fourthlo and
twenty-fifth chapters. At the coming "consummation of the
age" therein described "shall all the tribes of the earth
mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming on the
Mt. xi%. 27-29.
14Mt. xx. 1-16
Bbt. xx. 30; &. 9 1 5 f .
Mt. xxi. 33-45; xiii, 2-4; Lk. xiv. 15-24.
*a

17 Mt.

xxiii.
"Mt.
vs. 2 f:.,
XXIU.

13.
34.39; kxiv. 1-51.
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clouds of heaven with power and great glory. . . . This
generation shall not pass away, till all these things be accomplished"! 20 How unreasonable to affirm that Jesus was
speaking of a remote cosmic catastrophe at the end of the
world! For him the events were near enough to call for
watchf ulness-that is, preparedness for a taxing emergency
--on the part of the twelve themselve~.~~
Chapter twenty-five, with its parables of the wise virgins
and the talents, together with the account of the Messianic
judgment. The Messianistic character of these teachings is
too evident to call for comment.
Jesus' response to the High Priest's adjuration : "Henceforth ye shall see the Son of man sitting at the right hand of
power, and coming in the clouds of heaven."
Three Kingdom passages are peculiar to Luke; and these
also belong in the second, or institutional group:
The direction to the would-be disciple to "leave the dead
to bury their own dead" and go "and publish abroad the Kingdom of God." 23 This saying on the spiritual view seems to be
needlessly exacting, even after we have allowed for Oriental
rhetoric and the length of Eastern obsequies. What was the
urgency about taking up the r6le of spiritual evangelist that
should require neglect of that primary form of piety, respect
for a parent? In fact, would not the candidate be a better
spiritual teacher-certainly a more acceptable one sociallyif he performed the usual funeral rites? Surely only a social
crisis regarded as imminent can account for this summary
demand. The Kingdom Jesus had in mind would not wait.
The parable of the pounds.24 As a bit of universal ethics,
illustrating the need of faithful and intelligent stewardship,
this parable loses much of its point; for it was spoken in
proximity to the palace of Archelaus, whose course-well
known to the people-in appealing to Caesar for the succession to his father's (Herod) throne, is closely paralleled
in the story. And surely verses 11, 12, 15, and 27 are
strongly Messianistic and institutional in suggestion.
The lesson drawn from the budding of the fig tree. This is
another warning of the imminence of the Kingdom, and the
need of wtchfulrzess~m the part of the twelve.2a If Jesus
xxiv. 30, 34; Cf. xvi. 28.
"m Mt.
vs. 42.
Mt,xmi. 63 f.

lo

* Llr

ix. 60.
**'Lk.
~ k :xi?. 11-27.
XXI. 31-36.
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thought of the Kingdom as the reign of God in the heart, is
it not strange that he should bid the disciples beamre lest its
coming should find them unprepared ?
Our survey of the synoptic gospels thus reveals to us that
all the definite sayings of Jesus regarding the Kingdom recorded by them require the prophetic and institutional interpretation. I t is not until we pass on to the gospel written
two or three generations later that sayings about the Kingdom
are attributed to Jesus that require a spiritual rendering, and
so fall into the thwd group.
One of these is the statement to Nicodemus "that except
a man be born from above, he cannot see the Kingdom of
God." e6 This seems to involve a conception of the Kingdom
as a mystic situation wherein a new inner life in man is
produced by vital contact with God-an idea which is confirmed by the reference to baptism and the endowment of the
Holy Spirit which follows.
Again, Jesus' reply to Pilate, "My Kingdom is not of this
world," 2T etc., is, in view of the strong mystic tendencies of
the author, probably to be construed as indicating a like
spiritual view of the Kingdom. Jesus is made to insist that
he is a king because he had come into the world to bear
witness to the truth! There appears to be no institutional
reference, nor, for that matter, any definite meaning.
The remaining sayings supposed to favor the spiritual view
have already been examined in chapter five. It transpires
therefore that the only two passages in the four gospels that
require a spiritual conception of the Kingdom were written
down from sixty-five to a hundred years after Jesus' death!
I t is true that some of the indeterminate sayings might be
construed spiritually if the term Kingdom of God had been a
new one, originated by Jesus himself. I t would then have
only such meaning as he gave it; and that would be open to
surmise on the spiritual side as well as on the institutional.
Even then, however, the term would be indeterminate, and
not require a spiritual interpretation. For example, the first
beatitude (upon "the poor in spirit")28 might be understood
as referring to a spiritual Kingdom without doing violence to
the passage. W e could think of inner humility before God
as an attitude needful for the coming of divine "grace" and
m Jn. iii. 3 (B. V. margin).

n Jn, xviii.

36-30.

9l

bft. v. 3.
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for individual spiritual growth. But such humility m y
equally well be needed for ready admission to a Messianic
institution, since that institution is a Kingdom of God, in
whose presence self-esteem and self-assertion may well be a
hindrance.
In view of this overwhelming accord of the real sources
with the prophetic and popular expectation, it is surely unhistorical and dogmatic to import into Jesus' Kingdom conce~tionideas which arose in later generations and amidst
Gentile surroundings.

